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NOTES ON STATISTICAL SUPPTl>MENT
1. This supplement contains a much fuller set of tables arising from the
study concerned with Carterton Health Centre than is provided in the
main report.
2. Where percentages are calculated they are given correct either to the
nearest whole number or to one decimal place. The decision as to
which of these to adopt in the case of a particular table or entry
in a table depended partly on the size of the denominator on which
the percentage was based and partly on context. Thus for exal'lple,
in the tables based on the 1971 Census (100% sample) we have presented
percentages correct to one decimal place since they are based on
denominators which were at least of the order of a fe\; hundred. In
the case of those based on the 10% sample in the 1971 Census however we
have usually given percentages to the nearest whole number elKcept for
England and Wales.
3. In some tables arising from the postal survey of patients percentages
have been calculated for the purpose of comparison even though based
on v~ry small denominators (though they would not usually be calculated
where the denominator was less th-:m 15). The reader is however urged
to note the denominator on which any ?ercentage is based and to bear
in mind the change in percentage correspondL"1g to a chilllge of one unit
i~ the numErator (for example where the denominator is 25 an increase
of one in the numerator has the effect of increasing the corresponding
percE:ntage l:ly four).
4. Note that generally the percentages in a given row or column will not
always add, where they should in theory, to 100% due to rounding effects.
5. In the case of tabulations by sex for the fresh sample respondents in
the postal survey of patients note that the sex of one respondent .,,,s not
recorded.
6. The supplement is divided into the following sections (full contents are
given immediately after this notey:-
Tables based on the 1971 Census,
Weekly summary sheets (routine workload data),
Tables from the detailed workload study,
Tables from the journey to surgery study,




































TABLES BASED ON THE 1971 CENSUS - SE SERIES
Distributial by age and sex of the population resident in Carterton,
Brize Norton, the rest of the practice area, the whole practice area,
and England and Wales - from the Census of 1971.
Distribution of hOUSeholds and persons by number of cars (including
vans) available for use by lIIembers of households in Carterton, Brize
Norton, rest of the practice area, the l<hole practice area and England
and Wales - from the census of 1971.
Method of travel to work by persons in employment for Carterton,
Brize Nortal, rest of the practice area, the whole practice area and
England and Wales - based on 10% sample: 1971 Census.
Distribution for economically active or retired persons by socio-economic
group for Cartertoo, Brize Norton, the rest of the practice area, the
whole practice area and England and Wales: Census 1971, 10% sample.
Distribution of employed persals by industry for Cartertal, Brize Norton,
the rest of the practice area, the whole practice area and England and


































Carterton Routine Data - Week Nos. and Dates.
Surgery Worl< - Doctor X.
Visiting - Doctor X.
Surgery Work - Doctor Y.
Visiting - Doctor Y.
Surgery Worl< - Doctor Z.










TABLES FROM THE DETAILED WORKLOAD STUDY
SURGERY WORK - DLS SERIES
l.a. Distribution by ag\l and sex of surgery consultations for Doctor X
for the four recording periods •
l.b. Distribution by age and sex of surgery consultations for Doctor Y
for the three recording periods.
l.c. Distribution by age and sex of surgery consultatioos for Doctor Z
for the three recording periods.
l.d. Distribution by age and sex of surgery consultations for all doctors
for the four recording periods.
5.b. The distribution of surgery consultations by type of consultation and
by persal initiating consultation; for Doctor Y for three recording periods •
5.a. The distributial of surgery consultations by type of consultation and by














Distribution by type of consultation of surgery consultations for
each doctor for the four recording periods •
Distribution by person initiating consultation of surgery consultations
for each doctor for the four recording periods •
The numbers (and percentages) of surgery consultatioos for each doctor during
the course of which the inGicated items of service were provided, or arranged,





5.c. The distribution of surgery conSultations by type of conSultation and
by person initiating consultation; for Doctor Z for three recording periods .



















Distributial by age and sex of home visits for all doctors for the
four recording periods •
Distribution by the type of visit for home visits of all doctors in
the four recording periods.
Distribution by person initiating visit of home visits for all doctors
for the four recording periods.
The nUITbers (and percentages) of home visits during the course of which
th" indicated items of service were provided, or arranged, for all doctors
for tho four recording periods •
The distribution of home visits by type of visit and by person initiating








TABLES FROM THE JOURNEY TO SURGERY STUDY - JS SERIES
1. Age-sex distribution of attenders at the Carterton surgery of the
practice in four periods.
3. Distributioo of attenders by origin of journey and length of travel
time to surgery for the before and after periods of data collection •
5. Distribution of attenders by age and by tOOthod of travel to the surgery
for the before and after periods of data collection.
lj. Distribution of attenders by age and by length of trav.,l time to surgery








2. Distribution of attenders by method of travel and origin of journey




















6. Distribution of attenders by .ex and by length of travel time to surgery
for the before and after periods of data collection .
7. Distribution of attenders by sex and by tOOthod of travel to surgery
for the before and after periods of data collectic:n.
8. Distribution of attenders by sex and by the type of origin of journey
for the before and after periods of data cOllectic:n.
9. Distribution of attenders by sex and by origin of journey for the
before and after periods of data collection.
10. Distributioo of attenders by sex and by titOO of surgery session for the
before and after periods of data col.l.ection.
TABLES FROM THE PATIENT SURVEY - P SERIES
--------------
1. Response to postal surveys of patients.














'After' postal survey: respondents from first sample (Le. those
approached a second time) and total of those approached a second time by
age and sex•
'After' postal survey: respondents from fresh sample (Le. those approached
for first time in 'after' survey) and total fresh sample by age and sex•
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
address, by age and sex.
'Before' survey: distribution of respondents who stated that (prior to
receiving the questionnaire on this survey) they knew their doctors were
roving into a health centre 'soon': by source of this information, by












7.a. 'Before' survey: distribution of respcndents according to where they
preferred to see their general practitioner by age and sex.
7.b. 'After' survey: survivors: distribution of respondents according to where
they preferred to see their general practitioner by age and sex.
7.c. 'After' survey: fresh sample: distribution of respondents according to
where they preferred to see their general practitioner by age and sex.
8.a. 'Before' survey: distribution of respondents according to where they
preferred to see their general practitioner, by nunber of visits to
surgery in previous year (to see doctor or take someone else).
8.b. 'After' survey; survivors: distribution of respondents according to where
they preferred to see their general practitioners, by nunber of visits to
surgery in previous year (to see doctor or take someone else).
8.c. 'After' survey; fresh sample: distribution of respondents according to
where they preferred to see their general practitioner, by number of visits






9. 'Before' survey: distribution of respondents according to where the,'
preferred to see their general practitioner by source of knowledge (if











10. Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
where they preferred to see their general practitioner by whether or not
they considered existing waiting room satisfactory.
l1.a. 'Before' survey: distribution of respondents according to where they
preferred to see their general practitioner by method normally used to make
appointment to see doctor.
l1.b. 'After' survey: survivors: distribution of respondents according to where
they preferred to see their general practitioner by method normally used
to make appointmmt to see doctor.
11. c. 'After' survey: fresh sample: distribution of respondents according to where
they preferred to see their general practitioner by method normally used to
make appointment to see doctor.
••
12. I After' survey; survivors and fresh sample: distribution of responllents
according to where they preferred to see their general practiticner by
whether or not they nonnally obtained an appointment to see their doctor
on the day requested •
,..
..
13.a. 'Before I survey: distribution of respondents according to where they
preferred to see their general practitioner by home address.
13.b. Distribution of respondents to 'after' survey according to where they
preferred to see their general practitioner by hOIre address •
22.a. Distribution of respcndents to the before and after surveys according to













































Had respondents to the after survey (survivors and fresh sample) been to
the health centre for any reascn?
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys by nuIJt>er of
visits to surgery in preceding year (approx.) by age and sex.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys by nuIJt>er of
home visits from doctor received in preceding year (approx.) by age and
sex.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys by the muwer
of times in the preceding year (approx.) they had felt the need to see the
doctor but felt unable to go to the surgery.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after sU.'r'veys by the nuIJi>er
of times in the preceding year (approx.) they had felt the need for a home
visit but not called the doctor by age and sex.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
their normal method of making an appointment.
Distribution of respondents to the before and afte~ surveys as to whether
they nonnally obtained an appointment to see their doctor for the day they
requested.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys by normal method
of travel to surgery by aga and by sex.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according tc
whether they reported difficulty in travelling to the surgery by age and sex.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys by address and
by method of travel normally used.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether (if they wanted to see a doctor) they would prefer to wait to
see their own doctor although he would not be available on that day or would
prefer to see another doctor immediately - by age and sex.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they had been attended by a district nurse, health visitor, midwife
or chiropodist (after only) either at the surgery or at home by sex.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether (if they wanted to see a doctor) they would prefer to wait to see
their own doctor although he would not be available on that day or would
prefer to see another doctor imIlEdiately - by number of visits to surgery
in preceding year (approx.).
27. Distributien of respondents to the before and after surveys according to



























Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys as to what
they would do if they cut their hand badly at home at 3 o'clock C%l a
Tuesday afternoon and, although the bleeding soon stopped, they thought
it would need seeing by someone.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether they
had attended a surgery where a nurse helped the doctor by whether they think
this is an advantage or disadvantage to the patient.
Survivors' responses to both surveys cross-tabulated: method of travel
to surgery.
Survivors' responses to both surveys cross-tabulated: where did they
prefer to see doctor.
Survivors' responses to both surveys cross-tabulated: number of visits
to surgery in the preceding year (approx.)
Survivors' responses to both surveys cross-tabulated: number of home
visits in the preceding year (approx.)
Survivors' responses to both surveys cross-tabulated:nonnal method of
making an appointment •
Survivors' responses to both surveys cross-tabulated: whether respondents
felt the need to go to the surgery in previous year (approx.) but had not
done s::> •
Survivors' responses to both surveys cross-tabulated: whether respondents
had felt the need for home visit in previous year (approx.) but had not
mquested ene.
...
37. Survivors' msponses to both surveys eross-tabulated: pmference if own






















Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they are on the telephC%le at home by method normally used to make
an appointment to see doctor.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether they
are C%l the telephone at home by whether or not they normally obti"ined an
appointment to see their doctor on the day requested•
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they are on the telephone at home by whem they pmferred to see
their general practitioner•
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they are en the telephone at home by whether (if they wanted
to sea a doctor) they would prefer to wait to see their own doctor although
he would not be available en that day or would prefer to see another doctor
illlllediately •
Distributien of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they are en the telephone at home by age and sex•
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they are en the telephone at home by how long their journey to


















































Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according
to whether they are on the telephone at hone by nethod of travel normally
used.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according
to whether they are on the telephcne at hone by Registrar General's
socio-economic groups •
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys by nethod
normally used to make an appointment to see the doctor by Registrar
General's socio-economic groups •
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether they
usually obtained an appointment on the day requested by Registrar General's
socio-economic groups •
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
where they preferred to see their general practitimer by Registrar General's
socio-economic groups •
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether (if they wanted to see a doctor) they would prefer to wait to see their
own doctor although he would not be available on that day or would prefer to
see another doctor immediately by Registrar General's socio-economic groups .
Distribution of respmdents to the before and after surveys by age, sex and
by Registrar General'S socio-economic groups.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
method of travel normally used;by Registrar General's socio-economic groups.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
where they preferred to see their general practitioner; by marital status
and sex .
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys as to what they
would do if they cut their hand badly at home at 3 0' clock on a Tuesday
afternoon and, although the bleeding soon stopped, they thought it would
need seeing by someone; by marital status and sex •
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys by method of
travel normally used to surgery and by marital status and sex .
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether th8y go to work by where they preferred to see their &eneral practi-
tioner •
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they go to wolk by what they would do if they cut t.'leir hand badly at
home at 3 o'clock m a Tuesday afternoon and, although the bleeding soon
stopped they thought it would need seeing by sOlOOone.
Distribution of respondents to the before and after surveys according to
whether they go to wolk by method of travel normally used to surgery.
Distribu'tt;ln of respondents to the befure and after surveys 2cccording to
the number of children Imder 5 years of age in the household by where they
prefer to see their general practitioner by sex .
Distribution of respondents to the befure and after surveys according to
the number of children under 5 years of age in the household by what they
would do if they cut their hand badly at home at 3 0' clock on a Tuesday
afternoon and, although the bleeding soon stopped, they thought it would
















































Distributioo of respClldents to the before alld after surveys according to
the nunber of child%'en under 5 years of age in the household by method of
travel normally used to surgery by sex.
DistributiCll of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they get from the do'ctor has changed now that the health centre
is open by age and by sex.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they get from the doctor has changed now that the health centre
is open by where they preferred to see their general practiticner.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical carethey get from the doctor has changed now that the health centre
is open by whether they are on the telephone at home.
Distribution of respClldents to the after survey according to whether the
medical carethey get from the doctor has changed now that the health centre
is open by method of travel normally used to the surgery.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to wh&ther the
medical care they obtained from the doctor had changed now that the health
centre is open by number of visits to surgery in previous (approx.) year
(to see doctor or to take someone else).
DistributiCll of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they obtained from the doctor had changed now that the health
centre is open by nuni>er of home visits from doctor received in preceding
year (approx,)
Distributicn of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they obtained from the doctor had changed now that the health
centre is open by the number of times in the preceding year (approx.) they
had felt the need to see the doctor but felt unable to go to surgery.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they obtained from the doctor had changed now that the health
centre is open by the number of times in the pIBceding year (approx.)
they had felt the need for a hom visit but not called the doctor •
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to Ilhether the
medical care they obtained from their doctor had chang£d nCM that the
health centre is open by Registrar General's socio-econol<lic groups.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they obtained from the doctor had changed now that the health
centre is open by what they would do if they cut their hand badly at home
at 3 0 I clock on a Tuesday afternoon and, although the bleeding soon stopped,
they thought it would need se'.dng by someone.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they obtained from the doctor had changed now that the health
centre is open by the number of children under 5 years of age in the
household.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they obtained from the doctcr had changed now that the health
c,outre is open by whether if they wanted to see a doctor they would prefer to
wait to see their own doctor although he would not be available CIl that







































Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether
the medical care they obtained from the doctor had changed now that
the health centre is open by how long their journey to the surgery
usually takes •
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they cbtained from their doctor had changed now that the
health centre is open by whether they had attended a surgery at their
doctort: own surgery where a nurse had helped the doctor.
Distribution of respondents to the after survey according to whether the
medical care they cbtained from their doctor had changed now that the health
centre is open by whether they think it is an advantage or disadvantage








NOTES ON TABLES BASED ON 1971 CBNSUS
The data in tables SEl to SE5 for Carterton, Ilrize Norton, the rest of
the practice ar~a and the practice area were obtained ~rom the Small

















































In the case of Carterton (andth"refore of the pr'3.ctice area) the following
enumeration districts were o~itted because they were inhabited almost
exclusively by service personnel and their families, most of whom woulc\




















• I • I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i i
TABLE Sel
Distribution b a'e and sex of the 0 ulation resident in Carterton Brize Norton the rest of
the practlce area, the whole pract~ce area, and Lnsland and ales - from t e Census 0 1971
I
I CARTERTOIl BRIZE HORTOH REST or PRACTICE AREA WHOr.E PRACTICI: AREA" EHGI.AND AND WAr.ES
PersonsI Hales females Uales Females Persons Males Females Persons Hales Females Person Hales Females Perso118
IAGE (YEARS) \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
I
I 0 - 10 34.3 33.2 33.8 26.6 27.8 27.2 2~.~ 19.7 21.9 32.5 31.2 31.8 25.1 22.5 23.7I!lS - 19 6.~ 6 .• 6. 11 ~.3 6.0 5.2 5.6 3.~ ~.~ 6.1 6';0 '6.1' 7.2 6.5 6.8
I
120 - 2~ 6.2 7.1 6.7 8.0 5.7 6.8 7.9 3.9 5.8 6.5 6.6 6.6 . 7.9 7.~ 7.7
125 - .. 30.9 29.:i 30.2 25.7 22.6 2~.1 22.6 23.9 23.3 29.5 2t1.2 28.8 25.1 23.3 2~.2
.5 - 59 13.5 12.9 13.:l 17.3 18.3 17.9 lB.5 20.8 19.7 1.... 4 1~.3 14.4 18.6 18.~ 18.5
loo
- 6. 3.2 3.6 3.~ 6.8 5.2 5.9 7.3 6.5 6.9 ~.O ij.l ~.O 5.6 6.0 5.8
I
165 and over 5.5 7.2 6.' 11.1 14.3 12.8 13.5 21.8 17.9 6.9 9.6 8.3 10.5 , 16.0 13.3I TOTALS
2577 2"102 S27<J 323 3~9 672 3.0 385 725 32~0 3~36 I 6676 23,5 82,95 25jl66,59 ~lI,7~9,57
i<lOO\) All
Ages
* i.e. Area served by Carterton Surgery
Sol.:I'<:e: ([ngland and Wales) Office of Population Censuses and Surveys: Census 1971 Great Britain. Age. Marital Condition and
General Tables: London H.H.S.C. 1973.
(Other areas) 'Office of Population Censuses and Surveys; Census 1971, Small Area Statistics (Ward Library) (100\)
household.(for enucerated districts as listed before 'i"able 5£1).
I I I I I I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I I I I' I • • j I
TABLE SE2
Distribution of householdsl and ",rsons' by number cars (includin vans) available for use by
me ers 0 ouse 01 ,m Carterton, BrJ.ze llorton, rest of the practic.e area, the whole practice






























Number of ICars Households PersonsAvailable r-' _.. -_.To
\ Household I % % ~!
0 I 2'1.5 22.7
1 65.'1 66.3
2 10.1 11.1
I or more ,
TOTAL (lOO %) I I•HOUSEHOLDS/ I 1567 528'1PERSONS jI I I j
'"
J..8. Area served by Carterton surgery
Source: (England and Wales) see below Table SEl (Other Al~as) Office of Population Censuses and SurVGys; Census 1971
1 Small Area Statistics (Ward Library) (10% Sample) (for enumerated districts as listed before Table SE1).




Method of travel to work by persons in employment for Carterton,
Brize Norton rest of the ractice area the whole ractice 3r6a
and England an v/ales-based on 10 sample: 1971 Census
%%%%
, I iI IMETHOD OF TRA!,SPORT I
--
WORKING 1Nl I I~ain l1otor\pedalOUTSIDE L.A. Foot Other; or & Not All1 , None i Stated (100%)AREA AREA Car ! Bus I Cycle, Cycle
T
_.







In L.A. 52 4 1 2 14 5 -161
..
III CARTERTON Out L.A. 66 22 5 7 59
IUl 55 9 2 10 18 5 331
"" 2.




III BRIZE NORTON: 57 36 7 14
I I.. All 46 25 4 7 11 7 28 \,
• ·1I In L.A. 38 11 4 4 31 11 26 l, I..
AREA!
REST OF I
• PRACTICE Out L.A. i 67 33 9 I
i
-






I In L.A. 48.81 5.5 0.5 2.5 8.5 201
-
I .23.4, I ~11 I ;• I 64.6-22.0PRACTICE I Out L.A. 1.2 7.3 4.9 82AREA 53.'1 hO.2- 0.7 i 9.2 \All 1.8 ,18.7 6.0 283 !, I
• I , ! I t II I i I
-
ENGLAND AND I I 12,109,797 II , 119 • 8 I• WALES 36.5\23.8 6.6 1.6 4.5 7.2I! I l i
..
,
• 11 i.a Area served by Carterton surgery
.. Source: (England and Wales) Offtc", of Population Censuses and Surveys:
III Census 1971 England and Wales tfcrk place and transport to work tables,
Part 11 (10% sample) London H.M.S.O. 1975.
•
III
(Other areas) Office of Population Censuses and Surveys: Census 1971
Small Area Statistics (Ward Library) (10% Sample) (for enumerated
-
districts as listed before Table SE1)
""
1









ARrffiD FORCLS t\ND INADEQUATEL~
DESCRIBED OCCUPATIOllS: 16,17\ 26.1 22.2 15.6 24.3
-----------'--+1-----+----_+__ ----'f------j
ALL (lUO%) : 257 36 45 338
2 ._2._1--~_+_3__._2__-;
_-+- -+_5_.6_r-_6_·._7_+-~_6_.:..9 ~
5.6 ~ 11.1 13.0 I 19.0f----------+-.-- --1j.---+---+------I
-+_1_1_.1-+1__2_0_.C_'-+_1,4_~__-1
I I
f- ....;:.--'~----"-27.81 22.2 1'_1_9_._8__-+__1_7_,4 --1
5.6l 4.4 7.4 6.9+----l-·----r----+--'---j
5.6 I 6..::'! 4·_~_+-2:..9----!
1
'B
SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUpl jCARTERTON N
EMPLOYERS AND
~-ANAGERS: 1,2,13 9.3
PROFESSIONAL WORKERS: 3,4 1.2 i
LiTERrffiDIATE NON-MANUAL I I
vIORKERS: 5 I 4.3 II !Jl.JN IOR NON -HANUAL IWORKERS: 6 14.4 ,I
FOREIlAN, SUPERVISORS & rI
SKII,LED UANUAL WORKERS: 8,9 111.4 I
,
PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS,
!SEMI-SKILLED r~NUAL WORKERS'JAGRICUL1UI<AL WORKERS, 7,10,1 18.3
UNSKILLED MMlUAL vIORKERS: 11 8.2 I
-
OWN ACCOUNT WORKERS (OTHER I 1
THAN PROFESSIONAL): 12 ,l!.~ I 3,9 I,
..
,
Distribution for Economically active or retired persons by
Socio-Economic GI'OU~ fur Carterton, Briz.~..Jlor~, the
.rest of the pract~ce area, the .hole practice
area and England and Wales. Census 1971
10% sample
,---------------TI.....:.=======-'l------;:-----'-----'


































* Area seI'V8d by Carterton Surgery
Source: (England and vlales) Office of Popuhtion Censuses and
Surveys: Census 1971 Great BI'itab Economic fo,ctivity
Part IV London HMSU 1975
(Other Areas) Office ef Population Censuses and Surveys:
Census 1971 Small Area Statistics (llai'd I,ibrary)(10'6 sample)
(for 8num8rated districts as listed befol'€ Table SEll
1 The socio-eca1omic group is .'is defined in the 1970 classification of
occupations (H,'ISO 1970). Briefly these a.."€:-
(1) Employers and manag8l'S in central and local government,
industry, commerce, etc. - large esta))lishments.
(2) Employers and managers in industry, commerce, etc. - sToall
establislllTents.
(3) Professional workers - self <;mployed.
(4) PI'Ofessional workers - employees.
(5) Intermediate non-manual workers,
(6) Junior non-m:mual workers.
(7) Personal servi.ce workers.
(8) Foremen and supervisors - manual
(9) Skilled manual workers.
(10) Semi-skilled manual workers.





































(12) Own account workers (other than professional).
(13) Farmers - employers and managers.
(14) Farmers - own accolIDt.
(15) Agricultural workers.
(16) Members of armed forces.







Distribution of emploY':.!Ll'ersons by indus.1:-r;' fo~rter1:on, BrL~ Nor~,
. the rest of the~actice area_~, the whole--.£:,~cti~a and Englan'!
a....d Wales _. Census 1971 , 6'fSan}J?le
I': TIiDUSTRY OF EMPLOYl';~N:r3 _.-. i
.Working r ! I fationalTi Il in/outsid~gr'iCul"i 1anu- ~on- :Utilities1Distributio~Local Gov~ ALL iL.A. area !ture t1inin act:tructio~Tl'ansport& Services 1& Defence~' (100%) ii :9.: ~ o~ S:: j ~ 9: i 9- If.. ! Q 0 'v () I -l;1 ., I 0
'car-te-rt-on--11In L.A. I 2 - 'I' 16 I -;0~1--2-- -- -'-~':-T',;~-'-- 161r l
.. Out L.A. I - 2 36 14. 8 3~ I 7 59. I
.. 2 .. I
!-----------t----t---+'----t----+-----t.- -'---7
1 14 - i 14 7 - 14l~ut L.f\. I.. - ! 36 21 I 7 i 21 H 14~" ,Ail! 7 - 125 14' 4 I 29 ..2_1_ 28~est of the lLTl L.A. j 19 - i 19'~~-'-- 23 ,--19 -+--2-6--+
""'''00 1"" C.A. ill:~ ii I ; I;; n I CO "~::tice ,~;l~lL:A' i 1:.5 .. 15~·-9.0r-;~-·+--·:';·~.-3 2:: --i
ii\rea * ouilt L.A. i 1.2 1.2, 32.9! 13.4! 9.8 3c:.~ I ~~~o ! 82 !
.J i ! 4.2 0·4 20.81 10.2 I 5.7 26.5 l 31.8 i 2831 !
~-n-g-l-an--d-an-d-+'----;--2.5 1.61 34.5 I 6.9 I 8.~--'~ 38.9 I G.6 b,5'6e5~~
r,:ales ! I I J"

















* Le. area served by Carterton surgery
,
2" includes 1 person for ~,hom industry was '';other il or not stated
3 includes 168,240 persons for whom industry was "other" or not stated
The industry headings are grouped or<!ers of the Standard Industrial Classification
(revised edition, mISO 1968) as follows:- Il.L.H. order
Agriculture (including Forestry and Fishing) I
Mining (including Quarrying) II
Hanufacture Ill-XIX
Construction XX
Utilities and Transport XXI,XXII
Distribution and Services XXIlI..XXVI
"ational and Local Government Services and TJefence XXV1I
Source:
(England and Hales) Office of Population Censuses and Surveys:
Census 1971, Great Britab Economic Activity Part II (10'0 sampk)
HHSO 1975 .
(Other Areas) Office of Po.,ulation Sensuses and Sur"veys: Census
1971, Smail Area Statistics (Ward Libra~J) (10% sample).




































WEEKLY SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED
USING THE ROUTIliE WORK-LOAD FORMS
The number of contacts each week falling into the indicated categories
are provided separately for each doctor and for surgery work and home visits.
For details of definitions and forms used see Appendix I.
Week No. 1 was that commencing August 9th 1971.
The Health Centre Opened on May 15th 1972 (Week 41).
(A list of Week Numbers and Mondays with which they colJ1Denced follows.)
The study continued lUltil the end of July 1973.
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Period 1 (before the health eentre opened). Foul' days in September 1971, this was a pilot run undertaken by Doctor X
only. Ths four days were located in two different weeks and together constitute th,. equivalent of 1+1/3 nomal weeks
of sUI'gery worlc for Doctor X in the Carterton surgery.
Period 2 (before the health centre opened). Two weeks cOllllllencing November 8th 1971.
Period 3 (after the health centre opened). Three weeks comxrencing Nove.mb"r 6th 1972.
Period ~ (after the health centre opened). Two weeks commencing April 30th 1973. Doctor X was present for only one
week and Doctor Z covered for him b th", other, taking Doctor X; s surgery ..essions as well as his own.
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'AGE !~~~····F~~i~····-·-All·-··--rM~le ·-T·F~;;:~TAll·--··iM~le-._. :Fema~ iAll-I~ale--·Fe~e ··A:;:;:--··-
IS~~L..---.t-N~.-. % No % N':......%i t1()_ .... ~.Lt.IO_·~ ...tN.()···%._,.~I() %L~~··_--··~-·+~<:>······~··l~·<:>·-·-~··;~<>.···_-·!+~()···· ... %1
I 0 - 4 ! 3 7i 4 6 7 6 14 18 9 7 23 11! 7 15 3 4 i 10 8
I 5 14' N 0 4 91 6 9 10 9 21 26 8 6 29 14 6 13 6 7 I 12 9
! i
115 24 D A T A 5 11! 12 17 17 15 5 6 30 23 35 17 7 15 19 23! 26 20
i II ,i25 44 COL LEe T E D 20 45! 37 54 57 50 23 29 56 44 79 38 18 38 33 41 i 51 40
!45 59 8 18 ! 7 10 15 13 10 13 16 13 26 13 5 10 13 16! 18 14
:60 64 3 7: 3 4 6 5 5 6 5 4 10 5 2 4 3 41 5 4
! i
i 44 100: 69 100113 100 80 lOO 128 100 : 208 100 148 100 81 lOO! 129 100




i.. . __ ._ _ .
1
1 o o 1 1 2 3 4 3 6 3 3 6 4 5 ! 7 5
See notes below Table DLS lA
1.1.1.1.1.1.111.1 1 I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I j I i
TABLE DLS le
DISTRIBUTION BY AGE At'tD SEX OF SURGERY CONSULTATIONS FOR DOCTOR Z FORTH:: THREE RECORDING PERIODS1
..•---.__ _-..__.__.- _--_.__ _._ __ _.- _•......._-----_._ _.- -•..................._._---_ _._- _.- -._.._ _........•._--_ _.._.__._._-_ __.._ _ _..- .
211 1918 2015 '613 1lI159~ 111
I
2 5! 23 19 25 15! :
i i 1;1
16 ~~: 21 36 37 39 13 33 '38 ~2 51 ~O i 11 26 I 55 ~6 66 ~1: I ~ !'
11 11 9 15 13 l~ 3 8 i J2 13 15 12 5 12 i 1~ 12119 12
3 8! 356613 \22 3225111321
o 0 1.. 2 3 2 2 1 3 5 7 7 5 2 5 6 5 i 8 5i .1
.._ .. _.._.._._.._ _.. '.. _3~_._~??_1 ..__:_~._~?~ l~.~ .._:??_..l.~~_1..?~.__ _.9_~_~..?!J __.l!:~_s._.~C:O"_ ..~.~._.~.~_ .._l:!:~~ _1.~gJ.1..~.~ 1.?g.. !
D A T A










i 65 & over
i ALL( 1009,; ~
._.._.~ _-_.__._--- __.__.__.._ __ __._-_.._ _- -._ _ --.__.__._-j
i PERIOD 1 : PERIOD 2 i PERIOD 3 PERIOD ~l.. ..- _ . __. . .._.................. I _._.._ _.... . _ _ .._..~ __ .._ ::c-;....,...__r' .------.-.--- ------··----···--1-·-··-- ·····1-· ._. - i . : . , : ;
! A~ IMale Fenale All I Male ! Female iAll !Male !Female iAll ill.ale :Female IAll
1_··_(~S..~.._~~o__... ~_~() ~. No %_..+.~?.._.._~+ ..l!"._.._.~ .. iN()--.- .. ~.. i.!!"..... _~m--tNO _m.._.~+NO -.--.. -%-.-+l!o....----~...1liP %I No .
I! I!: I : : ! I
i 0 - ~ I 1 3 8\ 6 10 I 9 9 I 8 n 10 11 : 18 1~ , 8 19 ' 7 6 15 9
5 14! N 0 6 171 9 15 : 15 16 ' 7 18 ~ ~ 11 9 12 29 1~ 12 26 16
1
See notes below Table DLS lA
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • • I' I I I I f j
TABLE DLS ID
IJ.!.~:r.~.!3_~!.~-'!.~ ...!l.~_._":9.fJ:!lP SE~._~r._s.~<>.~~!.-E0NSU~:!.:A.T!.~NSJOR -A~L DOCTORS FOR TIlE FOUR ~CORDING.PER~().!?l
21
15 24 0








......_-~ _.--.._.__._.._ _-_.__ __ .~ .._._ .._-.._-- -.._.._-_ _ _.._..~-_ _._ .._._.__ - -.- _---_ .._._--_ ---_.__._._•...._---_._ _..-._._--_._...•..._ - -
! PERIOD 1 PERJ:OD 2 PERIOD " i PERIOD 4
i .<.p.~,.){<>P.,:).y)...... .. +....... -.-- -............ --.- L.- -.._- _._.__ _.._..__..__.. L_ _._.. __..__ _._ __.
AGE IHale i Female i All ,Hale : Female . All ; Male ; Female ; All i Male ; Female ! All(~):-tNO;- 'J No,-:tNo,j No8~!:O :IN~:t~~j~--: t-~;:1~;-,~1N::t---:-I
! l i . i I i I!
5 - 14 I 3 4 9 I 7 12 1 19 18! 30 13; 49 141 42 23 I 18 5 I 60 11 i 19 18 27 11 I 46 13 I
II 23 I 11 19! 14 13! 42 18 56 17 i 17 9 :,,' 80 22 I 97 181 12 11 54 22, 66 19 i
17 36 ! 20 34 39 36 101 44! 140 41 I 56 31 i 166. 45 1
1
222 411 35 33 j 103 41 1
1
138 39 i
8 17 10 17 15 14 25 ll: 40 12 i 18 10 ',1
1
: 43 12, 61 11 f 13 12 33 13. 46 13
2 4 3 5 I 10 9; 7 3: 17 51 11 6 15 4 I 26 51 5 5 9 4114 4
i I ! I 1 i '
1 2 I 2 2 I,. 6 3; 8 2 I 6 3 I' 18 5! 24 4 , 6 6 11 4 i 17 5
, j ! i I
47 100 59 100 I 107 100j 231 100 ! 338 100 ) 182 100 j365 100 I 547 100 i 106 100 i249 100 i355 100
._'-- .__._..1.... .._ .._ _ _._ L. _. __ L....' _L.....__. ._~._.._ ..
1






























DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF CONSULTATION £F SURGERY CONSULTATIONS FOR EACH
DOCTOR FOR THE FOUR RECORDING PERIODS
. ,...... .. ..·..··r _····· ..·..·.. ·· _~ .._ -- T .._···· _ _ ..-! _ _ _ ,
· TYPE OF CONSULTATION, DOCTOR i PERIOD 1 i PERIOD 2 i PERIOD 3 I PERIOD 4 i
i"~~ ....._.. "-"'-l" ....~--I- ':~-;~ I N~~__ ~t;-;i'~ :;1
1z: I 54 57: 53 41 I 77 48
I ALL :.. I 160 47 i 254 46 1172 48 I
j ..••.•.•.•••.........•--.••••-•.-.•..----••••••.•--..+_..__ --i- _ _..__.._--t ···_·_····.._·············-i····_·..··············_·····_···········r·········_-_···· -.......... :
i ACUTE RETURN i X 1 18 31 I' 33 25 64 30 I 23 36 <••:1.
I, Y 30 27 68 33 34 26Z i 28 29 63 '19 I 51 31I ALL I 91 27 1195 36 1108 30
· ...................'1" ,........................ .. I ·· j · · r .
i CHRONIC RETURN i){ 9 15 I 18 1'1 . 11 5 i 3 5
i i Y! : 1'1 12 8 4 I 13 10
I ! Z! ! 7 7 5 4 20 12






! I Y I 7 6 I 20 10 ! 15 12 1',1! 'z 33132 1 95i _ __ _~ ..~~~ ..J----_ _+ 32 -= .. ....l=~ __10 _L~ _7_ j
I OTHER I){' 2 3 i 3 2 i 6 3 i 3 5 !
! jy ! 65! 21! 43 i
· 'z 122'3242:
L.... .. ~ ~LL _ -..i- ~.._ _ t-~=_ ~-~ .._=~ : 11 _ _ ~ _ I
iALL (100%) !)(, 59 100 'I 130 100 i 210 100 64 100
Y , 113 100 i 208* 100 129 100
Z I 95'" 100 '129 100 162 100
ALL \ 338* 100 i 547* 100 355 100
...--- _._ _.._----_._--_ __..__.- _.~.•.....__.._.__ _--_ -'-- -.. _- __ __ - _......•....
1
For details of periods see notes below table DLS 11'.
2







* Indicates cne cootact for which type was not known
..
TABLE DLS 3
1 For details of periods see not" below Table DLS lA
DISTRIBUTIOO BY PERSON INITIATING COllSULTATION10F SURGERY CONSULTATIONSFOR EACH DOCTOR FOR THE FOUR RECORDING PERIODS
\ CONSULTATION2 ! DOCTOR: PERIOD 1 , PERIOD 2 i PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4i INITIA~D~!. •....-.!._._. ..~ N~..•..... ~ ~.~~ ~..•.L~() .~.._.J. No %
: PATIENT I X 42 71 81 62 i 124 59 38 59\ ! Y 73 65! 142 68 76 59
. : z 75 79, 77 60 87 54
! ALL 229 68: 343 63 ,201 571·~~T~;--_.._···_-+-_..·_·-:-··-r-~7 29 48 .~~.-L74-~~-··..···~····~~······· .. ·~~
i i Y I - 40 35' 55 26 i 32 25
I ! ~L I ! 1;; ~~ 1~~ i; I ~~ ;;
I·························_···-···········.._·~_···_··· - + _- ~- _.._.-·········f-····_·············.._-_·.:·.. ····-············ .
I OTHER ; X I 0 0 ill I 7 3 I' 7 10
i . Y I f 0 0 I 8 4, 20 16I : z i.. i 0 0 I 7 5 I 37 23
'
1_ -- - L-~~~ ..-.-L- ~ - ..J ~__._.~ ~.~ _~ 64 18
1 l i I IIUNKNOWN ! X ! 0 0" 0 0' 5 2 I 0 0
i Y·. 3111
I :I z : 110021
i ALL" 1 O. 8 1 , 3 1
i i I ;1--.---..- ----.--.-----L.-- +- ---+---·__·__··t·__···_··_-_·_·__·_··_·····__ ·~·····_·_·_· _.-.._ .
IALL (l00%).; X 59 100 I' 130 100 i 210 100 I 64 100
i Y 113 100 ! 208 100 ! 129 100i z I 95 100 129 100 . 162 100
! ALL ' 338 100 547 100 355 100


































2 For definitions se", appendix 2
,.,.
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I " , • , • •
TABLE DLS 4
THE NUMBERS (AND PERCENTAGES) or SURGERY CONSULTATIONS FOR EACH DOCTOR DURING THE COU~SE OF WHICH THE
INDICATED ITEMS OF SERVICE \/ERE PROVIDED, OR ARRAlIGED, FOR THE FOUR RECORDING PERIODS
I ITEM OF SERVICE PROVIDED OR ARRANGEDL ~•
?ERIOD I DOCTOR PRESCR- CERTIrI X-RAY SPECI- OUT- IGP. IN- OTHER RETURN RETURN REFER IREFER REFER REFER ADVICE TOTAL J
IPTION CATES MEN PATIENT PATIENT INPATI- TO GP. TO GP. TO NURS1 Iro NURS] TO TO O!ILY CONSUL-
I ENT SURGERj HOME SURGERY !HOME IMIDI/IFE H.V. TATIONSNo % No % No % No % No % No % No % No No % No % No % No % No % No t (100%
I I X 39 66 8 14 I 2 9 15 5 8 1 2 2 3 25 42 2- 3 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
59
2 I X 87 67 13 10 2 2 39 301 3 2 0 0 2 2 41 32 1 1 6 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 11 8 130
I Y 71 63 12 11 3 3 20 18 5 4 1 1 0 0 21 19 -I 1 4 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 11 10 113 IZ 66 69 II 12 1 1 6 6 2 2 0 0 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 IS 16 95I ALL 224 66 36 11 6 2 65 19 10 3 1 0 69 20 17 0 0 0 2 I 37 11 338 I: 3 1 3 1 5 1 I
3 X 142 68 28 13 3 1 36 17 6 3 3 I 4 2 89 42 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 22 10 210 IY 116 56 33 16 9 4 27 13 5 2 0 0 0 0 63 30 7 3 5 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 44 21 208
Z 73 57 14 11 6 5 10 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 45 35 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 21 129 II
ALL 331 61 75 14 18 3 73 13 12 2 '3 1 4 1 197 36 7 1 12 2 1 0 0 0 4 1 93 17 547 ,
.
4 X 51 80 11 17 1 2 5 8 1 2 0 0 0 0 27 42 0 gl 6 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 64Y 78 60 17 13 3 2 17 13 4 3 0 0 2 2 34 26 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 17 129
Z 128 79 17 la 1 ~ 8 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 34 21 2 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 14 162ALL 257 72 45 13 5 30 8 6 2 0 0 2 I 95 27 2 I 14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 14 355
"---
I
For details of periods see notes below Table DLS lA
2
For definitions used see Appendix 2












THE DISTRIBUTION OF SURGERY CONSULTATIONS BY TYPE OF CONSiJLTATDN AND1 BY PERSONINITIATING CONSULTATION; FOR DOCTOR X, FOR THE FOUR RECORJIHG r::RIODS
...,........••........._-_.._._- -••.••.•...... ·····.-r.····.-·· .•·••.•.. -.·._.····••••.•__ .•._....•....__ _•••••_.•._..•._.....•••...__•••... __.•_•. __._..__ .•.......•..._........•..•.•..._ __••_._..•.__ _.•..•_.__._••..•._ •••_._•••.__•..__ H_·_ __·_..·__· ·· ·········_···_··_··_········
f .. . .t'(!'F;. gr CmlSU~TfJ.'+.9~~ _ .. "T'''' _ ..- ..---.- _ - _ _ ;_... "-'-1
COllSULTATION2 i NErl IACUTE RETURN i CHRONIC 11 NEW !REPEAT : OTHER I' ALL !
INITIATED BY-'I ' i RETURN PREGNA'ICY' PREGl'lANCY I ;
. No %; No %; No %! No % i No % No % 1 (100%) :i .. ,... .. . . -t _..--..__ -.-L. - .-..•.. "--" .t- ---.- _., - ..__. _.. _ -t- _-... .. .,
! i :! I t i
Patient 'I' 26 62 9 21 3 7' 2 51; eel 2 5; 42
Doctor . 0 0 9 53 6 35 1 6 1 6 I 0 0 17
Other ; 0 0 0 0 to! 0 0 I
Unknown i 0 0 0 0 I 0 ' 0 i 0 I
All : 26 44 18 31 9 15 1 3 5! 1 2! 2 3 1 59 I
...... i· ········--·····_·f _............ . __ __ - _.+ - - ----f-..-- ··········_--··_··1-···_·--_··_·····;---·_·-··..-··h·_· I·-·_····_·_··-···_·········1
! Patient 52 64 I 18 22 5 6' 1 1! 3 4 i 2 2; 81
,'.:. Doctor 0 0 I 15 31 i 13 27 I 1 2 i 19 40 I 0 0 48
Other 0 0 i 0 I 0 : 0 ill,
i~~---+~~-~I-::-;;_-i-'~':··+:- ..~.~': .-':-I~- ·~i- ::1
'I: 0 0; 13 68 2 11 1 5 2 11' 1 5 19
,5 2 0 0 0 0 7io 0 0 0 0 0 0
! 32 50 23 36 3 5 1 2 2 3 t 3 5 64
................_ ! __ _ _ _.__ _._ _._ _ _._ _!..__.._._.._ __ __._ L..__.._ __._.._ 1. _.__ _.__. ._. _:
1
For details of periods see notes below table DLS lA
2
For definitions see appendix 2
1.1.1.1.1.1.1 •• I I I. I. 1.11 .t •• &. II It l
TABLE DLS 5B
THE DISTRIBUTION OF SURGERY CONSULTATIONS BY TYPE OF CONSULTATION flD BY PERSON
















1·················..·: ·-· ·..T _··..· · ·· ·· · ·..·..· · ·-- - - - - - - ---.. ..-..·..--..-·-·..--·--· ···· -·· --- · ··..·-·1·
'
1
i TYPE OF COilSL'LTATIC'N2 ,
. . _ ---.-.---- --- - ..---- --.-. ..--.-... __ __ T •· · ·.. ,
PERIOD: CONSULTATION ; NEH . ACUTE : CHRONIC NEW I REPEAT i OTHER UNKNOHN i ALL i
I : DHTIATED By2 : i RETURN : RETURN ~'PREGNAc'<CY! PREGNANCY ! i ii! ! No % i No % INo % No % I No % i No % I No %! (lOO%) I
I 2 l'..:;~~~t -- -r-~~- 7~' '1' ~~ ;~ i-~~ ~; ..-'I'"'' ..i· --·i..···r ~ ..···-::-r:-~ T:--:-r z;-I
Other i 0 I 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 i
Unknown ! 0 i 0 I 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 ~'O 1I
All I 5'1 '18 i 30 27 i 1'1 12 '2 2! 7 6: 6 5 0 0 113
i'" .....j ···..··· .. t· ····.......··r· ..·· ·t ··· ..·-- ·t--··..·..-··········t ·· ··--- ············ ·i·· ···f-..· ·_--· · .
I 3 Patient i 103 73! 27 19 i 5 'I i 0 C 5 'I I 2 1 I 0 0 I 1'12
j Doctor 0 0 36 65 I 3 5 I 1 2 15 27 lOO ,0 0 55
, L~~~n_!. "~_,,L,L,,-L: _,_I:IJ__~j~ -=oJ ""'~ ,,--,-1.'1.._......_.0._,1.2J
i I , I I I Ii~ ~~ I ~ 2~ I ~ g I 1~ 3~ I; 6 I g g I ~~
3 15 0 O! 0 0 'I 0 0 I 1 5 0 0 I 20
1 0 10 0 10 0 i 1
3'1 26 13 10 I 0 0, 15 12, 'I 3 0 0 129
t • j
............._-_._ _--_ __ _---- _ _ _ .._ - - - _........••.- .
1
For detaiJs of periods see notes below table DLS lA
2
For definitions Gee appendix 2
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I • I 1 l 1 1 i
TABLE DLS 5C
THE DISTRIBUTION OF SURGERY CONSULTATIONS BY TYPE OF CONSUL rATION ¥D BY PERSON


























...••.,.•....- -_ _.•....-_ -•..........-_.__ _....•..__._----~_ .._.__..__._--.-_. ..._--_._- _-_.---_._..__ _--.-_..__.__._ _.__ '}
I TYPE OF CONSU':.TATION2 i
f Patient 54 I
)Doctor 'I' 0 0 12 63 'I' 4 21; 0 0 3 16 i 0 0 0 0 I 19
i Other 0 'I 0 . 0 . 0 0 i 0 ,0 I 0
;Unknown 0 0 i 0 ; 0 I 0 0 1 1
I 'Other i 2 4 j 0 0 I 0 ; 1 0 7iUnknown i 0 . 0 i 0 0 L' 0 I 0 0 0
!".." t~ _ _ ---L.~: 4:.._L~=. 49 I 5 4 ..~__..__2 _" ~.. 2 i 3 2 o._.~.._. 129
, i '! I;
!patient . 51 59 I 24 28 ,I 8 9 0 0 I' 0 0'
!Doctor 0 0' 15 1~2 11 31 1 3 9 25
lather 26 70 I 10 27' 1 3 0 0, 0 0
;Unknown 0 . 2 0 0 ! 0~'11 77 48! 51 31 i 20 12 1 1 I 9
................................................................- _ __ .;._ __ _...:... _---
1
For details of periods see notes below Table DLS lA
2
For definitions see appendix 2
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I TAl""" DL',I • I I I • I • J I j I J I j I j l









·....••.....•.•....•...•._-_ _ - _._._.. -.---.......•..._.......••. -._ _..
_ •••• __••••••••••••••••• _ ••_ •••••••• p. • •••- ••-----••-.---.-•••• - •••--•••••---.- •••••- •• - ••--._••••••••• __•••-_••••••••- •••••• - ••.•••••• _ •••••••••••_. 1
AGE ;_..~J::.F.:~~~_.?::_ ..~.~~.:.._~?~LY~._ ..._-L. ......_P~~r..~n....~....._.... .L_._.....~..?IO.~.~__. L..... .~~R.IO.!.J_~ I --..--1
(YRS) I'Male jFemale IAll ! Male i Female iAll : Mal! iFemale IAll iMale : Female ! All I
, No %!No % I No % : No %! No % INo %! No %:No %: No % !No %! No %; No % i
_..~.~. ~ ·11..i-~··_ .... ·-T-~·--··~~-·r-~·--- ..·_ ..t~_·_..-~- ..r~·....·- ..·..~T....;·· ..-~~..·r··:.... -~·T··~· ..·....·:T·;..~~ ....r-~· ......·_..':l"~""''''~l
5 14 I 0 I0 I 0 0 I 3 I 5 19 I8 24: 7 35; 11 23 118 26 i 7 39 7 21 114 27
24 I 0 I0 I 0 0 '11 0 I 1 4 11 3 2 10 1 2 I 3 4 0 0 2 61! 2 4
. i I . '! i
44 I 2 ,10 112 71 I 0 I 3 12 I 3 9 3 15 6 13 i 9 13 1 6 8 24! 9
I i i! li.' 1 i59 0 1 1 I 1 6 j 0 i 6 23 6 18 3 15 6 13 I 9 13 0 0 0 0 I 0I I I ! ! ll
60 64.\ 1 !0 ,1 6 I 0 I 3 12 I. 3 9 2 10 0 0 I 2 3 1 6 1 31 2
65 and I 0 i 0 I 0 0 3 i 6 23 9 26 0 0 i 20 42 \20 29 7 39 14 41 i 21 40
, I I i i ': ji . I : I' i 0 ..1Unknown I 0 ! 1 i 1 6 1 i 0 0: 1 3 i 1 5 0 0 ill 0 0 0 0
All ! 4 13 :17 8 126 134 120 148 168 118 34 i 52
(J.QO%.) .. . L._.. .._: __ -.J._.. ._ L_ L. 1.. , .
1
Period 1 (before the health centre opened). As for period 1 in th~ case of the detailed surgery workload record
keeping (see note belOW table DLS L'\). This covered a period equivalent to just over a typical week in September
1971: This was a vilct run Wlderteken by Doctor X only and as will be scen from the tables in this section was
somewhat atypical in the character of the visits tlade in a nUlltler of respects.
Period 2 (before the health centre opened). Two weeks cO!llID'3ncing ,1ay 1st 1972. note this was not the same period 2 as
in the case of the detailed surgery work load record keeping.
Period 3 (aft"r the health centre opened). Three weeks commencing 'lovemb~r 5tb 1972 (Le. effectiv>~1y the same period
as that covered by period 3 of the detailed surgery work load recori keeping.)
Period 4 (after the health centre opened). Two weekS commencing April 3C~h 1973 (the SaIlS period as that coveNd by
period 4 of the detailed surgery workload record keeping).
Doctor Z recorded virtually no home visits' in periods 2 and 3 (~m in eaC·.l period) but was covering for Doctor X during



































DISTRIBUTION BY THE TYPE OF VISIT FOR1HOME VISITS OF ALLDOCTORS IN THE FOUR RECORDING PERIODS
r- -- - T -- -.-.- -; --- - __._.
! TYPE 9F i PERIOD 1: PERIOD 2 i PERIOD 3 , PERIOD 4 .
; VISIT t(DR X OOLY) i i i li ' : I : i
!--_··_··__ ·_······~~~':-_··__·~··-+·~--~···P!?_--_····_!_··+~?.-·_···-~··-I! NEW • 4 24 I 18 53 I 40 59 ! 29 56 ,
! 'I ACUTE ' ,!RE~ I ii 7 41 7 2l! 6 9 11. 21 .
,
CHRONIC
RETURN 0 0 6 18 22 32 12 23
NEW
PREGllANCY 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
RETURN
PREGNANCY 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
OTHER 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
UNKNO,m 1 6 3 9 0 0 0 0
ALL
(100%) 17 34 68 52
; i .....•.•..~__ _ __._ _ _..L_.._.._._._ _.._ ..;..__ _.__ _ _.l _ _ .i...-- _. _
1
For details of periods see notes below Table DLV 1





DISTRIBUTIoa BY PERSON INITIATING VISIT OFIHOME VISITS FOR






PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 i PERIOD 3 i PERIOD 41(DR.X OOLY) : i
No % No % lNo %, No 0,'0
..········..·-···1···.. ·......·,......·..··....····r..·....·....·,,,...._............+._.........._--, ............
6 35 27 79 47 69 19 37
11 65 7 21 20 29 9 17
0 0 0 0 0 0 24 46












..•..•.__•. ...__•__• i__• ._..l_.. _ ,





























f I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I • I • 1 j 1 j I
TABLE DLV 4
THE NUMBERS(AND PERCENTAGES) OF HOME VISITS DURING THE COURSE OF WHICH THE INDICATED1ITEMSOF SERVICE WERE PROVIDED,OR ARRANGED, FOR ALL DOCTORS FOR THE FOUR RECORDING PERIODS
ITEM OF SERVICE PROVIDED OR ARRANGED2
PRESCR- CERTIFI X-RAY SPECI- OUT- GP. !N- OTHER RETURN RETURN REFER IaEFER ~FER REFER ADVICE TOTALPERIOD IPTION CATES MEN PATIENT PATIENT INPATI- TO GP. TO GP. TO NURSE TO NURSI~ . TO H. V. ONLY CONSUL-
ENT SURGERY HOME SURGERY ~OME ~IDWIFE TATIONSNo %No % No %No %No %No %No %No %No %No %No %No % No % No % (100%)
1 11 65 3 18 0 0 3 18 1 6 0 0 0 0 11 65 0 0 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 17(Dr. X
only)
2 23 68 0 0 0 0 2 6 1 3 1 3 1 3 5 15 5 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 12 34





I 4 29 56 3 6 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 6 6 12 1 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 22 421 52I ,,
1
For details of periods see notes below Table DLV 1
2
For definitions used see appendix 2
I I f I I I I I I • f • 1.1 11111.II .. ttl"1 III i
TABLE DLV 5
THE DISTRIBUTION OF HOME VISITS BY TYPE OF VISIT AND Br PERSON INITIATING



















































----.----------------------------------·----·--------:------------------1·~~-------------------~;;;;-------!!'----OTHER i UNKNOWN 'ALL I
i !
%_+ ~:Gl~ANCY%_1~~~CY%JNo %L~<:-- . ~ :,;- (l()O!) 1
1
,
: 1 - -- -- i 1 . 0 I 0 . 6'
~ ~ ~ I ~ l~ I
: ~ : ~,: :I: ~ :: I
~ , ~ ol~ o!~ , j
,
I
o I 0 0 0 0 47 I
o I g 0 g 0 2g I







































































40 85 I 2
o 0 I 3
g ,I 6~
40 59:~ : I i
! 2~ 56 i 1~
































For details of periods see notes below Teble DLVl
2
For definitions See appendix 2
I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I I I1 I11 I I I I I I
TABLE JSl
..--
JOURNEY TO SURGERY STUDY
i i •
. AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTION OF ATTEIIDERS AT THE CARTERTON SURGERY OF THE PRACTICE m FOUR PERIODS
BEFORE I'.EALTH CENTRE OPENED AFTER HEALTH CENTRE OPENED
AGE GROUP PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4
m MALE FEHALE TOTAL HALE FEHALE TOTAL ~IALE FEHALE TOTAL MLE FEMALE T07f.L
YEARS
No % No % No % No % lIo % No % No % lIo % No % No % No % INo %
.,
0-14 26 31 26 18 52 23 26 36 33 18 59 23 41 34 43 16 84 21 38 30 43 18 81 23
15-24 7 8 18 12 25 11 3 4 25 14 28 11 21 17 46 17 67 17 18 14 47 20 65 18
25-44 28 33 61 41 89 38 26 36 89 48 115 45 31 25 120 45 151 39 35 28 107 46 142 40
45-59 10 12 25 17 35 15 10 14 27 15 37 14 21 17 38 14 59 15 20 16 26 11 46 ' 0
-"
60-64 6 7 8 5 14 6 6 8 6 3 12 5 2 2 6 2 8 2 6 5 2 1 8 2
65 or over 7 8 6 4 13 6 - 2 1 2 1 6 5 12 4 18 5 7 6 8 3 15 4
unknown - 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 1 41 2 - 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 - 2 1
TOTAL (100%) 84 147 231 72 184 2571 122 268 390 125 234 059
1
Includes 1 person whose sex was not recorded
PERIOD 1 9 days in Jan 1972 - before health centre opened
PERIOD 2 10 " " May " " " " " "PERIOD 3 10 " " Mar 1973 - after " " " "
PERIOD 4 9 " " May 1973 - " " " " "
• I • I • I • I I I I I • I • I I I • I • I • I • I • • • • " . lT,\BLE JS2
Distribudon of attenc!.ers by method of travel and origin of journ.~y for the before and after periods of data collection
BEFORE HEALTH CDlTRE OPENED
..1.j,jress from PORrar 1 PPRTan
which patients Walk Bus Car Cycle/ Other Total Walk Bus Car Cyclel Other Total
'travelled
No \ No \ No \ No \ No \ (100\ I No \ No \ No \ INo • "" • ''''M \
Carter-ton 139 ,. 1 1 43 23 4 2 1 1 188 15. 71 1 .9 22 3 , • , "' .5
::ri=.e :tartan 8 40 3 15 6 30 3 15 - 20 , 35 6 ,n • .n , • .n2
id tne;,' ISellt hs'
:n~l::.tries
-
2 2 - 1 5 1 - ,
'x:.,,)rd
- 3 2 5 • •
~!lj~!'I 1 1 -
"~:l!'te~ Lovel! 1 1
-
Al ...e scot IBlack
18ourton 2 2 • 1 2.-
~~r:~rJ/Ba~~ton 2 2 1 1
(-"::~.er /L::\kno:,on 2 1 2 5 2 15 1 8 ·- 31
,.6
7')7..1.i. 149 64 la 4 60 26 8 3 • 2 231 163 63 8 3 62 24 4 2
, 3 25,13
Af"I'ER HEP.LTH CENTRE OPENED
.;<!':':-::!$S froe PERIO 3 PPRTon •
1':"';:'~:1. ra,:i.mts Walk Bus car Cyeu' Other Total walk Bus Car Cyel.e/ Other Total
tr..::el.:cd
i-- t,o \ No \ No \ No \ No \ (100\1 No \ No \ No \ No t No \ "nM'
~<i.rt~rt~'L..__ _223 62 4 1 124 34 , 2 1 359 206 63 1 11' 36 3 1 ??
I 3r':'·-! :'orton 1 5 5 26 10 53 1 5 2 la 19 2 . • 11 42 13 5a ?6
;"it::c::~' /~:::i't!ls I
~ __ ;~;2?-!.~':'es 1 1 2 •
ex:",;):",: 1 3 •
__;i.;':'l.·'..J:,\
\'::~:", •.:!:" Lovel1 C
A;'\'e;,;::~t/31ack












,",.- ..-.... 225 5B 12 3 141 36 8 2 I 3 1 I a90 1
A superscript x above a total denotes the fact that t.r.e ,:otal includes x people for whom method of travel is not known
For details of periods see note below table JSl
I I I 1 • I I I I I • I I I I I I fABUIf t • I I I I I I j I J I I •
Distribution of attenders by origin of j oumej· and length of travel time to surgery for the before and after
periods or data cOllection
BEFORE HEAL1lI CENTRE OPENED
IA~~~~S ~rom PERIOD ·,",>Ton0-5mins 6-10r.lins Il-ISmin 16-20mins over wumown Total O-Smins 16-1~ins 11-15min$l6-20mins over unknown TotalI_lace:. pat l.ent I on, . ~~ .
i t~3:I<!lled 110 \ 110 0 No \ No \ 110 \ No \ 100\ No \ No \ No \ No \ No • Nn • 100\•













- S - - - 1 - - 1
Cxford
- - - -
S - 5 1 .. - - 1 2
5... .:.:)..:on
- - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - - -
I'inster Lovell - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - -


















5 2 15 2 15 1 8 1 8 1 8 6 _6 13
i :~7,i~ 69 30 , 6_ 28 33 10 _3 19 22 9 I
-
231 92 36 92 36 .. 17 la
-
7 3 12 5 257
AFTER HEALTH CEJ~TRE OPEnED
: ;'..:...:.:oe!;;; fro;::: PERIOD 3 PERIOD
-
,
patient O-Smins 6-1Omins 11-lSmins16-2Omins over wumOW11 Total O-Smins 6-10..10. ll-lSltin 16-2Orni.ns over unknown Totalt .... ti.ch ?n,,;n< on, .I
·t:-3 .....:11ec. 110 \ No \ No \ No \ No \ 110 \ 100\ No \ No \ No \ Ho \ Ho \ No \ 100\
,




:ri~ :lorton 3 16 la 53 S 26 1 5 - - 19 5 19 la 38 8 31 3 11 - - 26
iAitn~Y/S~ithSIIndustrie$
- - 1 - - - 1 - - 2 - - - 2
! 2xfo:'G




- - - - - -
-
!.s.... i...1.,:.::n
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
::ins't~r :.cH"ell
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- -
;.lves..:ot/Bla::.i< Bourton
- 1 - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - 1
:~"':'':c=,d/ZJ~~t(X)
- - - - - - - - - -
1 - - 1
':..'t:~e =' /l.:.kr.o-.r.l - - 1 2 - 3 6 - - - - - 2 2
.......... 159 .r 102 2• 71 18 03 11 12 3 3 1 390 168 ., 97 27 75 21 17 5 - 2 1 359
For det:ails of periods see not:~ below Table JS 1
I 1 I 1 I I • I I I I I • I • Tf!!£-i" I I I I I I I l 1 I i t j t j 1
Distribution of attenders by age anJ by length of travel time to surgery for the before and after periods
of data collection
BEfORE HEALTII CENTRE OPENED
..<:;e &r:oui' -----E&!UOT , .______ PEJ!IQ!L2
in years IU-Scins 6-10Clins l-lSn:ins 16-2Omin over unknown total O-Smins 6-10mins 1l1-15mins 16-20min ~~: unknown totalI ,n..
I No \ No \ No \ No \ 110 \ No , (100\) No , No \ No \ No \ No \ No \ (loo\)
, J
- 1" 13 25 13 25 6 11 1" 27 6 11 - 52 H 2" 2" "I 16 27 3 5 2 3 - 59,
I
I IS - 2"
"
16 12 ,,8 2 8 1
"





I 25 -"" 33 37 23 26 12 13 17 19 " " - 89 ,,3 37 "5 39 16 H 3 3 3 3 5 " ll5
"5 - 59 12 3" 7 20 9 26
"
11 3 9 - 35 16 "3 8 22 7 19 2 5 1 3 3 8 37
I 0.) - olf
"
29 5 36 2 I" 1 7 2 I" - I" 7 58 3 25 1 8 1 8 - - 12
I 55 and over 2 15 2 15 2 15 6 "6 1 8 - 13 - 1 - 1 - - ,




7 3 121 5 257"
ArTI:R HEALTH CEUTRI: OPI:UED
I ALe P'Oup nrn,n , P''''IOD "! i., years 0-5mins 6-1omnlol 1-15mins 16-20r.Un over unknown total O-Smins 6-1Omins 1-15mins 16-2Omin I ~~~__ unknown totalI 2OminoI ;10 ,. 110 • 110 , 110 , 110 \ No \ (100\) No \ 110 \ No \ No \ No \ No \ (lOC»• •
I
I o - llf 25 30 32 38 19 23 5 6 3 " - 8" 32 .a 25 31 23 28 1 1 - - 81







,,2 28 23 15 12 8 6
"
1 1 151 73 51 ,,3 30 17 12 9 6 - - H2
.,
- SS 28 ., 11 19 11 19 7 12 1 2 1 2 59 26 56 11 2" 8 17 1 2 - - "6
D":' - 04 5 - 3 - - - 8 5 - 2 1 - - 8
I 05 a.1~ ovo!r 6 33 5 28 2 11
"
22 1 6 - 18
"
27 3 20 7 ., 1 7
- -
15
1\J7Ar. 592 "I 02 25 711 18 "3 11 12 3 3 1 3903 68 ., 97 27 75 21 17 5 - 22 I 359 2
A sU?erscript x aboye a total denotes that the total contains x people whose age was unknown
for details of periods see note. below Table JS 1
I I J I I I • I • I I I I I I I I I TAJI~ 155 • I I I I J I I I I • I I i
DistributiO:i of attenders by age and by method of travel to the surgery for the before and after periods of data collection




Pl,;RIOD 1 PERIOD 2
"r GRCU? l!~I19.Q or T~"'yl:.1..._TO SURGERY .n HOD O' TllAVEL TO SU,o<RYn ••




No <, Ho \ No \ No \ (100\) No \ No \ No \ No \ No \ ilOO\)
0
- I' .2 91 1 2 6 11 1 2 2 • 52 _5 76 3 5 B 1_ - 2 3 59
1
15 - 2_ l' 56 2 9 7 2B 2 B - 25 19 68 - 6 21 - - 28
3
~S - -, 50 56 3 3 31 35 3 3 2 2 89 70 61 2 2 31 27 3 3
-
3 ll55




35 16 _3 3 8 1_ 38 1 3 - 37
3
60 - g" 10 71
-
3 2l 1 7 - 10 la 83 - 2 17 - - 12
b~ an<! owr 11 85
-




Tr.:.7AL ' ~92 65 10
-
601 26 8 3 • 2 231 63
1 63 8 3 621 2'
-
2 71 3 257
--
AfTI:R HEALTIt CEUTRl: OPENED
PERIOD 3 PERIOD •;.U~ ~:;:.,)\#?
--_.- .
'''--'WD OF TRAI'I:T. TO IoIETHOD OF !RAVEL TO SU.tGERY
1;/ ".'EARs
walk Bus Cycle/ other Total Walk Bus Car Cyoul Other TotalCar
e .....to '''cle
;io \ rie , Ho \ No \ No \ (100\) Ho \ No \ No \ No \ No \ (100\)
- "
o - r- 56 67 3 • 23 27 - 2 2 8_ 5_ 67
-
5 23 28 - - Bl
15 - 2~ 38 57 • 6 19 2B 5 8 - 67
1 3B 5B 2 3 2_ 37 1 2 - 65
,.




2 1 - 102.,
.5 - 55 n ..
-
27 .6 - - 59 28 61 - 18 39 - -
""
60 - olt 6 - 2 - - B 5 - 3 - •.-
.__~ 5 .:l.r~~ o....~ r l' 78 1 6 3 17 - - 18 11 73 2 13 2 13 - - 15
T~':'.l.:' .22:5 1 58 12 3 1~12 36 8 2 3 1 390 209 1 58 13 • 131.;.1 37 3 1 - 359
A superscript x above a tOtal for any age group denotes that the total includes x persons' for whom method of travel was not recorda!.
A superscript x above a total for any method of travel denotes that the total includes x persons whose age was not known
(The grand total for any period will accordingly include a number of people for whom either age and/or method of travel was Dot knoa)
For details of periods see notes below Table JSl
11111111111I1I111111 I1 tea t j I. I I I I l i
TABLE JS6
DISTRIBUTION OF ATTENDERS BY SEX AND BY LENGTH OF TRAVEL TrHE TO SURGERY FOR THE
BEFORE AND AFTER PERIODS OF DATA COLLECTION
BEFORE HEALTH CENTRE OPENED AFTER HEALTH CENTRE OPENED
TIME PATIENT PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIO:; 4
TRAVELLED Male Female Total Hale Female Total lIale Female Total Hale Female Total
TO SURGERY No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No %
o - 5 mins 29 34 40 27 69 30 39 54 52 28 9;11 36 72 59 87 32 159 41 75 60 93 40 168 47
6 - 10 mins 28 33 36 24 64 28 16 22 76 41 92 36 22 18 80 30 102 25 26 21 71. 20 97 27
11 - 15 mins 5 6 28 19 33 14 .10 14 34 18 44 17 14 11 57 21 71 18 18 14 57 24 75 21
16 - 20 mins 18 21 25 17 43 19 3 4 7 4 10 4 9 7 34 13 43 11 5 4 12 5 17 5
over 20 mins 4 5 18 12 22 9 2 3 5 3 7 3 5 4 7 3 12 3 - - -
tmknown - - - 2 3 10 5 12 5 - 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 1
TOTAL (100%) 84 147 231 72 184 2571 122 268 390 125 234 359
1 Includes 1 person whose sex was no~ recorded




DISTRIBUTION OF ATTEIlDLRS BY SEX AND BY METHOD OF TRAVEL TO SURGERY FOR THE
BEFORE AND AFTER PERIODS OF DATA COLLECTION
,
! BEFORE HEALTH CENTRE OPENED AFTER HEALTH CENTRE OPENED
TRAVEL PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 'I
TO SURGERY Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total
No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No %
Walk '12 50 107 73 1'19 6'1 33 '16 30 71 163 63 '18 39 177 66 225 58 53 '12 156 67 209 58
Bus 3 'I 7 5 10 'I 3 'I 5 3 8 3 5 'I 7 3 12 3 2 2 11 5 13 'I
;
!
ICar 32 38 28 19 60 26 31 '13 31 17 62 2'1 63 52 78 29 I'll 36 69 55 65 28 13'1 37
I Cycle/moto~cycle 6 7 2 1 8 3 1 l 3 2 'I 2 5 4 3 1 8 2 1 1 2 1 3 1I
Other 1 1 3 2 'I 2 2 3 'I 2 71 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 • - - -
TOTAL (100%) 8'1 1'17 231 72 2 18'111 25713 122 2681 3901 125 23'1 359
A superscript x above a total in the last rcw of the table denotes that the total includes x persons whose
method of travel was unknown.
(There was one person in period 2 whose sex was not recorded and the superscriptl against the total in the
other class for the period denotes this fact.)
For details of periods see notes below Table JSl
1111 I1 I' I1 1.1. 11 11 I1 I' I) I) [1'
TABLE JS8
DISTRIBUTION OF ATTENDERS BY SEX AND BY THE TYPE OF ORIGIN OF JOURNEY FOR THE
BEFORE AND AFTER PERIODS OF DATA COLLECTION
• • I
---------
BEFORE HEALTH CENTRE OPENED AFTER HEALTH CENTRE OPENED
TYPE OF ORIGIN PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4
OF JOURNEY Male Female Total Male Female Total 11ale Female Total Male Female Total
--
No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % 1;0 %
Home 68 81 136 92 204 88 65 90 168 91 2341 91 113 93 252 94 365 94 121 97 228 97 349 ,,7
Work 14 17 9 6 23 10 6 8 10 5 16 6 6 5 13 5 19 5 2 2 3 1 5 1
School 2 2 1 1 3 1 - - - 3 2 3 1 6 1 2 2 - 2 1
Other - 1 1 1 - - - - - - - 3 - 3 1
--------- .----1------------
--------- -- ------ r-- --
TOTAL (100%) 84 147 231 72 1 1846 257 7 122 268 390 125 234 3S9
The superscript x above a total in the last row of the table denotes that the total includes x persons
for whom type of origin of journey was unknown.
There was also one person in Period 2 whose sex was not recorded and the superscript 1 against the
'home' total denotes this.
For details of periods see notes below Table JSl
I I I I I I • I I I I I I' • I I I I I I I I
TABLE JS9
I I I I I I I ••
DISTRIBUTION OF ATTENDERS BY SEX AND BY ORIGIN OF JOURNEY FOR THE
BEFORE AND AFTER PERIODS OF DATA COLLECTION
BEFORE HEALTH CENTRE OPENED AFTER HEALTH CENTRE OPENED
"-
ADDRESS FROM PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4
---
~-_._-
WHICH PATIENTS Male I Female i Total Male Female Total Male Female Total l1ale Female Total
TRAVELLED No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No % No %
-_.-
---
Carterton 64 76 124 84 188 81 60 83 157 85 2181 85 110 90 249 93 359 92 113 90 214 91 327 91
Brize Morton 6 7 14 9 20 9 9 13 11 6 20 8 7 6 12 4 19 5 8 6 18 8 26 7
Witney/Smiths'
Industries 3 4 2 1 5 2 - 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 2 -
Oxford 2 2 3 2 5 2 - 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 4 1 - - -
Swindon 1 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - -
Minster Lovell 1 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - -
Alvescot/
Black Bourton 2 2 2 11 4 2 - 2 1 2 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1, ,
! Burford/Bampton 1 11 1 I 2 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1~i - - -I Other/Unknown 4 5 1 5 2 3 4 10 5 13 5 3 2 3 1 6 2 1 1 1 1 2 11
i TOTAL (100%) 84 147 I 231 72 184 2571 122 268 390 125 234 359 1
--
--~- ._- --
1 Denotes that sex of one person was not recorded
For details of Periods see note below Table JSl
111111. 1 " 1.1 •• 1 I I I 1.1 I
TABLE JS 10
JOURNEY TO SURGERY STUDY
• I I I I I I
-
DISTRIBUTION OF ATTDIDERS BY SEX AND BY TIME OF SURGERY SESSION FOR THE BEFORE N;D AFTER PERIODS OF
DATA COLLECTION
BEFORE HEALTH CENTRE OPENED AFTER HEALTH CDlTRE OPENED
TIME OF PI:RIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 4
SURGERY Male Female Total Female Total Hale Female Total TotalSESSION Male Hale Female
START No % No % No % No % no % No % no % No % No % No % No % No %
Up to noon 49 58 86 58 135 58 37 51 116 63 1541 60 75 61 131 49 206 53 73 58 139 59 212 59
12 noon up to
4.30 p.m. 8 9 21 14 29 13 4 6 13 7 17 7 16 13 80 30 96 25 21 17 67 29 88 24
4.30 p.m. and
onwards 27 32 40 27 67 29 31 43 55 30 86 33 31 25 57 21 88 23 31 25 28 12 59 16
TOTAL (100%) 84 147 231 72 184 2571 122 268 390 125 234 359 !
1 Total includes one person whose sex waS not recorded.
For details of periods see note below Table JSl.
TABLE P 1
-
RESPONSE TO POSTAL SURVEYS OF PATIENTS
-
.,....----------:--._--~_._----_._-------------




















72 14 I 123 25I














at all • 56 __~-L lOO __~~. __9_1~ 2_2 •












1 Includes 13 cases where questionnaire ~Ias completed by spouse of
person approached - these are t~ated as non-respondents.
2 Includes 2 cases where questionnaire was completed by spouse of
person approached - these are treated as non-respondents.
•
-
3 Includes 3 cases where questionnaire was completed by spouse of





















9 (7) 10 ( 5)
14 (5 ) 18 ( 6)
~-, .....---.
c __ •··__ ·__~~___.•_ •._
17 (13) 17 ( 9)
16 ( 7) 21 ( 7)
57 ('I5 )
li6 (54)
• ~~----. '--<--.... ' ~-'_. ~ .. ~.
26 (21)
36 (17)
5 ( 'I) 7 ( 3)
6 ( 3) 8 ( 3)
_._~-~-,_.
__~_c
126 (lOO) 199 (lOO)

































Figures in brackets are percentagas of cor-responding totals for male




































I AM'ER' POSTAL SURVEY: RESPONDENTS FROM FIRST SAI1PLE
(I.E. Those approached a second t~~) AND TOTAL OF THOSE APPROACHED
A SECOND TIME BY AGEl AND SEX
--- - ----,~
AGE GROUP(YEARS) SEX RESPONDENTS THOSE APPROACHED A
SECOND TIME
--
18 - 24 Male 6 (7) 16 ( 8)
Female 17 (12) 32 (ll)
--
25 - 44 Male 31 (37) 98 (52 )
I Female 69 (49 ) 162 (55)
-_ ........-
45 - 59 Male 24 (29) 41 (22)
Female 28 (20) 53 (18)
---------
60 - 64 Male 8 en 12 (6)
Female 9 (6) 15 (5)
,..-
-+- ~<_.'._-'
65+ ~lale 14 (17) 17 (9)
Female 13 (9 ) 24 ( 8)
-
- -----~--
Unknown Male 1 (1) 6 (3)
Female 6 (4) 8 (3)
-
-----~._.~
Total Hale 84 (100) 190 (100)
Female 142 (lOO) 294 (100)
--
1 At the time of the I after' survey.
Figures in brackets are percentages of corresponding totals for male and






'AITER' POSTAL SURVEY: RESPONDENTS FROH FRESH SJlllPLE
---
(Le. those approached for first!ime in 'after' s,urvey)
AND TOTAL FRESH SAll,PLE BY AGE l AN!J SEX
-----.__..
AGE GROUP(YEARS) SEX 1 RESP
18- 24 Male 9
Female 26
-
25 - 44 Male 51
Female 7"























































































Figures in brackets are percentages of corresponding totals
for male and female respondents and males and females in
the total second sample.











DISTRIBUTI_<.!!.2!:. RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFO~!:!lD A!I'E~








































After - fresh sample~__-+__8:.... -- -- - :l -- 9
- 54 - 95 23--;165. __ --~.+--57----1
After - survivors 29 94 ~ I 31
After -- fresh Sa.!!1£.p;;;.le.:.....-+._~.!_oo_.+--_- -_.f-:-_--_+_ 51
Before 24 92 1 4 I 1 4 26
After -- survivors 22 92 1 l+ I 1 4 24




11 - -- -- - -- 11-~-:---:.---1f-~~----~- :- ~. -~:---J
1- -+_.;;.;A::.ft;;;e:.;r:.....-.......:f:.::""'=s;:;h...::.s:::am;;;J.pr.;:1:.;e:.....+...:::1} -- -- '-_-1-_' -- -- 19 .
Not known Before 5 - - -- -- - 5
After - survivors 1 - - - - -- 1
After - fresh sample.... -,---,1 - -- -- - - 1
- -y ------------i----- ._--=----
Before 118 94 7 6 1 1 126



















































After - fresh sampl!,__ y_._- .__...+- +__13_.....+













m-ARS) SURVEY ~R-TE~ti-3~~~ j ;;;;l~~~~_j
No • % I No • % 110. % ( 100%) I
Before 25 93 2 7 27 I
After - survivors 16 94 1 6 17 I
1-_.__-'1f-...;.c;lli:.:.:e:.:r:......-...=f=.re.::..-:sh::.....;s:;amp=:.:1:::e:...-+..::.26=---"1:;OO::.::..-I-_._-_.__1- -+_26 ----f
Before 113 97 3 3 116
After - survivors 58 99 1 1
t- -l_..;;Aft;::..:;:;e;:;r----=f:.:re=s;:.:h-'s:.:a::.:::IllPc;:1:;:e-+--"'5-5~.,....;:8:;:9__<~•...;7- 10 1
Before 34 94 1 3 1



































After - survivors 135 95
After - fresh sample 134 92 I















































'BEFORE' SURVEY: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS WHO STATED THAT
(PRIOR TO J'mCEIVING THE QlmSTICiNNAIRE 'IN THIS SURVEY) THEY KNE\'l
THEIR DOCTORS WERE MOVING fiiTO A HEALTH CEl~TRE '-SOON:: BY •
SOURCE OF THIS INFORMATION, BY NUHBER OF VISITs- TO SURGERY ill
PREVIOUS YEAR (TO SEE DOCTOR OR TAKE SOMEONE ELSE).
I
, -




;2°4~~ 5 - 9 !1 0 OK HaRt: TOTALF---- 1
r'0. % 1"0. ., No. % :No. % ! No. 90
Newspaper 15 24123 18 1'1 21 113 19
1691 20
I i
Other patients 8 13120 16 19 23 114 21 161 18I
117 11 ISaw centre being built 7 ,, J3 9 10 IS
1
43 13
Village talk 6 10 4 3 2 ;1. 3 ~ 15 4
i
Surgery receptionist/doctor 1 :L 12 10 16 ;l0 ill Ib 140 12
health visitor etc. I
S $
,
Other sources 3 6 3 I!' 3 )( , 15 4
More than one source 4 3 2 ::L 1 I 7 2,
Not stated 2 3 2 2 1 1 I I 82 2I,,
All who knew of H.C. 42 68 88 70 69 85 i56 84 ~5i3 75
Those who did not know 20
,
16 1 832 2432 38 30 12 15 11
I
---- --~-- I
100TOTAL 62 100 126 100 ' 81 100167 lOO III! I_._-_._--
----
Percentages in each column are based on the; total at the foot of the column
1 includes 1 respondent for whom number of atteTldances at surgery in previous
year is not known.
2 includes 2 respondents for whom !lUi'ilDer of attendances at surgeFj' in previous





'BEFORE I SURVEY: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO
--~. -
WHERE THEY PREFERRED TO SEE THEIR GENERAL PRACTITIONER BY
AGE MD SEX
..
h Don't mind iI I






AGE GROUP~ Present I A HealtI
I (YEARS) ! Surgery Centre
i No. % No. 9.,
I 18 - 24 IMale 2 2
I
I iFemale 1 4 7 26
I IBoth 3 8 9 23
,
I
25 - 44 'Male 3 5 28 49!
iFemale 13 11 36 31
IBoth 16
.'t:;-2'I 45 - 59 :Male 4 15 14 5I
iFemale 4 11 11 3
]Both I8 13 I 25 4t- 64 t\ale .- 4Female 2 4
Both 2 9 8 35
--
65+ Male 1 6 4 23
. Female - 7 4
I
f-;ot known
Both 1 3 11 3
Male - 1

































































I AFTER I SURVEY: SURVIVORS: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPOllDENTS





AGE GROUP Previous Carterton Droit mind Not Total
(YEARS) Surgery Health answered (100%)Centre
-----
_.
No. % No. 0 No. % No. %,
18 - 24 Male 2 2 2 - 6
Female - 11 65 6 35 - 17
Both 2 9 13 56 8 35 --- 23
25 - 44 Male - 22 71 9 29 - 31
Female 1 1 54 78 14 20 - 69




45 - 59 Male 1 4 15 62 8 33 - 24
Female - 25 89 3 11 . 28
Both 1 2 40 77 1}-__...!2:.- - 52
,...- .---
60 _. 61., Hale . 7 1 - 8
remale - 5 3 - 9
Both - 13 76 4 23 - 17
65+ Hale - 13 1 - 14
Female - 12 1 - 13
Both - 25 93 2 7 - 27_.
.- --_. - --
Not known Hale - 1 - _. 1
Female - 4 1 1 6
Both - 5 ~. 1 1 7
.----
_.. -
All Male 3 4 60 71 21 25 - 84
Ages Female 1 1 1:;'2 79 28 20 1 1 142







I AFrER' SURVEY: FRESH SAllPLE: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
ACCORDING TO WHERE THEY -PREFER:~D TO SEE THEIR GENERAL






























74 10 20 3 6
7lf 17 23 2 3
74 27 22 5 4
86 3 14
78 4 15 2 7










73 23 22 4





!AGE GROUP Previous Ca(YEARS) Surgery He
Ce
No. % No
18 . 24 Male 1 2
Female - 22
Both -~- 3 24r-'





45 - 59 Hale - 18
Ferale . 21
Both - 39
60 - 64 Hale 1 3
FE:male 1 3
Both 2 13 11
.










All Hale 2 2 77
Ages Female , 1 III•












































1 BEFORE' SURVEY: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO
'il'HERETiffiy PREFERRED TO SECfHETR GENEr<ALpj(AcTIfj:ONER~BY
NUMBER OF VISITS TO SU'RGERY IN PREVIOUS YEAi' (TO SEE DOCTOR




Present A Health Don' mind
SllI'gery Centre


































5 8 21 34 29
12 10 48 38 62
7 9 26 32 48
7 10 24 36 36
2
-_.---_.



















'AFTER' SURVEY; SURVIVORS: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
ACCORDING TO WHERE THEY PREFERRED TO SEE THEIR GEl-t'ERAL
PRACTITIONERS, BY NUl1BEl< OF VYSITS TO SURGERY m PREVIOUS
YEAR (TO SEE DOCTOR OR TAY-E SOHEONE ELSE)
- ALL
P LAC E P REFERRE~~
ER OF Previous Carterton Don't n:ind
Not TOT.~-
TS Surgery Health A..'lsweI\,dCentre
No. % No • % No. % No. %
'H"" ~..- -- ------_.__.
1 3 24 63 12 32 1 3 38
2 2 75 76 22 22 99 I4 - ,
9 - 40 83 8 17 - 48
r more 1 3 30 79 7 18 .- 38




I 4 2 172






















includes 1 respondent \~ho stated that she was housebound




















I AFTER I SURVEY; FRESH SJlJ'IPLE: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
ACCORDING TO WHERE THEY PREFERRED TO SEE THEIR GENERAL PRACT-
ITIONER, BY NUMBER OF VISITS TO SURGERY lIt PREVIOUS YEAR (TO












































1 - 4 1 1 99
5 - 9 1 1 49
10 or more. 1 3 27
Housebound - -
































'BEFORE' SURVEY: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO
WHEP,E THEY PREFERRED TO -SJ.:E--THE"i1fGENERliCPRACTITIONER BY-



























































Newspaper 3 4 33
Other patients 2 3 21
Sa" centre
being built 4 9 22
Village talk 1 7 4
Surgery
Receptionist/
doctoI'S, health 4 10 16
visiter etc.
Other sources 1 7 5
More than
one source 2 3
Not stated 2 --
All who knew
of H. C. 19 7 104
Those who did
not know 12 14 17
- ----































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHERZ THEY PREFERRED-TaSEE THEIR GENERAL PRAC··
TITIONER BY ,lIlETHER OR NOT THEY C01!StDERED-t;usTnrG \'lAITING




38 4 25 16
---_.-
51 14 4 341
:12 1 225
20 10 4' 253
-----
after survey.





No. % No. % (100%)
-_. -_.._-
116 58 4 2 199
44 21 213
45 19 5 2 232
---
































!Present surgery in before survey and previous surgery in
2
































































'BEFORE' SURVLY: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO
WHERE THEY PREFERRED TO SEE THF;-fiCGENERAL PPJ,cr:t1'IONER -BY






11AKE APPOINTMENT PLACE PREFERRED I
I--~-:-r-~-en-~-'--~-e-~-~-~~h' DO~ ,~- mindT:~weredlll







































































76149 22 I 1 0 226
_____.__~_.,_l_.,_ . .,. __<_
•AFTER: SURVEY: SURVIVORS: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
ACCORDING TO '/HE?.£: THEY-PRErLR><EiYTO SEE THEIR GENERAL PRAC-









TELEPIiONE 3 2 96
BY CALLING
AT SURGERY 1 1 70
BOTH TICKED 0 2
NOT STATBD 0 4
- --
_.- _._-_ ....-
























rAITERr SURVEY; FRESH SAMPLE: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDEN7S
ACCORDING TO 1.fHifR1:-nIEY PREFERREt;-TCfslli--'fHEIR GENE-AAL--













--T---Previous Carterto Don't Mind NotMAKE APPOINTMENT Surgery Health Answered TOTAL
No. %
Centre I




TELEPHONE 2 1 113 76 28 19 5 3 148
BY CALLING
AT SURGERY 1 1 72 75 22 23 1 1 96
BOTH TICKED 0 4 0 0 4
1 4 5
-------- ----·f----··




























I AF1'ER' SURVEY; SlJRVIVORS Arm FRESH _SM~LE: DISTRIBUTION OF
RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO WHEf<E THEY PREFERrED TO SEE THEIR
GENERAL PRACTITIONER BY WHETlltR15Rlfof T:'C"'rNOPJ1ALLy5B'i'A!NED
AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE'i'HEIR }~OCT(j~_~ON THE_JiAY~QUESTED
1 155 79 36 18 4 2 198
------
3 24 61 14 36 39




5 6 3 14
_._~_._--
------ ---












































____ .._ .... c-
1 189 75 S:;' 20 10 4
__ ..__._..L. . .•
253
Note that those approached in the 'before' survey ,/Sre not asked whether or not

















-~- -- -;-~,~E--~;;~;;;D------ ---
! pres~0 A He~tJ;, IDon't Mi~d! Not---: TOTAL
Surgery Centre I A."1swered :
No. % No. % No. % I No. % 1(100%)
---t--t--- r------t---
31 10 117 36 161 50 I 14 4 323
'BEFORE' SURVEY: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDU1TS ACCORDING TO
WHERE THEY PREFERRLD TO SEE THEIR GEllERAL PRACTITIONER BY






















ALL RESPONDENTS 31 9 121 35 175 51


















DISTRIBUTION or RESPONDENTS TO 'AFTER' SURVEY ACCORDING TO
WHERE THEY PREFERRED TO SEETHEIRGENERALPPJ,CTITIONER BY
------ ·-----HOIICAlfDRESS
'AFTER'SURVIVORS











































































































HAD RESPONDENTS TO THE AITER SURVEY (SURVIVORS AND FRESH












YES 198 87.6 217 85.8
•
-
NO 24 10.6 27 10.7


































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
BYNUMBER or-vrsIi'S-'f\.,-sOkGtRY ill PRECEDING YEAR (APPROx:J"










7 12 3 5 57




2 8 - 26
1 <; - 24










! 1', ~·=-_.lftii1BER OF YE.~~S T6--~~GERY r-
AGE ~URVEY NONE 1-4 5-9 10-19 20+
*(YEARS) ,Times times Times Times All Avcmge
L- -+- . ~% INo. % j·lo. % No. % No. % (lOO~o\ L.
r ~efore 1 1 1~-~'-- _ _ 12;~L..""'-~~1-




























('Total number in these coluriUls(Le. not including'·
,any not kuowns)
The superscript x by an entry in the r ALL' column means that x persons did not
state number of visits to surgery.
•
1.
Note: The average figure in the last columr: was calculated as follo<lS:-
- : 0 X (no. in 'none' column) ;. 2~ X (no. in '1 - 4'
• i column) + 7 X (no. in '5 ,- 9' colun"j) + 14; X







































11 41 7 25 6 22






















































2 I - 1
i 34 ,16i ~;-;4~-~+·-4-0-1-9·+1-4--6-+1-2-1-5.,4:---11-6--.7---;I ALL After-survivors 20 14! 57 401 33 23 19 13 10 7 I 1422 ., 6.2
..! .....I_A_ft_e_r.-_f_re_s_h_s_anrp__l_e-l-i_9__6~0 Ill/ 45 ~_2_4_1~~ _6__~~~.6~__~::_.~
: includes 1 person who stated that they Were housebound


























DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS



























NUMBER OF HOl1l: VISITS BY DOCTOR
-"--
... --_.
E 1-4 5'·9 10-19 20+ All A
TiTres "'. Times Times.. l.raes
% No. % lNo. % No. 96 No. % (100%)
.+._..
1 - - '. 121
4 .. .. - 6
, 1~. - - 9v ,
58 19 33 I4 "I - 1 2 57
58 12 3911 3 - - 31
65 14 27 3 6 1 2 - 51
-- -~~~-r~--8-·r-'- _.58 - 26
I
71
'I 29l- - - 24
62 7 33 ·1 5 - - 21
..- f--- . .. '-5 - 1 - 9
4 - - - 8





65 4 23 1 .. - 2 12 17
7 I 1 1 2 14




2 1 - - 5
.-
- - - 1
- - - - 1
.... -- ....j-..-_.
59 40 32 ! 7 6 1 1
I
3 2 126 1
54 34 40! 2 2 1 1 2 2 84
61 131 29! 7 7 I 10621 1 I -
i














18 - 24 After-survivors 2
After-fresh sampl 5
Before 33
25 - 44 Afte r-survivors 18
AfteI'-fresh sampl 33
Before 15
45 - 59 After-survivors 17
After-fresh sampl 13
Before 3


































* Average calCUlated as for Table P15
.. The superscrip·t x by an entry in the 'AIL' column means that 'x' persons did































---" -- - -_..~-_._.,. ~-~--_.
5-9 10-19 I 20+
Times Times Times
No. '6 No. % 1N0. % (100%)
-+------ -I-.-..-+-
1 4 272
















2 32 2 3 69
4 33 5 7 3 4 732
--.- ... -------1-._---1--,.-
13 36 2 6 36~
2 43 1 4
3 48 2 7




2 I - 61 1. 0
--1---... "_1- ..,4_+--0.0
7 40 ! 12 6 3 1 ! 2 1 215 7I
8 34 i 6 4 1 1 11421









Before 12 44 1
18 - 24 After-survivors 11 65
After-fresh sample 19 73
Before 56 48 4
25-44 After-survivors 45 65 2




45 - 59 After-survivors 15 54 1

















, Before 104 48 8
ALL IAfter-survivors 85 611 4I
I After-fresh sample 83 57 I 4


































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AITER SURVEYS BY
THE NUMBER OF TIMES n, "THE PRECEDING YEIU<. (APPROX) THEY HAD FELT 'fHE


























1 - .. 9
.. ....' ..
5721 2 - .
- -
.. 31
1 2 - .. 51
..
'"
- 1 4 -- 26








1 .. .. 8
-- - - 11
---- -- --
I 6 .. -
ti~~~-l 1- 13









F TIt,lES FELT THE NEED TO GO TO THE SURGERY
mes
~
*Average calculated as for Table P15
The superecript x by an entry in the 'All' column means that 'x I persons did not











18 - 24 After-survivors 4 2
Afi:er-fresh sample 4 4
--
----_.- 1--'
Before 45 79 9
25 - 44 After-survivors 27 87 4
After-fr.,sh sample 42 82 8
--r-'
Before 17 65 8
45 - 59 After-survivcrs 18 75 4
After-fresh sample 17 81 4
Before 7 2
60 .. 64 ".fter-survivors 5 2
After-fresh sample 8 3
,.-
Bebre 16 94 -
65+ After-survivors 10 2




Not After-survivors 1 ..KT'J.own
After-fresh sample 1 I -
... -_..
BGfore 97 77 23






















































- ! .. --.-...or _..-
--9 10-19 20+ All -IV
mes Times Times (100%)
Si No. % No. %
-




4 - 1 1 1161
2 3 .- 69
1 1 732
- -c;-- ..
1 3 1 3 361
.-
- 281





, -----,,- ,......_- -
16112 1 6 2 12
I
132 I1 I -I
- -
-:l--- -- .- - 6
.-
- 6 (;













I :1 ::1 ~ ,
35 24 I 2 1 I I 2 1





AGE SURVEY !lONE 1-4(YEARS) Times
No. % NOa 95
- --~--,---
Before 19 70 5 18
18 - 24 After-survivors 17 100 -
After-fresh sample 23 88 3 12
. _._--
Before 72 62 37 32
25 .- 44 After-survivore 53 77 14 20
After-fresh sa'llple 47 64 23 32
- -- ------
Before 24 67 9 23
45 - 59 A:i.~el.- survivors 20 71 7 25
After-fresh sample 18 67 (, 22
-------1----------
Before 10 2
60 - 64 After-survivors 7 2
After-fresh sample 3 11------- ~----Before 7 44 3 19
65+ ltfter-survivors 8 2




Not After-survivors 6 IKnown .-M<.~""""."""L:t----Before I 136 63 58 27





































DISTr<1BUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFOEE AND AFTER SURVEYS
BY TllE NUl-lEER -O-F TIt-lES IN THE PRECEDING -'n::AiC(AFP1foxTTIiEr
HAD FELT TIlE NEED FOF:--j\ HOI1E VISIT BUT HOT-Ci,LLED THE DOCTOR





























































18 - 24 Afte r-survivors 5 -
After-fresh sample 5 .
.-
Before 50 88
25 - 44 After-survivors 27 87




45 - 59 After-sUl'vivors 22 92













Not After-survivors 1 iKnown
After- fresh samP-1~__ l .
1----
Before 105 83 I 1
I ALL Afie r"survivors 73 87 i
I After-fr>esh sample
,






























'" Average calculated as for Table P15
The superscript x by an entry in the 'All' column means that x persons did not















OF TniES FEI,T THE NEED TO CALL THE DOCTOR
mes
96
-=-4--'-':5"-"9 :10-19 i 20+ i r---- -----
~i"'BS ITimes ! Times I All (\verage
1'0. 96 No. %! Ho. 96 (100%) I
--t---+---t---t---.,--t--
11 - - I i 27- I 0.3
"~-1 L --JJ:_... :~:_-
16 2 2 - I 1161 0.5
- i 69 1 0.3
- I 734 0.6
!-~--t-;3--;;.-~ ------
-:-L:::::: ._-










Before 123 85 3
18 - 24 After-survivore 117 100 -
After-fresh sampleI22 85 4
'-- --
Before 94 81 19
25 -'l'l Afte r-survivore 60 87 8
After-fresh sam;>le 54 74 14
.-
Before 124 67 8
45 - 59 After-survivore 23 82 5
After-fresh saraple 20 74 5
-- ---'--,--
Before 11 2
60-64 After-survivors 8 1
After-fresh sample 4 -
1---"_-f----
Before 5 31 2
65+ After-survivors 10 2









Before 62 75 35
ALL After-survivors jl22 85 17
•After-fresh samplen.13 77 25










































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE !\ND AFTER SURVEYS























AFTER (SURVIVORS) AFTER (FRESH
SAHPLE) •
No. % Ho. %
123 54 148 59
96 42 95 38





























































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
AS TO WHETHER THEY NORHilLLY off'rAI}fEDiiini"pPOnITMENTTOSEE
THEIR DOCTOR FOR THE DAY THtY:~PEQUESTED
r - --~~-·-r·--~·· -----
NORMALLY OBTAIN AN
BEFORE AFTER (SURVIVORS) AFTER (FRESHAPPOINTMD,T FOR DAY
REQUESTED SAt1PLE)No. % No. % No. 90
YES 178 79 198 78
Question
NO 39 17 41 16
not
NOT IINSWERED Cl.5ked 9 4 14 6
IALL (100%) 226 100 253 100 I
TABLE P21
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO TEE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS































I MIL MOTOR BI-
CYCLE CYC








- 1 2 1
- .-
---
- 1 4 3










































63 50 III ' ;;-71;,:"
49 58 7 4 5 I 841




AGE SURVEY WALK BUS
(YEARS
~o. % No ~_..%_ I
-
Before 4 -
18-24 ~fter-survivors - -
!After- fresh samplE 3 -
Before ill 19 2 3
25-44 iAfter-survivors 5 16 1 3
After - fresh
sample 9 18 :-~Before 5 19
45-59 After-survivors 4 17
After - fresh II
sample 4 19 - ,
f-----. -_. ---- f-·----r-
Before 2 2 I








Before 12 71 -
65+ After-survivors 10 -
After - fresh
sample 9 ~~+- --
Before 3 - INot After-survivors - -Known
i IAfter - fresh II
1. J~_J.sample
Before 37 29 5 4 I
ALL IAfter-survivors 19 23 3 41I






























The superscript x by an entry in the I All" column meal.S that x persons did not state










NORMAL METHOD OF TRAVn TO SURGERY
AGE SURVEY





No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % ~IC~D ( 100~o)
-
o. 0
• Before 16 59 1 4 7 26 1 4 - - 1 4 - 27
1
-
18-24 After-survivors 8 47 ~ 12 6 35 - - - - 1 6 17"-
• After- Fresh
sample 16 61 1 4 9 35 - - - - - 26
-
•
Before 54 47 3 3 48 41 2 2 - - 4 3 5 4 116
25-44 After - survivors 26 38 1 1 34 49 - - 1 1 'I 6 2 3 69
1
- After - fresh
731
-
sample 25 34 4 5 31 42 2 3 4 5 6 8- -
- 3Before 19 53 1 11 31 - - - 3 8 2 6 36
- survivors
~45-59 After - 13 46 2 7 10 36 - - - 2 , 1 4 28
-
After - fresh
s 3IIlp1e 9 33 2 , 11 41 - - - 311 2 7 27
-
-
Before 8 - 2 1 - - 2 - 14
1
-
50-54 After-survivors 5 1 - - - - 2 - 9
1
After - fresh
- sample 3 - - - - - - 1 4
- Before 4 25 2 12 7 44 - - - - - 16
3
- 55+ After - survivo1 6 2 5 - - - - - 13
- After - fresh 0
-
sample 8 - 1 - - - - - 12
u




Not After - survivor.; 3 61Known - - 1 - - 1 -
..
,
After - fresh Isample 3 - - - ! - - 1 - 'I !










DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY REPORTED DIFFICULTY IN TRAVELLING
TO THE SURGERY BY AGB AND SEX
HALE RESPOODENTS
• IN TRAVELLllW TO SURGERY
lAGE
DIFFICULTY
SURVEY YES NO. NO ANSWER ALLrYEARS ) OR BOTHTICKED
No. 0 % No. o. No. % (100%)'0
Ir8 -
Before - 11 1 12
211 After - survivors
- 6 - 6
I After - freshsample - 9 - 9
125
Before 2 3 511 95 1 2 57
- 1I11 After - survivor's - 31 100 - :31
T
After - fresh
sample - 50 98 1 2 51
- Before 1 l! 25 96 26,.
i 1I5 - 59 After - survivors 1 1I 21 87 2 8 2~
.J. After - fresh
lip sample - 21 100 - 21
l Before 1 8 - 9





I After - fresh.J. sample - 11 - 11 I
1 Before - I 17 100 - 17
65t After - survivors 1 13 - 14
i After - fresh !
.. sample - 13 - 13 I
I Unknown Before 5 5 !- I - !I After - survivors - 1 j - 1 I
jI I After - freshsa"lple - 1 - 1
Before , 1I 3 120 95 2 2 126 II ALL IAfter- - survivors 1I 5 78 93 2 2 811
•
After - fresh
sample 105 99 1 1 106




DIFfICULTY IN TRAVELLING TO SURGERY
I AGE SURVEY YES NO NO ANSWER ALL(YEARS) OR BOTE
TICKED
No. % No. % No. % (100%)
Before
-
26 96 1 11 27
18-24 After-survivors 1 6 16 94 - 17
After - fresh
sample 3 11 23 88 - 26
Before 5 4 111 96 - 116
25-44 After-survivors 1 1 66 96 2 3 69
After-fresh
sample 3 If 70 96 - '73
Before 1 3 35 97 - 36
45 - 59 After-survivors 2 7 25 89 1 4 28
After - fresh
sample 2 7 25 93 - 27
Before 3 9 2 14
60 - 64 After-survivors 1 8 - 9
After - fresh
sample - 4· - 4
Before 8 50 6 37 2 13 16
65+ After-sUI'vi vors 1 10 2 13 I
l>iter - fresh
sample 1 g 2 12
Before 2 4 - 6
I
Unknown After-survivors i 2 I 4 - 6
i
After - fresh II
sample - I '+ - 4
I
I
Before 19 9 191 89 5 2 I 215
































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF DIFFICULTIES THEY REPORTED IN




TYPE OF TRi\VEL DIFFICULTY
SURVEY Not Not I Bus ILack Leav- Poor IOther Travel All
rYEARS) Answerec Applic- Service of car ing Health from
able poor Child- preven- Iwon<
ren ted it.
•
No. 0, No. , No. % No • % No. 96 No. % No. 96 INo. % (100°6)'0 .,
"-
Before 11 121




.,. sample 9 9
l I Before 55 1 571f5- 44 I After-!I survivors 31 100 31
i After-freshI ,
• sample 50 98
51 ....
~ Before 25 96 1 4 26f5- 59 After- 242survivors 21 88 1 4
After-fresh
• sample 21 100 21
Before 7 2 9
..
60-64 After-
I survivors 6 1 1 8After-fresh
sample 11 11
L Before 17 100 17
55+ After-[ survivors 13 1 14After-fresh
sample 13 13





Cm Before P-20 95 1 1 2 2 1 1 1262After-
842[ survivors 78 93 2 2 1 1 1 1After-fresh
1051, sample ~05 99j
Jhe superscript x by an entry in the 'All' column means that x persons did not state
..hat type of travel difficulty they had.
-
FEHALE-RESPONDENTS
-1 TYPE OF TRAVEL DIFFICULTY
I AGE SURVEY Not Not J Bus Lack I Le IPoor Other Travel All(YEARS) Answered Applic Service - av- from Iof car I . Health II mg
,",orkable ! Poor 'Child- prev:n- I
i
, ted J.t.
(100%) I,No. % No. % I No. % No. % li5~ 0, No. % No. %~o. %'0
..
Before 26 271
118- 24 After-survivors 16 94 1 6 17
,. After-fresh
sample 23 88 1 4 1 4 1 4 26
,.l, Before ill 96 _ 1 1 4 3 116I125- 44 After- 69 2survivors 2 3 65 94
I
After- fresh
sample 70 96 1 1 1 1 1 1 73
• Before 35 97 1 3 36
145- 59 After-survivors 1 4 25 89 1 4 281
After-fresh
III sample 25 93 1 4 1 4 27
J. Before 9 2 2 141160-64 After-
survivors 8 1 9
After-n'esh
... sample 4 'I
l "Before 6 1 1 4 2 16L.
r65+ After- 132survivors 10 1
After-fresh
-
sample 9 1 122
1 Before 1 4 1 6
r
UnknCMn After-




1 Before 1 0 191 89 2 1 2 1 7 3 8 4 215 4
All After-
I survivors 3 2 128 90 3 2 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 ll~2 :>After-fresh






DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFrER SURVEYS









No. % No. 9- No. % No. % No. % No. % ~o. % (100%)
J Before 1'10 43 7 2 133 41 4 1 - 20 6 9 3 323lCJCarterton After-
2114survivors 79 37 7 < 99 47 - - 14 7 8 4
, After-fresh r.sample 92 38 3
"
119 50 2 1 2 1 11 5 6 2 2<;0"
• Before 1 6 5 31 3 19 1 6 1 6 1 6 4 25 161Brize After-
Morton survivors 1 4 3 1 3 1 - 13
T After-freshsample - 5 1 - - - 3 5,; 9
Before - - 2 - - - - 2I Oth€:r After-
survivors - - 2 - - - - 2
I After-freshsample 1 - 2 - - - 1 4
I AIl Before 141 41 12 , 138 40 5 1 1 1 21 6 13 4 341
1C
After-
226 4survivors 80 35 11 5 104 46 1 - 3 1 15 7 8 3
.,.
After- fresh J122 2535j sample 93 37 8 48 2 1 2 1 11 4,10 'I
• , I
•
_The superscript x by an entry in the 'All' column means that x persons did not






































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFOFE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDrnG TO WHETHER (IF THEY ~IANTED TO SEE 11 DOCTOR) THEY
\;QULD PREFER TO WAIT TO SEE THEIR OWN DOCTOR ALTHOUGH HE
WOULD NOT BE AVAILABLE ON THAT DAY OR WOULD PREFER TO SEE
ANOTHER DOCTOR IMMEDIATELY - BY AGE .~D SEX
MALE RESPONDENTS
RESPONDENTS PREFERENCE
AGE SURVEY See an- \~ait for Neither i No answer I All(YEARS) , , I
other CMIl Doc- I
Doctor tor II
No. % No. % I No. % No. % ( 100%)!
Before 9 2 - 1 12
18-24 After-
survivors 3 3 - - 6
After- fresh
sample 8 1 - - 9
Before 45 79 11 19 - 1 2 57
25 - 44 After-
survivors 25 84 5 15 - - 31
After-fresh
sample 33 65 17 33 1 2 - 51
Before 19 73 7 27 - - 26
45-59 After-
survivors 15 62 9 38 - - 24
After-fresh
sample 19 90 2 10 - - 21
Before 6 3 - - 9
50-64 After-
survivors 5 2 - - 8
After-fresh
sa.-nple 6 2 1 2 11
Before 12 71 4 23 - 1 6 17
65+ After-
survivors 12 2 - - 14
After-fresh
sample 9 4 - - 13
Before 2 3 - - 5
Unknown After-
survivors 1 - - - 1
After-fresh
sample 1 - - - 1
Before 93 71+ 30 24 - 3 2 126
All After-
survivors 63 75 21 25 - - 84
After-fresh




























1 i I IRESPONDENTl:; PREFERENCE
See an- ! Wait for I Neither I No Answer AllAGE SURVEY other lawn Doc-
(YEARS) Doctor . tor I INo. % No. % No. % No. % (100%) I
Before 18 67 5 18 2 7 2 7 27 I18-24 After-
survivors 8 47 7 41 2 12 - 17
After-fresh
sample 15 58 10 38 1 4 - 26
Before 85 73 28 24 3 3 - 116
25-44 After-




sample 45 62 27 37 1 1 - 73
Before 23 64 11 31 2 6 - 36
45 - 59 After-
survivors 19 68 8 29 1 4 - 28
After-fresh
sample 17 63 9 33 1 4 - 27




survivors 2 7 - I - 9After-fresh
sample 2 2 - - 4
Before 10 62 3 19 - 3 19 16
65+ After-
survivors 10 3 - - 13
After-fresh
sample 4 6 1 1 12
Before 3 2 1 - (;
Unknown After-
survivors 3 3 - - 6
After-fresh
sample 2 2 - - 4
Before 146 68 54 25 8 4 7 3 215
All After-
survivors 94 66 45 32 3 2 - 142
After-fresh




























DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY HAD BEEN ATTENDED BY A DISTRICT
NURSE, HEALTH VISITOR, MIDWIFE OR CHIROPODIST (AFTER ONLY)
EITHER AT THB SURGERY OR AT HOHE BY SEX
BEFORE SURVEY I AFTER SURVEY i
YPE OF STAFF SURVIVORS FRESH SAHPLE I
ATTENDING
MALES FEHhLES HALtS FEHALES MALES FEM,iLES
No. % No. % No. % No • % No. % No. %
l)ISTRICT NURSE I
- at surgery 1 1 2 1 7 8 11 8 8 8 12 8
- at home 6 5 18 3 4 5 9 6 2 2 8 5
HEALTH VISITOR
- at surgery - - 8 4 3 4 13 13 2 2- 21 14
-
at home 7 6 50 23 2 2 26 18 5 5 30 21
MIDWIFE
- at surgery - - 11 5 - - 9 6 - 9 6
-
at home 19 9 - - 10 7 - 13 9
CHIROPODIST Not asked
- at surgery
( not available in 1 1 5 3 1 1 5 3
- at home
old surgery) 1 1 2 1 1 1 , 1~
All respondents
( 100%) 126 215 84 142 106 146












DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THB BEFORE AND AFTERSu~VEYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER (IF THEY \{ANTED TO SEE A DOCTOR) THEYlVOULD
PREFER TO WAIT 1'0 SEE THEIR 0,& DOCTOR ALTHOUGH HE WOULD NOT BE
AVAILABLE ON THAT DAY OR WOULD PREFER TO SEE ANOTHER DOCTOR IMH-
EDIATELY - BY Nu"MBER OF VISITS TO SURGERY IN PHECEDnIG YEAR(APPROX).
3 12683 33! 161 64
After-fresh
sample
NO. RESPCN DENT IS PREFERENCE
OF VISITS
TO SURGERY SURVEY See an- Wait for No.
othel' own Neither Emswer AllDoctor Doctor
No. % No. % No. % No. u, (100%)'0
Before 38 61 19 31 2 3 3 5 62
None After-survivors 24 63 12 32 2 5 - :'l8
After-fresh
sample 16 57 12 43 28
Before 89 71 34 27 2 2 1 1 126
1-4 times After-sUI"vivors 78 79 21 2l - I - 99
After-fresh Isample 85 70 34 28 2 2 - 121
Before 63 78 14 17 2 2 I 2 2 815-9 times After-survivors 31 65 17 35 - - 1+81
After-fresh I
sample 43 65 20 30 2 B 1 2 66 I
Before 37 7'+ 10 20 2 4 1 2 50 IlO-19times Aftex-survivors 16 62 10 38 26
I I IAfter-fresh I Isample 15 52 12 41 1 3 I 1 3 29
Before 11 65 6 35 - i - 1720+ times I After-survivors 7 58 I 4 33 1 8 - 12I I,: After-fresh I
i sample 2 29 5 71 -
I
- 7
r Before I l 1 3 5Unknown IAfter-survivors 1 1 - I - 2 II II After-o-resh I I I, , II sample !, i -





























lOne person stated that she was housebound



































DISTRIBUTION OF F£SPONDENTS TO THE llEFOHE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHERE THEY USUALLY STARTED THEIR JOURNEY TO THE
SURGERY BY SEX
PLACE USUALLY If.8NT TO SURGERY FROM
SEX SURVEY From From From other No
Home Hork place Answer All
No. % No. % No • % No. % (100% )
Before 105 83 16 13 - 5 4 126
Males After-survivors 59 70 16 19 - 8 10 841
After-fresh
106 2sample 76 72 22 21 1 1 5 5
Before 181 84 23 11 - 11 5 215
Females I1fter-survivars 114 80 22 15 - 6 4 142
After-fresh I
1462sample 118 81!22 15 - 4 3
Before 286 84j 39 11 - 1& 5 341
All After-survivors 173 17 14 6 226176
1
38 -
I"fter-fresh 77144 i 253 4sample 194 17 ! 1 ! 10 4I , I
The superscript x by an entry in the tAll' =lumn "eans that x persons
ticked more than one place of origin •





































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFOP£ AND AFTER SURVEYS
AS TO 'WiT THEY WOULD DO IF THEY CUT THEIR HAND BADLY AT HOME
AT 3 O'CLOCK ON ATUESDAY AFTERNOON AND ALTHOUGH THE BLEED-
mG SOON STOPPED. THEY THOUGHT IT WOULD l~EtD SEEING BY SOMEONE
AFTER SAl1PLE
What respondent would BEFORE
do if they had cut SURVIVORS
1
t'RESH SAMPLE
their hand No. % No • % No. %
l1y doctor's surgery I 24.1 64 I 186 82 202 80Witney health centre 73 21 22 10 25 10
Radcliffe Infirmary 15 4 7 3 12 5
Churchill Hospital - - 1 -
Brize Norton Medical
Centre 5 1 I 1 - 2 1Other hospital 11 3 3 1 4 2
Other places (not
hospitals) 2 1 1 - -
Telephone own G.P. - 2 1 4 2
Telephone own health
centre - - -
No ansrler 18 5 4 2 3 1
ALL (100%) 341 226 253
-TABLE P29
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO
WHETHER THEY HAD ATTENDED A SURGERY WHERE A NURSE HELPED THE
DOCTOR BY liHETHER THEY THINK THIS IS AN ADVAl.TAGE OR DIS-
ADVANTAGE TO THE PATIilllT
t---,.-.::SURVIVORS I FRESl:! SA~l.PLE
~-::~A1t.,!,ts=!...n~rle=:d¥-J"il.llu:!ir"''''~''''':L.!!wh=er~e~n~urs~!-"e~h!::eri~':''e~d...:d~o:::c~t:;;o~r;..:? ,._
Yes No. No Yes No. No
Answer Ansl'rer



























1 1 11 8 3
I





























































SURVIVORS'RESPONSES TO BOTH SURVEYS CROSS-TABULATED















71 0 0 0 0 14
o I 2 2o 0: 015 192
AITER SURVEY - !lethod of Travel i
Bus : Car :Taxi I1/Cycie§icy;lel :10;';;'--~Not--"-;;li 1
: !than 1 !Stated I
j method
o %10 :b: lIo % No %: No %. tNi' __ %_1_~100!?'>













Car :1-2 14 1 1 82 0 0' 0 0 1,





Ii 0 i 1 071Bicycle 1 0 0 3 21 i O , 0 0 10,I 0 , iMore than one methoc 0 2 '0 I 1 1





All 72 35 110 5 45 1 C' I 2 1 ' 15,
I
IBEFORE SURVEY



























































SURVIVORS'RESPONSES TO BOTH SURVEYS CROSS-TABULATED:HHERE
DID THEY PREFER TO SEE DOCTOR
, I fAFTER SURVEY - HHERE PREFER TO SEE DOCTOR IBefore survey Iwhere prefer to , Previous Health IDon't mind I No answer I Allsee Doctor , S=gery Centre ,
: I !No. % No. % No. % I No. % , (100%)
Present sUl'gery 2 9 17 74 4 17 I 23, -,
Health Centre 1 1 55 84 11 14
;
77I I , -
Don't mind - 73 72
I
28 28 I - 101
No answer - 4 1 I 1 5
ALL 3 1 159 77 I 44 21 ! 1 207,i ,
TABLE P32
SURVIVORS'RESPONSES TO BOTH SURVEYS CROSS-TABULATED: NUMBER
OF VISITS TO SURGERY IN THE P~CEDING YEAR (APPROX) •
Before survey AFTER SURVEY NUMBER OF VISITS TO SLTg.GERY
number of visits
10-19 I 20+ No answer!to surgery None I 1-4 5-S AllI Times Times Times Times ,
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % I (100%)
None 14 34
1
19 45 5 15 I - - I 1 2 411,1-4 times 11 14 ! 47 50 13 17 4 5 2 3 1 1 78I
5-9 times 2 4 21 39 15 28 11 20 5 9 - 54
10-19 times 2 8 5 19 10 38 5 23 3 12 - 25 II
20+ times - - 2 29 3 43 2 29 - 7
No answer - - - 1 100 - - 1
ALL 29 14 92 44 45 22 25 12 12 5 2 1 2071
1



































SURVIVORS'RESPONSES TO BOTH SURVEYS CROSS - Tft.BUII,TED: NUMBER
OF HOME VISITS IN THE PRECEDING YEAR (APPROX) •
Before survey AFTEP. SURVEY - NUMBER OF HOME VISITS
numbez> of home
visits £lone 1-4 I 5-'-' 10-19 20+ No answez> All
Times 'l'im=s Times Times
No. % No. 0, j Ne. % No. % No. ~ No. 0, (100%)-0 , ~i
None 85 74 28 24
I
2 2 115- - -
1-4 times 35 45 36 46 4 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 78
5-9 times
- 8 1 - I - - 9
10-19 tim0S - - 1 - - - 1
20+ times - - - - 2 - 2
No answez> 2 - - - - - 2
ALL 122 59 72 35 8 4 1 1 3 1 1 1 207
TABLE 1'34
SURVIVORS' PJ;SPONSES TO BOTH SURVEYS CP,OSS-TtJ3ULATED: ilOPJ-IAL
METHOD OF !'!tJ<ING AN APPOIN'I'MENT
.
Before sUz>vey - Aftez> sUz>vey - nomal method of making an appointment
normal method of
making an appoint- By By calling Both ?lcked 110 All
ment. Telephone ut suz>gery Answer
No. % No. % No. % No. >6 (100%)
By telephone 89 79 23 20 1 1 - 113
By calling at surgez>y 25 28 61 69 - 2 2 88
Both ticked l 3 - - 4
No answez> 1 1 - - 2




































SURVIVORS' RESPONSES TO BOTH SU!WEYS CROSS-TABULATED: WHETHER
RESPONDENTS FELT THE NEED TO GO TO THE SURGERY IN PPEVIOUS
YEAR U.PPROX) BUT HIID NOT DONE SO
Before survey AFTER SURVEY - NEED TO GO TO SURGEkY
need to go None 1-4 5-9 10-19 20+ No Allto surgery Times Times Times Times hnSHep
No. % No. % No. % Ho. 96 No. % ~~o. % (100%)
Non", 124 84 17 12 , 1 1 1 1 1 3 ~ 147~
'"
1-4 times 31 63 15 31 1 2 1 2 - 1 2 49
5-9 times 5 2 - - - - 7
10-19 times 1 I - 1 - - - 2
20+ times - - - - - - -
No answer 2 - - - - - 2






SURVIVORS' RESPONSES TO BOTH SURt'::YS CROSS-TABULATED: WHETHER
RESPONIENTS HAD FELT THE NEED FOR HOME VISIT IN PREVIOUS YEAR
(APPROX ) Bur HAD NOT REQUESTED ONE.
Before AFTER SURVEY - NEED FOR HOME VISIT Isurvey
need for home None ! 1-'l- i 5-" I 10-19 : 20+ r No I Allvisit Times Times Times I Times Answer
No. % No. % No. o i No. % NG, % No. o. (100%)'6 .,
None 153 90 15 9 - ! - - 1 1 169
1-'l- times 20 67 6 20 1 3 I 3 10 30- - I





-I - I - - - - - I
20+ times - - - - - - - !,
No answer 6
,
6 I- - I - - -
ALL 181 87 21 10 1
,



















SURVIVORS'RESPONSES TO BOTH SURVEYS CrzOSS-TABTJLATED: PPEFERENCE












Before survey - , AFTER SURVEY - HAlT FOR OViN DOCTOR ANOTHER DAY I,
wait for own I ! ,
doctor anoth"r I See an- i Wait for Neither No answer All
day I doctor j own doctorUo. % No. % Ne. % No. " (100%)'Q
See another docto 120 83 2'l- 17 1 1 - 1'l-5
Wait for own
doctor 21 37 3'l- 61 1 2 - 56
Neither 1 2 1 - 'l-
No answer 1 1 - - 2









































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFOPJ; AND AFTER SWVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY El-TU; ON THE TELEFHONE AT HOHE BY
METHOD "ORMALL? USED TO MAKE AN APponiTl1EiIT TO SEE DOCTOR
NORMAL METHOD ON TELEPHONE hT HOl1E
OF BAKING AN SURVEY
APPOINTMENT YES NO NO ALL
iu"iSWER
NO. % NO. % tlO. %
Before 108 88 79 37 3 190 56
By telephone After-
survivors 83 86 40 31 - 123 54
After-fresh
sample 113 87 32 27 3 148 59
Before 13 11 126 59 1 140 41
By calling at After-
surgery survivors 10 10 35 66 1 96 42
Aft" r- fresh
sample 14 11 81 58 1 96 38
Before - 4 2 - If 1
Both ticked After-
survivors 2 2 - - 2 :l.
After-fresh
sample 3 1 1 1 - 4 2
Before 1 1 3 1 3 7 2
No answer After-
survivors 1 1 '+ 3 - 5 2
After-fl'Gsh
sample - 5 ,+ - 5 2
Before 122 212 7 341 1
All (100%) After-
I Isurvi.vors 96 129 1 225
I



































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO
~IHETIlER THEY ARE ON THE TELEPHONE AT HOHE BY WHETHER OR UOT
THEY NORMALLY OBTAINED AN APPOnJTMENT TO SEE THEIR DOCTOR ON
THE DAY REQUESTED
APPOINTMENT ON TELEPHONE AT HOME
ON DAY SURVEY
IREQUESTED YES NO NO ALLANSrlERNO % NO. % NO. 1; NO. %
YES After-survivors 76 n 1'" 78 1 178 73V~
After-fresh
sample 102 78 94 79 2 198 78
NO After-survivors 16 17 23 19 - 39 17
After-fresh
sample 24 III 16 13 , 40 16~
NO ANSWER After-survivors 4 4 5 4 - 9 4
After-fn:sh
sample 4 3 9 8 1 14 5
ALL (100%) AftE.:r-survivors 96 129 1 226 IE~fter-fresh I

































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY ARE ON THE TELEPHONE AT HOME BY
WHERE THEY PREFERRED TO SEE THEIR GENEi'!',L PRACTITIONER
ON TE(,EPHONE AT Hm·JE
PLACE YES NO NO ANSWER ALLPREFERRED SURVEY No. % l-IQ. % No, % !lo. %
Present surgery Before 10 8 20 9 1 31 9
previous sur- ( After-
gery ( Survivors 1 1 3 2 - 4 2
( After-fresh(
sa.-nple 2 1 1 1 - 3 1
A Health Before l~8 39 73 34 - 121 35
Centre ( After-
Carterton ( Survivors 76 79 95 74 1 172 76
Health Centre ( After-fresh(
sample 101 78 87 73 1 189 75
Before 57 47 115 54 3 175 51
Don't mind After-
Survivors le 19 31 24 - 49 22
,
, .\fter-fresh
sample 23 18 27 23 1 51 20
Before 7 6 4 2 3 14 4
No Answer After-
Survivors 1 1 - - 1 -
After-fresh
sample 4 3 4 3 2 10 4
Before 122 212 7 341
ALL(100%) After- i I ISurvivors 96 I 129 1 226I !



































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TOWHEfP:ERTHEY ARE' ON THE tELEPHONE AT HOME BY
WHETHER (IF THEY IIANTED TO' SEE A DOCTOR) fIlE? WOULD PREFER
TO WAIT TO SEE THETR OWN DOCTOR ALTHOUGH HE WOULD NOTaE
AVAILABLE ON THAT !lAY OR HOULD PREFER TO SEE ANOTHER DOCTOR
IMMEDIATELY
" ON TELEPHONE; AT HO;;E
RESPONIENT'S SURVEYPREFERENCE: YES NO NO ANS\IER ALL
No. % No • % 110. % Ho. %
Before 84 69 152 72 3 239 70
See another After-
Doctor Survivors 57 70 89 69 1 157 70
After-fresh
sample 78 60 79 66 4 161 64
Before 31 25 51 24 2 8Lf 25
I,ait for mm After-
Doctor Survivors 27 28 3S 30 - 66 29
After- fresh
sample 49 38 34 29 - 83 33
Before 4 3 4 2 - 8 2
Neither After-
Survivors 2 ~ 1 1 - 3 1<,
After-fresh
sample 3 2 3 2 - 6 2
Before 3 3 5 2 2 10 3
No answer A:ter-
survivors - - - -
Aftel-fresh
sample - 3 2
-
3 1
Before 122 212 7 341
ALL (100%) After-
sw'"'vivors 96 129 1 226
Af-ter-fresh



































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY ARE ON· THE TELEPHONE AT HOIlt BY
AGE AND SEX
MALE RESPONDENTS
I ON TELEPHONE AT HOME
AGE i
(YEARS) I SURVEY YES I NO ! NO i\.NSWER I ALL, II No. % j No. %j No. % i No. %!
I ,Before 2 5 9 11 1 12 9
18 - 24 After-survivors 3 9 3 6 - 6 7
After-fresh i I
sample I 6 6 9 8 II 3 11 -
Before I 18 46 38 45 1 57 45
25 - 44 After-SUl"vivors I 12 36 19 38 - 31 37
After-fresh
sample 31 60 19 36 1 51 48
Before I 9 23 16 19 1 26 21
I45 - 59 After-surviVOr'S 9 27 l Ll 28 1 24 29
After-fresh I I Isample j 10 19 11 21 - 21 20
BGfore I 4 10 5 6 - 9 7
60 - 64 After-survivors I 5 15 3 6 8 9I -After-fresh
sample I 3 6 7 13 1 11 10
Before 11 10 13 15 - 17 13
65+ After-survivors 4 12 10 2C - llf 17
After-fresh
sample 5 10 8 15 - 13 12
Before ! 2 5 3 4 - 5 4
Unknown After-survivors I - 1 2 - 1 1
After-fresh sampl~ - 1 2 - 1 1
Before 39 84 3 126
All (100%) After-survivol'S 33 50 1 84
After-fresh ,



































! ON TELEPHONE liT HOME
AGE
(YEARS) SURVEY YES I NO NO ANSWER ! ALLNo • % No. % No. % No. %
I
Before 4 5 22 17 1 27 13
18 - 24 After-survivore 5 8 12 15 - I 17 12
After-fresh
sample 11 14 15 22 - 26 18
Before 50 50 I 65 51 1 116 5L~
25 - 44 After-survivors 36 57 33 42 - 69 49
After-fresh
sample 47 61 25 37 1 73 50
Before 16 19 18 14 2 36 17
45 - 59 After-survivors 13 21 15 19 - 28 20
After-fresh
sample 11 14 15 22 1 27 18
Befol'E! 3 4 11 8 - 14 6
60 - 64 After-surviVOrs 2 3 '7 '3 - 9 6
Aftel'-fresh
sample 4 5 - - 4 3
Be fort: 8 10 8 6 - 16 7
65+ After-surviVOrB 5 8 8 10 - 13 9
After-fresh
sample 4 5 8 12 - 12 8
Before 2 2 4 3 - 6 3
Unknown After-survivors 2 3 4 5 - 6 4
After-fresh
sample
- 4 6 - 4 3
Before 83 128 4 215
All (100%) After-survivors 63 79 - 142
After-fresh


































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFOPX fu~D AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY ARE ON THE TELEPHONE AT HOME BY
HOW LONG THEIR JOURNEY TO THE SURGERY USUALLY TAKES
I ON TELEPHONE AT HOME
DURATION OF SURVEYJOURNEY YES NO NO ANSWER ALL
No. % No. % No. % No. %
,Before 96 79 167 79 5 268 79 IUp to t,hr After-survivors 78 81 107 83 1 186 82
IAfter-fresh
sample 112 86 102 86 3 217 86
Befo::-e 19 16 34 15 - 53 15
between ~hr and A.fter-survivors 13 13 18 14 31 14lhr -
After-fresh
sample 15 11 14 12 1 30 12
Before 2 2 4 2 - 6 2
Between lhr After-survivors - 1 1 - 1
and 1 hr.
After-fresh
sample 2 2 - - 2 1
Before - - - -
More than After-survivors 1 1 1- -1 hr.
After-fresh
sample - - - -
Before 5 4 7 3 2 14 4
Ho answer After-survivors 4 4 3 2 - 7 3
After-fresh
sample 1 1 3 2 - 4 2
Before 122 212 7 341
All (100%) Aftar-survivors 96 129 1 226
1
After-fr>esh



































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO WHt11"iER TllEY ARE ON THE TELEPHONE AT HOHE BY
HElliOD OF TRAVEL NORHALLY USED
NORHAL METHOD ON TELEPHCllE AT HOME 1
OF TRAVEL TO YES NO NO ANS,lER ALLSURGERY SURVEY No. % No. 96 No. o. No. %'0
Before 37 30 101 48 3 141 41
Walk After-survivors 27 28 53 In - 80 35
After-fresh
sample 39 30 54 45 - 93 38
Before 5 4 7 3 - 12 3
I Rcls After-survivors 4 4 7 5 - 11 5
After-fresh
sample 3 2 4 3 1 8 3
Before 59 57 57 32 2 138 40
Car After-survivors 55 58 47 35 1 104 45
After-fresh
sample 75 58 45 38 2 122 48
Before 1 1 ,+ 2 - 5 1
Taxi After-sUI'vivors - 1 1 - 1.
After- fresh
sample 2 1 - - 2 1
BefoI'8
- 1 - 1
Motor-cycle After-survivors 1 1 2 2 - 3 1
After-fresh
sample - 2 2 2 1
Before 4 3 17 8 - 21 6
Bicycle After-survivors 3 3 12 9 - 15 7
After- :fresh
sample 4 3 6 5 1 11 4
Before 4 3 9 'I - 13 4
110re than 1 After-survivers 3 3 5 8method ticked 4 - 4
After-fresh
sample 7 5 3 2 - 10 4
Before 1222 2126 72 34110
All (100%) After-survivors 952 1292 1 2254
After-fresh
1195 2535sample 130 4
The superscript x by an entry in the 'All' row means that x persons did






DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS ACCORDING
.. _._.._._---~~ --- -. . -.~.,-----_.. __ .'.".__ ._----',--_.. ~ . -._'_.'-- .'. ~~---_.'-
TO WHETHER THEY ARE ON THE TELEPHJNE AT HOl!E BY REGISTRAR GENERAL'S




































1 See notes below Table SE4
2 The Socio-economic group was not known fOr two respondents






._------_. --- -t"-- ._~_.-
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP· I1_--. __ .._Q~L1~Otu~_LL~ ...__
, YES • NO NO ANSWER ALL
! ~'Io ~j j No % No ~o No 96
f..-.... - .---.' --,--.-----------. -.- -t------'---I'-'--'---~-~----- -----.---;.-.,-- .-. - --.. --.--:
, Employers & Managers: I I '\
I 1,2,13 i 9 9 I 3 2 , - ,12 5:
r- Professio~~-~~;ke-;s ;---- - -I' '------------1---·----- .. ~-.------------- ..--,.. - --,.... .,
! 3,4 I 10 10 2 2 ,-- i12 5
,-----. -------...,.....-.- ..---- ·.. ·--------t----·--- ..~----.+ .. ---.------- '-- ....,----- ". ----·--··-·-iI In~~~:;~~t; non-manual I 13 14 ill 9 ! -- 124 11 i
~..-.,-_.. ------ .. ~--- --- f - ---~-+... -~-- _. -.-~ ..---_ .. ·1--- .•. -.--.- .._;
LJ~io:~ •.on~m:ua~w:rk:~ I- = .__ ~ ..3__ ._._.2_~.-.. J.~_. 2__ ]
i Foremen, supervisors & !: i 'I skilled manual workers' ; ' i I~ .-;e:~:~a~~~;;i~e-~~;;~~.~.--~28-- 0- ~~i·45 .._-.---~5-T------ _____F_3_ __0.. --~---J
~ semi-skilled manual worker-s I !agricultural workers: I7,10,15 8 e !29 22 1 :38 17!--, --.... --. --.....--.-- .... -- -----------1----.. ------...,.-- ----.-. r--' - ·------1I Un~~illed manual workers: 1 1 ! 8 G I 9 4-
1-- ...-.----',--------.... ---- ..-.-.. ----....-.- -- .-~.---.i OWn account work"rs (other I .
I than professional) 12, 14 4 4 I 3 2 I 7
L ._ ._~__ _ _.______ _+__. . ", ._"." .


























See notes below Table SE4.







AFTER SURVEY - rRJ;SH SA11FLE























































._" .._.-·-----···r---·--··-· .""-.' - - - - ~.. _.._.. -.-- ._..-._-_ -.,..i SOCIO-ECONOllIC GROUP ON_'l_·E_'LE_F_H_ON_E_A..,.T_H_O!.~_E .;
I YES NO I NO AlISWERI 110 % \;0 ;~ lIo %
:-'Employers-&-f1anagers:-'" ·-·-1· -'" ..._._._... + '" _ .._...-. ·i ......_.
L_ .._l.,.~.~=~ .. _._., ... _. '. __-I .1~ .. __ . ~_:__2_ 2,.
! Professional workers; I' :
i 3,4 16 12 7 6, 1
,---'~'''''- _..... .·,.-1.. ...••--.... .. , ..' '-'" •. " .
, Intermediate non-manual !
workers: 5 13 10 :12







,_. pe~::~:~·~~~~:i:~~:;~~~~·:· - -
! agricultural workers
, 7,10,15 i 12
t'-~~'~i~~~;~~;':~~~~l~~~'~'; . '-,
i 11 i 1r·-------··,··- ·.. ~--< , _.,-_ _ __ -~. ~.,-- ~-_._-- ---: ._----
I Own acColli,t workers (other II than professional )12,14 I 14
i -~;;~d-;~~-~''';di~i~d~q-;;;~e'~y'I-'





































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPOllDENTS TO Ta; BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS BY
METH0ilNORMiJ:..LYUSE"ri'l'5 l.fpjd;-A.,n:Fpcinr1f-li:"Nt- T1J sti:; 'flit-- jic5cTORIlY




























50 29 50 II




















1 S€e note below Table SE4
ALL








... !-. In~~I'T".ldi'1~: ~~-;;~~~~--- .--.
III l~__w~~k_".:s '__. 5~ '_."_ __ .. i 10
... ! Junior non'--lClanual worl<er'S;
~ 1~-'~~~:'::::o=,L _.,'"
... i.~_~~9
, .I P",reonal service workere, ,
• I semi ·-skilled manual wor'kero i
I agriculturdl workers,
... I 7,10,15
- 1---- ..- - --~--- .-- -------------I Unskilled manual workere;
: f 11 . _ _ -I 23
i Own ilCCOll.'1t worl<er'S (other i
...; thdrJ professional )12,14
1------ - ..-- -- ----- --- -- ----. - -- +
• i Armed forces and inadec;.uately -I'
i described occunations:16,17 54
... I ~ I1-··---- --------- ..--------- ------ .. -- i'
• . HouseHife j
~~ ..~.-.,~._ .. ~-'. --_._---~_.-._. --~.
-















































5' 42l-----. __ '0'
I 4·
. !
-t..- _._.- . -- _..
2 i 2262
1







2 The socio-economic group of one respondent was not known .






























































-..._---l _ ,"---, • -- .. _..>;..•
II (;
. -..-_.. f--. --- -.... ". 'j
I 3
------..--- -1 --, --. .. .. ---I







i'--;~~'-I-~-~-E-C-ON-O-~--II-C-G-R-O-U-p"r~-'-'r;;-~-~ "u~g:;~~yl~~~~-.~--~f.-·~~f~~'PJ'-·--~I'ip§~;TII;Ni- -.. A:L .
I ! telephone i at st:r?ery . ticked , answer
I i No % 110 '6lfo % lao.....-_.' ...% ,
t- E~lO;G-'rs---'lI1-d-~-lan-a-g-ers: I --.-.-r--...."........ --- '.- .
i 1,2,13 , 10 ! 2
,-- ...~. ---------- ---·--·---1 J ..
Professional wori<ers: I i
3,4 . 17 7l! (; 25 I 1
r--i~~~='~a~; ~~-~'~a;- .-- '\16 .-6~-- 'I-~-- .... '-3~'";'"
l'-j~i~'; ·n~:;,;,;uai-:~~~~;-··tl '.l· ~'-"'- L
~ •• _ ••__•••_._, ... _ .• - _. • ~. >0--
I Foremen, supervisors &
I skilled manual 1<ori<ers;: I8,9 !43 58 128.__.. _. - ...._._~-_._-,_._-.. -.f .. ------·---·-T'···
Personal service workers, !
semi-skilled manual workers; I
agt>icultural wori<ers, I i
7 10 15 - 15 40 120
.~ __~._.r_.· ._~~'_~ __ ~ _._. _. __ ->-- ••.•• )"
Unskilled manual lilori<e:m;
































DISTRIBUTION OF RBSPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO







..... ~ 'P;PpofNTfff::l1T'ON nAy REQUESTED---······, ..-.--
.~------. -,------- NO
YES NOANSIiER
% 'No % :No,
.-•.--.---•.----- ...•..---. .~ -;-- ..- -.. j t
Employers and Hanagers: i 'I
1,2,13 112, I
Professicmal W;rl<er:~-'- .. . . I l·· [. - - .... 1
i----~'-~- - ..- ... -.. -_.--J. ~ ..__ -' l.2 ,2 I. .. 12 I
i IntennedLlte ilon-manual, I' I I I
. workers. 5 i20 83 4 17 24'
!·'·-;~i~;-n:;:r:;;;,;-~·w~r).er.>; . "12-"'- i 2 --'-T--'--- -'11' ---"4 i
, Foremen, supervisors & t-------··+-·--·----t ----. -- ._-!I skilled manual workers: I i I1-_. 8,9 I 59 81 12 16 t2 2! 73 ,
1
1, Personal service worlcer.>:--I--------- ----·--1--· .. ·-··.. I
se~-'skilled manual worker.> 'i ,1
1
I
t asrJ.cultural workers ~ I I I Ij 7,10,15 . 33 87: 1+ 10 I 1 3 38!
I Unskilled manual workers ~ ---~-- .. - r Y - 1-
I 11. . L~--.-4-:----- __ --1.----....J--....9._L"';h:~::'to:~)(~:~:_-i- ' J' --~--L--~.._.--.,
I, ArTil2d forces and inadequately: ' . I Idescribed occupations: 16,17 30 7l! 8 19 I 1+ 9 i 42 !~ -.-- ---__.._ -_ .._._,.... __+_~ -..I· .-- -- .__..J

































































































..•!. __.,_.~ ~ -_.- -, -, '.
88
74
!82 I ~ 12, 4











, ..:A~P..:P.::O:.:::I:::N..:TI;,:;lF::;l~IT~O:::I:..1~D::;A~Y-:.:RE~-~QUE=S;;:.TE=D,,- _i NO
i YES NO l'.lISIVER
I No %' No % , No ;6
.._-~. .- -_.+-----_._*~_._. ~.. ---.._.:.-~.
AFTER SURVEY - FRESH ~~;PLE
Personal service workers,
semi-skilled manual work"rs, 'I
agricultural workers,
7,10.15 i 29




1--._._ .._._ _.- _--. '-1-" - -. ·..·i
I Own account workers (other ,
L thJ.n professional) 12,14 ! 10. -~-~._._ .._-_..-... __ .._ ... _._ ..... _._.--~. ~-~--' .. --!-- -.-IArmed forces and inadequately ;IHO:~:~:=~··:'-c.~u~a.~~o~.~: J~ ,~71 3:
I I






t';~f6;;·i;;~orke~-.._.. - .. --or'
I 3}! i 16
1..._....._----.-- ...~•. - ....... -. _.._.. .. t·......l Intermediate non'-manual
I worker;;: 5l __ _. _..IJ~ior non -manual workers;







































DISTRIBUTION OF P.ESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS ACCORDING TO







I Surgery I Centre 1 lIind Answer i (100%) I









































































































































i , I , II IEmployers &managers: I I i1,2,13 - I 10 I 2 - 12! i I
Professional workers: I I3,4 - I 7 5 - 12 i, I,
Intermediate non-manual I I I I,I I
,
workers: 5 - 20 83 ! 't 17 - 24
: !
Junior non-manual workers: I I6 . - I 2 2 - 4, i l II
, ! I I IForemen, supervisors & I J Ifskilled manual workers: :8,9 3 4 ! 59 81 ill 15 - 73 II, , • ,
i
I !I , IPersonal service workers, I ! I !semi-skilled manual iworkers, agricultural I ! Iworkers: 7,10,15 - 31 82 7 18 - 38! I
I ,
I I iUnskilled manual workers: I •
11
-
I 8 I 1 . 9 IIIOwn account workers (other I • II iiI than professional) 12,14 I - 4 i 3 - 7i I; ; .
i
inadequa- I l J IArmed forces and I ,



























: y p I I
dons: 16,17 1 2 29 69 ill 26 1 2, 42 '
.. I t
• ;..1-H-ou-s-e-\-1i-f-e--------.....-----.....,,.--2-----.,..1-2----~-----'I 4 •






1 See note below Table SE4
2The socio-economic group of one respondent was not known
-
..
AFTER SURVL'Y - FRESH SAllPLE
- PLACE PREFERRED
-,-,.,-_·_··,-1
- SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROupl I I IPrevious ! carterton Don't No ALL
... Surgery ! Health Centre :lind ! Answer (100%),
,





... I... Employers &tJianagcrs:
1,2,13 :J , 3 12
.. I :
... I jProfessional workers:.. I3,4 14 58 S 33 2 8 24 ,I
... I
lit IIntermediate non-manual I
...
workers: 5 1 '4 19 76 5 20 25
.. ;
... Junior non-manual workers:
.. I 6 4 1 5
i
... I •Foremen, supervisors and i.. skilled manual workers: I




Personal service workers, I
semi-skilled manual I• ~10rkers, agricultural I












Own account workers I(other than professional) :




• Armed forces and inadequate~ •Ily described occupations: I i
-










ALL 3 1 75 1"'1 20 110 '+ 253
- I I
...






















. -'~ .__ .-~- -..... _... -- r"- - . -~ "-1
! i
. __._..L .... 1





















































." ~ - ---..
DISTRIBUTION OF RESFOHDENTS TO TIlE BI:FORE ANI; AFTER SURVEYS
ACCORDlllGTO@i;'i'llER(1f 'fHEY-IIAiYfEiPtiYs"'Et-1f DOCTOi?y-nIt-riIOULD PREFER
--fo' wAif-to-SEt "THt-IF.' DIM DOCToR. jl;LTHOUGii J-fE-jiQiJlbNC)1"Bi::-AvA lLAIlLE
'-OITYHi\T DAY' oiC\ioi:.ff.b'PiU:FEP:'fi:n;E~E--7Jii:rf}[tR-D6CTOR l:r.iMEDIATELY-
'--.- --IiTiU:'GTSTFAF GE'tfERAT'1n30clcFtc6iI0l1fc-GROUPS"- •.-..
----~.-'"--. .- ~--BEfbRE~sDRVEY-" --_. -- ._-.- ---
--.__._.-.------~ .....
. - ---. -- RESPONDEHT's PiUSrt:Rti~CE" -- .-- .--- ---..--.
See anotheri lia!tfor--: NeitIier--'.No' answer ; ALL :
Doctor I own Doctor ! I ,
'. -t No ~-4'~~'-'" :._ LNO % No9'._11.0.~%J
, _._ ~'._I_ ·~I"
,
j
-- ._-_.--..- ~,_.__._-_.. _- \"
Own account workers (other '












~_. ~ ..,._...,.,-,~-,-_.. _-----'._ .. "_.









t Junior non-manual workers:
, 6





























1 See notes below Table S£4
•
-





















----.- - ---! 2;~2- .
. No answer
1 -





.".- - :..._...~ - --_ .. _"
,
.. - .....;.-_.- . __ .~_ .."_... .~
!
.. ~- -+ ..-....~~.~
% : No %' (100~;;)
•....... ~._.t"-,--- k. - ~ _ ••~.•• .., .•_!_ ....
,
j -































































Armed forces and inadequately
described occupations:16,17




See another: Wait for
Doctor i own Doctor,
No %: No % No

























1 See note below Table SE4
-
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-- ----~ ... -._+_ ...
._ ••..-._~•••_~.. , •• 0




















Own account workers (other
than professional) 12,14 9
"_,--~.'-~-' ...-- ....-.... ,-----'.~~'-'-- _.. - .. ~._-- ",.- -~- ...... -
AFTER SURVEY - FP.ESH SA11PLE
',; SOC:~CON~M~--:~OUP~ - •....--.. rs~~··;;~t~~·;i·;~~!~:;~~f:i.;~;~::t·~!~?~l:~··:-;~;~;... ~:~L"
: i :
, ; Doctor I o_m Doctor jI ;No %: No %! No
i ...~,-"'----~.--". __.-.._-_.---... _-. .-. ~~~._'~~._.-'- -
! Employers and Managers:
; 1,2,13
r-p~f;~;i~;al'~:;;k~r~';' .. .- -..
; 3,4
f-·_·_·..····_··_·· . _.... - ".....
. Int81'lllediate non-manual
workers; 5
Armed forces and inadequately
; described occupations.16,17 28 61
t----- ~-_.._.- _-- _. -. L._ "
~ Housewife






































DISTRIBUTIO£l OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS llY AGE,
. SEjC)ilib' JiYREGISTRAP; GEltEP,j.:L'-S·socIo-ECONOHIC GRObi'~; -_.-




































5 17 )6 53 4 13 1
,
!~ ,. -'"'"-_.-._- .
1 6 t 9 50 4 22 1,!
--r -._."",.'.
1 1
i - ~.._--- ..,





















i Unskilled malual workers,
11
. ----_ ..; ,-----~--_.-.~--~ i\GE 'r}f 'YEWs' --' •....•. -_._-.. ,..
1
1,'.: SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUpl j'ia:24--..·pS.:-ii·ij .. Fi5'=S9··..···-6·0:6"ij···"··-iii·s:j:··....-TiiDknoWIiT"i:ii- i
jHo %1i'~o %iuo ~.l ilio %jNo %1No ;3! 100% 'l'Emi~~~~~S '~d 't~an':;e;~':--' --. -~-'-"-r2-----t- 'r'" --T----r- -2 ~
,-_. - .. .... 1 --" -t i•..•.. - t- i .- -- + ......."l--'- -.
! Profession~l workers; , ,


























1 See note below Table SE4
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1 4' 1 4 l 28,
,
~- -- "' j-





























64' 5 18! 1 4!
-;"-",- --:~ .,,
48' 7 23 3 10:
1
. -







-'....._,-~~_., •••-.:. -~ .._~._.... - j" •





12' 31 42' 11
... '. - .'.- .'....- ----','. : '..
2
2 ,3
















-. --- .- -.-.. -~ -." - i---" -


















"'-"-~~-~ .....~-_._-""" .•_.....~ - ----'-..._'~.~_._._. ,~-~.~_.
_.._..L_ ..... . ~ ....'~._~_.__.~~"
,
: Unskilled manual Horkers:
i 11
~. ~>- ...'---.-••••---
Own account workers (other
than p~fessional)12,14
.-.----,--~..._- -- ... "-,- -_. ".....,,-_..' " .'.- --_ .....--_..._". --1'~ -.
























••• ,--; ----.' __ ,'._ u •
17 14 6'16 7, 6
•






See note below Table SE4 Note: The socio-economic group of married \olOrlen is
d~termined fro'" husband's occupation.

















































- -,t -- ---.
•i
10 124







.. t- -.. r- -..
.... - ~---. - .... a L -._'l---
f !
7 \31 37 !24,5
! AGE IN YEARSI· - - , _ -_..-..-, _~ .._--..-_ :..- - _.__ --~--_.__.
;18-24 ,25-44 i45-59 ;60-64 :65+ funknown ;
:Ho %; No %iHo %; lIo %(No %;.No %!
I I :
•
!.__ ._,_...... .j ~_ -L. _.i.-._. I ;
--_. I .- ---~ - _.~-- ~"-r
and 1lanagers: i I
---... -----.I .--- ~ ~--·--l~· 'rl
Professional workers: i ! !
3,4 ; i 2 i 1
,... L _i._ 1-. -,_.:
\ ! I 4 ! 4
.~_ ,"'~ i !












,- ~."-----.-"'~ - ~- '- ._"-~-- .' ._--~ .• --- •.•--, i
j
;
~. .~ ... ~.•• ·.~..• k·__ • __ '· __ · _~_.". _. ••.~.
; Foren~n~ supervisors &
skilled r,:enual workers;
8,9
! ,,_ _. -_ _~
Unskilled lnanual workers:
11
Own account I<orkers (other ;
than professional )12,2.4 \ ..
,... .......--........ ..._-_ .. "._._- - j
: AI'llled forces and inadequately:
, described occupations: 16 ,17 ; 2
. ,
~..- -_.~,._-,-,",---~- -~~-~
ji-- __ ~~._.. "0'•. , ._ •. ~ __ ~~

























































6 ! 1 '"':-4-0
!
61 8 22\ 1
.,. -' .._...+
: 1 !
































'2: ".l. ; .,.
! 6





.i:8~"~·~·· .2~ -It4'Ffs:::5s'rb6:::bit"'i6;:;"""Tu;;~;-;':;;;"i""";~li- :
,. • , ' . ., i . I' , . 0; 100'~;NO ~lno ~j~O ~ NO ~!~O ~j ~
.. ~. -\-~-'---'O-.----r~- ---..--~.--"._." ~ i ·__ L_~ '~'''i-'-'-- ~."._,.+ .....'_., ........·1
: i
j _. i !






i i61 2 6 :
--"1-.. -.---.. ,
I
8 1 It; 2 81














_- ...__~._~~._ .~~~_ ._. .. _ •• __~_. - •.. - ....- •• ...0-•• -
f, ..
I




skilled manual workerJ:i.-~:~... _. "'" ... _1_ 4IPersonal service workers, i
I se~-ski11ed manual workers ':agr1cultural workers, .
, 7,10,15 3
L .__ ,',_. .-..- .; ,_._.. ._.._,._, ~__ .._~_;
,
j Unskilled manual workers:
, 11
!
---~---_._--~--~._.---_ .._." - ....- .. --"_._. ......i Own account I<orl<ers (other '
i than professional) 12,14
f·_ ..--..- - _......... -..... .. ._~...__ .
l Armed forces and inadequately .
! described occupations: 15 ,17 : 5
~.. _ .. ,,-_ ...._-- .. _ .. -.~- -- -- .L..
! Housewife ; 1
L...__~. ".,••, _._ •...~ ._.


























See note below Table SE4 Note: The socio-economic group of married
determined by husband's occupation.








AFTER SURVEY - FRESH SAl1PLE - MALE RESPONDENTS


















.... ~ . ~ ,.
,
.__.. ~ ... _- . ~•..... '-'
-1

















5 : 2i . i
.~---~! -.~ ....._-'-- ...~~--~-_---.... ........
i
....-_ -- - - 4.~ -' ~_.-!--_.-'--~.
i
Personal service workers,






.~_._- ...•.•._"" ~- . - ...__......_.•
'.'.- ' ..-" ....•-- '.. '-- -- - ~ •• ~~"-•. ,~ .•- -,-_ •. -- ~ --- <--'- ... ··-1··· '.
! Junior non-manual workers:
6
! ALL
II' ~_ ••..-.-~'._--,',.,~•••- _." -~._-_.-.._.~_ ....... __ .~
! Unskilled manual workers:
I~~:C'.cc~;;;~ ~~~~r;·(·~~·~~;_·_L.l_ ... ~-... :.- - ..,.: ...
i than professional )12 ,14 3· 1
~------ ._--_ -.--_. -- -.. . . _.._~ _---:._._._-
l AI'!lled forces and inadequately;I described occupations:16,17:
_.T'~ •..~~.-_._ .....4.--.~-~-.· .. _-. - .' * .. ~-. -~~. -- ..••.. ~ _._.....~~........._._..• -_._._.- .>---. '*' - "',. - _ .....'_.-
• i AGE nr YEARSi SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUpl !1a=24·-··;25-44·---45-59-·-;6"0-=64··_····6·5·;·····.... ,u;;.k;:;"~;;-:. Ali-\
- ! 1 No 95 iNo %,lb %[No %(£:0 %1No %i 100%!
•
1.. • ~.4 '_. _._"__...._.__... '_'-~"4.J. __..~ "L~~.L •. __....__.._.--:. __._....__ .,~ '._.~. _k'_ L. _..... ___...•.._ i.... __.~._ • ~. lr l ' . ----.--' :
i Employers and Managers' ,
- i 1,2,13,
f- ---~__ .~-._ -'~--'__~_"' ---- ,-




























-AFTER SURVEY - FRESH Sf,!-lPLE - FEHALE RESPONDENTS





































































1 1 1 , ..
9
1
•.. .. - -~ ,
workers:















r;:~;~~y:-;~-~~·;;~~!le-;~-:---·· .. !~... ._..-,...-····-f·
, 1.2,13 j 3






L.... __ ..-..... ,.... T.' ~ .......'_,_~_
f Junior non-manual workers:
6
L•. "_. _ ',0." ' __ •.- ","-_~. ' ••__~.~_._ ~_~_._..
i Foremen, supervisors &
! skil1(,d manual ~rorkers





























See note below Table SE4









DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS ACCORDING TO
METHOD OF TRAVEL NORMALLY USED BY REGISTRAR GENERAL'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS
BEFORB SURVEY
,
~ N_O..,RM;,....."_L_ME_T..,H_O_D_O._F_T_RAI_VE..!:..T~O~::~YI' ~:--Ilgrf--r-I •. - ".,'
Walk Bus Car. Taxi ~ycle cycle m~thod ALL
I It1~e~ INo. % No. % No. % lIo. % ro, % !No. %I No. .. )100%, 1
!. , I I l.Jmployers & managers: i I I , I ,I 2 9 ! I ! I 11 l1,2,13 " - - , - ;! ; i ! II ,
I I , i I I J ,~rofessional workers: I i I i iI I i ! I j3,'t \ 1 I 2 't . - 1 8,
~ ! , I I
j
I_ntermediate non-manual , I I
, I1 I !workers: 5 7 35 . ! 12 60 ! -
- -










3 I 6 10 581
I
1











121 I 3'tP;6 P3 't, ,
































L:: IIUnskilled manual workers: i
11 IB 37 2 't l lIt 29 1 2 1 2 8
E-------------,----ir----+--......-----r----+--........--+
~~ior non-manual workers: I 113 " I ,I I
,
11 't2 50 2 B 26 1I - .,. - II i, iI I i \ , ! ,,
I I ! I IJoremen, supervisors & I ,I , !, skilled manual
10 _k,ro, '.' " J """ 2 I' 6 i 'l:----------rl----l:---"--~'--+--~--.----;
,.Iersonal service workers, i i
L' semi-skilled manual workers'l :,', 1,;,'agricultural workers:
7,10,15 i 2't 'tl 1 2 31 21 36 2 3, -











The superscript X denotes that for X respondents in this total the method of
travel was not stated
The socio-economic group was not known for two of these respondents




















I NORl1AL l-lETHOD OF TRAVEL TO SURGERY
r"ill Bus I ITaxi I Motor I Bi- l~i j ,Car I cyclG Icycle Ion I ALL ~No. % NQ. %I No. ~s I No. %, No. % No. %i~~~g~ 1(100%I I ', ;' ,
























6 3 .. I 1 , .. i .
- I ... I 4I I I I I I :
1Foremen, , 1 i I Isupervisors & I I
4\
1
skilled manual workers: , I I,
! 731 1i 8,9 i23 31 2 3 38 52 , - !l 1 3 5 7i I ,,
i I I I ! •I.. Personal service v/orkers, I , I,




workers: 7,10,15 ,10 26 2 5 15 39 3 12 5 , 6 16 2 5 38 i
! I ,., , ,1
I
•
I IUnskilled manual workers: I I i I, ,"'l 11 6 1 1 \ - , 1 9 ,i
j'Armed forces and inade-quately described
occupations' 16 17. , r i .. j - j, , , , I I
...
I I- ! j r I, I• Housewife I 2 I 1 - • •. I 1 \ ... 4 I, ; I , 1 ii
I j I I i 4.1, •




ALL ill 5 46 1 ,3 8 3 , 226 '1
.i I, , I i I l ,
Own account workers








See note below Table SE4
The superscript X denot8s that for X respondents in this total the method of
travel was not stated
The superscript a indicates that the total includes one person whose socio-economic
group \-las not knovm
AfTER SURVEY - FRESH SAMPLE
r
L NORMAL !·IETHOD OF TRAVEL TO SURGERY
.. Employers & managers:L 1,2,13 4 7






15 60 I· 1 4 2 8 1 4 I6 24Intermediate non-manualworkers: 5
l , I , I I.
I
! , IPersonal service workers, ; !




k 11 I I
-awn--a-c-c-o-un-t-w-o-rk-e-r-s-----,----.....----+----......,\'---+1---+----+---+----+
[ (other than professional) I12,14 7 44 8 50 1- , -
I I
l"L I I
Junior non-manual I I
r-'--w_o_r_k_er_s_:_6 ~-2---,;..---"'_-2--!_--,;..--_!_. _----'I_l__I~-5-+
..







• I I !'








[ Armed forces and inade- I I
quately described









The superscript X denotes that for X respondents in this total the method of















DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFOPE AND AFTER SURVEYS ACCORDING TO WHERE





1 i 2 I IPresent! i A Health Don't No ! ISTATUS SURVEY Previous I Centre! Hind Answer fSurgery , Carterton ALL III Health C.No. % I No. % I No. % 110. % (100%)
• i I I
, , , II iBefore
-
3 I 5 I BI I
Single After-survivors 1
,
3 I 3 I 7,,After-fresh 1 I 5 I l} 10
sample ! I I ,
. ,
! i i8 I l}5 43 49 47 2 I 104Before I 8 2 IMarried After-survivOrS! 2 3 i 51 73 17 24 70 ,, I IAfter-fresh 1 1 • 67 74 13 21 3 3 I 90sample , ! ! I
sample
Before 1 I 4 6 11
Widowed After-survivors I 5 1 6 IIAfter-fresh I Ii 3 I 3! sample I i i, ,I
I ,, I
Before 1 I 1 - 1 I 3No After-survivors 1 1answer l IAfter-fresh r 2 - 1 I 3
sample I , ,I ! ,


























Before i 1 6 4 1 12 I- I
• Single After-survivors I - ! 7 1 1 I 9 I
-
After-fresh I I 4 I 2 I 6sample I
; I I I•
-
Before 18 11 53 32 93 55 4 2 168 I
• Married After-survivors 1 1 89 84 16 15 106I I- After-fresh , • Isample I 1 1 94 77 I 22 18 j 5 4 122• I , \ II I , •




I II •... Before I - 2 1 1 4Ho After-survivors I 2 1 3•
-
answer I
After-fresh - I 1 1 2
...
sample ! I







21 10 68 32 53 ;11 5 215 II
,
- I I, •All After-survivors , 1 1 j 112 79 1 28 20 1 1 142
... I II I •
-! After-fresh 1 1 111 76 I 28 19 6 4 146 Isample I 11 II j I• •...
1





'A Health Centre' in before survey, and carterton Health Centre in the
after survey•
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE 53
DISTRIBUTION OF PI ;PONDLNTS TO THE EEFORE AND AFTER SUP.VEYS AS TO WHAT THEY \iOULD DO
IF THEY CUT THEIR '!AND JADLY AT HO"IE AT 3 O'CLOCK Oil A TUESDAY AITERNOON !i;:D, ALTHOUGH THE BLEEDING














































\v:!AT 1'J:i3P()np.J::lI:r13\~9.tJ.I.Il.J:)Q..~f. ..TfI£.x.0.:i~~.rll~.I~ ..l:!N'!L_..",_;- " " _._..- __••....•.......•..•...•
j., ,.............. ..GQT.Q.: _..... _._.... . _ .
I-iitney !Radcliffe i Churchill! Brize , othe~····· ..TotheJ:' Phone 1 Ho
H.C. : Infirm. Hospital: Norten!'lC j Hospital i Places G.P. ; an,S>ler ALL
..-••••. -•.•.•_. -_. -- •••• - '~" .-- •• ~••- •••••_" ._.. - '-1---' •• - • - •• -- -~-r -- - . --_ _ - -i- ~.-......... . ! -.
Ho ~.5! No % no ~5 ilo 9ci j ~¥o %: !'lo %! No % i No %! 100
: . : I •
....._- -. --"1-- ·····..··--···--····-:----·-·..·---····..·1···---···--·-··1..···~·····_···-·_·_···1---·· ..·-_·..
1 . i i 8i-I 7I i lO




















:-.-..._...._..__ ... _.__.... i..·_·.. _.. _.. ···..·_..·..·····_-_..p..~ .. ~~~~l
,~ne-le , Before ,5,
o : I
! After-survivors ! 6





ill Before 76 60! 29 23 7
Aftar-survivors 6~ 76: 9 II 6
After-fresh samyle 8~ 79: II lO 8


















































L. h'l:lbT ~~.!?9..l!p.1'.l!T.s W9J)~P ..J)Q Jf.TIl.f!¥. QlJI :r.m;.J,B,Ji-N.iP. .
LOwn-0;;; :fwI~~eYrRadcliffeTchur(;'hiiiTBi-iie· 'rOt:he~ . ! othe:;;..i Phone" rN~·.. ·..
: Surgery i H.C. \ Infinn. !Hosnital !Nortcn HC ! Hospital: Places ; G.P. j answer; ALL:~o'''''' %t~~"""'%('N~ ····%rN~7. .... ····%.. lN~·.. %lli;"'%T"'N~" "'%1'"'N;-%rN'~ %1 ... ioo%'
:;=----~;;'"'"i::=-ti+ -~-------'-i-r+---+- i 1 --1 il~-
After-fresh sample i 6 I i I ,I 6
, !
65 i 40 241 7 4! I 1 1 1 1! I 5 3 16a9l! a ai 1 1 i ill: 106
aoi 14 111 1 1! 2 2 I,,! 2 2: 3 2' 122
74 i 2 6i! 1 3 ! I 4 13 31
a3 i 2 ail 4 i ·1 - I 24
''I, I l ' 'I: I ~
ill ! I '2
:141 661 44 20! B 41 1 52! 2 11 : 14 7 1 215
h.22 B6 i 13 9 ! 1 1 I 1 1 j 1 1! 2 1! 2 1 j 142
:u7 BO: 14 101 4 3 ! 2 1 3 2 ! 3 2! 3 2! 146




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SUR.YEYS BY HETH~



















I __ -1 110 % i No %! No %iNo %i.,'_P...:.O:.....__~.!!~~ ~l..~~_..~...l :
....,...... -. .-. 1 ! _....... i ..·_-_········..-1·--....····..····..":'"' -..I~:~~survivore I ~ 1 i; i ! ~ i i i
flfter-fresh samp1el 3 i - 5 1 1 , -
-i I' i! f ! i . .
-!Maroried Before 128 27 4 41 57 55 i 1 11 8 8: 5 5 11104~
, After-survivors 15 21 3 4i42 60! 1 1: 5 7: 3 41 70:;;:1 rfteI'-fI'eSh sampleI24 27 1 1 i62 69! - ! 1 11 1 1 I 9°l
jWidowed IBefore i I ~ i - 3 i-I i 112!
-I 1~~:~~=hv~~lel ~ [ - : - I ~ 1,1 ~ ~
-~o answer IBcfoI'e I 1 I - 1 i _! 31j
:i I:;:~="::,,.i ~ 1 !: ' - I - I: i ;:
-I,ll!' 13-, 29 5 4163 50! 1 1110 8i 6 5 :126'+:
-I i~~~~survivore [1~ 23 3 4,49 58 i - 2 21 6 7: 4 5 i. 8'>:';
, i" i ". 1



















! After-surviverB ; 13
1 After-fresh sampl~ 8
,
48 7 3 75 35 5 21 ill 5 7
43 ; 8 6 55 39 1 11 1 1'9 6 4


























52 3 10 ; 5 16!
















Superscript x denotes that x respondents did not state rrethod of travel
TABLE 55
~IBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO_T~ BEFORE AND AFTER SURVI:Y.:?-.~CCORDING TO








Unemployed Before I 3 2 5
iAfter-s urvivors iAfter-fresh sample i 3 3!Student IBefore 1 1After-survivore 1 1 2,
! After-fresh sample 1j
!
Retired , Before 3 10 9 31 12 41 5 17 29i
1 After-s urvivors 21 81 4 15 1 4 26
j After-fresh sample 1 13 81 2 13 1 6 16
Housewife i Before 15 14 30 28 60 56 2 2 107
j After-s urvi1101'S , 1 2 46 77 13 22 60
! After-fresh sample! 1 2 46 75 12 20 2 3 61
!
Other i Before
I After-survivors 1 1
i !,fter-fre sh sample i , 1 1 2
i ! iAll Bofore 311 9 11212 35 i175 1 51 144 4 3418
IAfter-survivors 4 2 1172
4 76 i 491 22 1 226 5
After-fresh sample: 3 1 :189 4 75 j 51 20 101 4 2535, !!
.__............_...._._.-
..__.-....-..•......----_...._---......_..-......._-....._.............-.. .;. .... ,.........._, .....•_..........--. .............. ...•.__ ..._...~......... -•...•........._._.
.. . .. _._-_.- ....•......._ -.-.- _ - -..-.-_ - ---_ _- _-.
.............................." _ _.._ ··..···········.. ·..················..····P"i::ACE PREFERRED
......_-_.__.._-_.__._.._._--.._...._..-_....---.~
. ,Presentr~'i A"i-I.c.r"i-·--·""··"-·i i
: SURVEY !Previous ,. Carterton i Don't [No i .
i :Surgery H.C. ! mind ,answer ! ALL I
..Fuli:~i; ..·t~~~: ..===·····..··r~l..--..·~i~~ ....··..····~i !..~t··· ..··....·~i_ ..j···N~· ..········..·~·····!-- ..··~~r-· .. i
i After-fresh sample [2 2 1 95 72! 30 23! 5 4 132
, : i . i





































The superecript x above a total denotes that it inclUdes x people for whom it was
not known whether they worked full-time or otherwise
-
-
1 Presant surgery: before survey , Previous surgery: after survey
-
2 A health centre: the before survey
Carterton health centre: the after survey
-
-
I I 11I1I11II1I I111I1I1I1I
TABLE 56
I I I I I I I
- -+•...,..--.--_._~~--
tetJ.I'0c












The supel7Script x above a total indicates that it includes x respondents for whom it was not known wh lther they worl<ed full-time or otl
-TABLE 58
-
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AF'IER SURVEYS
ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS OF AGE IN THE


















2 8 10 40 11 44 2
1 6 13 76 3 18
1 10
10 8 53 42 60 48 3
3 4 60 71 21 25
2 2 77 73 23 22 4
.....__ _.._.._ _-_ _ --_ - ·--·····-----····-·--·T-·-·--·-·-·····················..-.- _-
Pres~nt/l jAH.C.I 21 i
PrevJ.ous :Carterton! Don't l No
. i
Surgery !H.C. • mind I answer • ALL
No % i No % j No %! No %: 100%
-. ••......•..••. ...--...._...•_._._••_ •• •__._•..•.•.J,...:..:.•••__••_~._. .•_ .••.•_.__-_ ....
i 7 10! 30 43 i 32 46 ill' 70
I, 2 4 37 71 13 25 521 2 45 70 15 23 3 5 64
1
1



























ALL i Bef<.>re 2 126,
IAfter-survivors 84iAfter-fresh sanple 4 106




















1 Present surgery in before survey, Previous surgery in after survey
•
-






































43 ! 15 41 2 5:
80 ! 5 20
67 ! 5 21 3 13!
:
32 i1l51 53 11 5





IBefore 4 11 ,116
: After-survivors 20
! After-fI'esh sample i 16
i Ii Before 21 10! 68
, After-survivors 1 1 1112
i After-fresh sample 1 1 ill1








!~~LD~~F i !"P~~~t;;";'AH·:C:;....·~·...._.._·..··_· ..- .. ·..-....-..........·-..-~·_- ........···
i UNDER 5 YRS i SURVEY ; Prenous i Carterton i Don't No
! I Surgery i H.C. I mind answer ALL
i...._ __ 1... ._ _._ -+._ No__ _2j._!l~ .._ _ ~ .J !!.~_ __Lt_l!.o:o.---%-+ _~QQ~ .
I,NONE iBefoI'e. . 5 5 11 32 30! 59 56! 9 9!: After-surnvors 59 81' 13 18 1 1i After-fI'esh sample 1 1! 61 76 16 20 2 3
, 1
iONE , Before 8 14 i 1'-1
I,After-survivors 1 3: 23
, After-fresh sample ':1 21
IBefore 4 25 5
i After-survivors 7



























1 One person did not state how many children lIDder 5 years of age
2 Present surgery in before previous in after surveysurvey. surgery









I I1I1I1I1I1I I III111I1I1I11 I I I I I I
TABLE 59
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF CHILDRi,N UNI: ~R 5 YEARS. OF AGE
IN nIE HOUSEHOLD BY WHAT THEY WOULD DO IF THEY CUT THEIR HAND BADLY AT HOME AT 3 O'CLOCK ON A TL'ESt ~Y AFTERNOON AND,














60 6 24 !




76 9 11 ,




























































..... -._ -......•.•....._...•.__.__ -. _.._ .
---..-- ..- .. ------- ....----------;-------- ; WHAT RESPONDENTS WOULD DO IF THEY CUT THF,;;I:1UiW_D
lUMBER OF I ::- ~~~.-..:·-:--:,~i~~;::~- ~ :i~~;~:;:~~iii~f~~;i~:---~:·~·::: ..:·--:::~~:;··~:--=-=··!--·:;;;:;;··· ....·t..;~~~~..--· --T"~:----"--'- "r-~LL ..
::HILDREN i i Surgery j H.C. i Infirm IHospital ..,:. N<:)Ij:<:)n M~ _' !iQ.s,pit!!J,..1 Pla,;es.. i .G.•L______ ,. Answer !_JNDER 5 YEARS 1 SURVEY !-. ---- ------- ----- .. -- ... ·--l---- ------. -- --.. -t--- ..--· ----.- -- : , ! . ; _
------.-- ..----.-----.- 1 .. _. ------------------ --- ----l-N.-o-- .... -.% --.~~--- ..-- -~-t..~~-· .. --~· ..1.!:i~----·--~-+~£---· .':O~_J:l.<'.-- - _~_+~? .~j-__!"o . " ge--l-- NQ . t'i-- lOO.%
qONE Before . 66 63 23 221 5 5 1 - ! - : 3 3, 1 11 - '1 7 7 i 105
After-survivors . 62 85 7 10 I' 1 1 I ! I i 1 11' 1 1, 1 1 I 73
After-fresh sample I 62 78 9 111 3 4 I . 2 3 i 2 3 i i 2 3 j 80
I i :' i!
Before 42 76 I 7 13! 1 2' I 1 2 . 4 7
After-survivors 26 98~' 1 73 1
14
3 I. 1 3
After-fresh sample! 25 " 2
Before I 10 63 5 31 j 1 - 1 6 I _
After-survivors : 1, jI After-fresh sanp1e i 10 2 I j .. I 2 i
1 ~:~::survivors ; 4 I : = 1 i = I ..
'1 After-fresh sample: i i - i _ !
:I Before ! 22 59 9 24 3 8 I1I _ ! I,i
l
3 8
.. j After-survivors i 19 76 5 20 i-I - 1 4
.! After-fresh Sample ! 20 83 1 4 1 4 j - i 1 4 1 4
: Before 1141
1 66 44 20 8 4 1 j 52! 2 1 i 114 7
After-survivors 1122 86 13 9 1 1 1 1, 1 1 I 2 1! 1
. After-fresh Sample !117 80! 14 10 1 4 3 I - ,2 1; 3 2!.. i 3 2 j ~ 2:
••••.••••••••••__••••__•••-_••••..••••••••..••••_.-..L.-_•.••.••- •.•. •__ . •__.•.l..__•••_._••_ •••••__-'__•• ..: ._._ ••_ ••• •__-+-.. ..__ . . ._..- _.. ._ _ __ _..... .._ j•..
W ANSv:E;R
1 On<3 person did not state ~rnanl children under 5 years
I I 111111111I111111111111111 I
TABLE 60
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE BEFORE AND AFTER SURVEYS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS




























































1~::-":~"-'r"""'·:~~~-'_·_·_-'!- wali<-'-' j·..··!i·;;;---I ca~-.. ·-·'rTaXi'~·r:~i~rnQPi~r~i~~l'_If::~=d
::HILDREN i ",····.. __·---..·1 .. _·.. """,.,+,.,',..".,"'-_.+_.;. . 1. '" "'" 11ti,~g., I'IN:DE.L5...YR~_ __ __ , ' NQ ~+ No ,," \jJlol+NQ "'·~·I~~~-·:ilN.Q ",: ,,:iT~Q it*)
~ONE IBefore 18 26 I 3 4 36 51ill 1 I 8 11 I 3 4 !
i After-survivors 11 21 3 6 28 54 .i' I 2 4; 5 10 i 2 4 I
! After-fresh sample 19 30 40 63 i 1 2 I 3 5 I !
I I i ! !32 i I I 1 6 I ; 13 I
:: jl,,' I I I I
I I I 1 I I
i" I 'I
1 I I 1 I 2
: ~ ~; I ' 1 4 1 4 I 1 4 i;
6 I 1 I I 11
37 29 S 4 63 50 1 1 10 8 6 5 ',i 4 3 i 126
19 23 3 4 49 58 2 2 6 7 4 5 1 l' 84
29 27 1 1 69 65 2 2' 3 3 1 1 I 1 1 I 106




-_.__._._._~, .. ,.,_._ _ _._ , ..........•........•.•......._-..... :
I I I IIIIIII I I 1IIIIIIIIIIIIIl t
FEMALE RESPONDENTS





















.__._--.._-....__.......,..,.....,., ........._-_.._.._---_...-_ .•._._-~._-----_._---_. __..-----.
=.~:J '"'''' i·.,.___~B:-j:=--;-I-:----I-~~-_r':,lel ~:::~--.~~..~;rA;L-
-- --.---- -+. - -. "--- - --" !. No - %.+N.Q .\.i-.N.\,l........+M9... ._._~_.__!...ltQ-.--.-.-~ ..-.-~-.r,l£.-.- -.L-l· ~ _~..-.-! ~9..... %0 .. 100%
I ! 1 i i I i : I
NONE IBefore 115 113 i 5 5 i 37 35: 2 2 l - I 9 9 2 2 i 5 5 I 105
After-sumvors 29 110: 3 11; 29 110 ill 1 i 7 10 i 2 3 i 2 3 I 73
After-fresh sample 28 35! 11 5 33 III i i i 6 8 I 6 8 3 11 80
I i i ' I
Before 28 51 1 2 21 38 1 2 I 1 2 3 5 i11~:~~~v~~le i~ ~~ ~ Z i~ ~; I i ~ ~ ~ I I
! i
·lefore 9 56 5 31 2 13!! ,:,! 1 !IAftcr-survivors 11 6 ,
After-fresh sample 13 1 i . I!~~~~survivors ~ 1 11..", 1 1
1
,1,jAfter-freSh sample
NO ANSWER iBeforc 21 57 1 3 11 30 I
IAfter-survivors 111 56 2 8 7 28 1 11 !!.i.
!After-fresh sample 12 50 2 8 7 29 1 11
I
iBeforc 1011 118 7 3 751 35 5 2 j 11 5 7 3 6 3 2151
iAft"r-survivors ! 61 113 8 6 55 39 1 1 1 1 i 9 6 11 3 3 2 1112
_ __...t~:.:~=.=~.~.~ s.~~~..J ~~ __.~~_ ?..__ s... ~_~ .._ _.3~._ _.. _~ ._.:.__". __..__..__..__i._ ~ ~ _.._..= __ ~ _ ~ _.~ i :~6





DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO
WHETHER THE 11EDlCAL CARE THEY GET FROt: THE DOCTOR HAS CHANGED






i 45-59 I 50-54 65+ UnknOlffi All18-241 25-44
I No. %, No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 96
Changed for Afte:r-survivors 2 8 26 9 37 2 9 - 30 36
the better Afte:r-fresh i
sample 1 13 25 I 6 29 4 4 - 28 26 I
Changed for Afte:r-survivors 1 1 3 - - - - 2 2
the worse After-fresh
sample - - 1 5 1 - - 2 2
Stayed the Afte:r-survivors 2 21 68 12 50 6 5 1 47 55
same After-fresh
sample 8 23 45 9 43 6 8 1 55 52
Hore than After-survivors - - - - - - -
one box Afte:r-freshticked
sample - - - - - - -
No box ticked f.fter- survivors - - 1 4 - - - 1 1
but answer After-freshliritten in
sample - 9 18 2 10 - - - " 10••
No answer After-survivors 1 1 3 2 8 - - - 4 5
After-fresh I
sample - 6 12 3 14 - 1 8 - 10 9
All (100%) After-survivors 6 31 2'1 8 14 1 8'1After-fresh





























I AGE GROUP jrIMPROVED
MEDICAL SURVEY 18-2'+ ~25-'+'+ ''+5-59 i 60-6'+! . 65+ I linkno'tm I All INo. % ~~. ?6 ~Jo. ~6 i No. % Ho. % No. 0 , No. % I.. CARE '0
.. Changed fOI' l'.fter-survivors 5 29 18 26 I b 21
1
1 6 2 38 28 !
the better , i , i
r
After-fresh
118 j Isample 6 23 25 12 '+'+ 1 2 1 40 27
!
- Changed for After-survivors 1 6 , 2 3 - - - ! 1 '+ 3 Ii ;Tthe worse After-fresh I ! I!
sample - 1 1 1- - - , - 1 1 I
-
- i i :
I ,
,
Stayed the I1fte r-surv5_vors 11 65 '+7 68 121 75 7
I
5 i 2 93 65 I




1 Mora than one After-survivers I I





sample - - - - - i - -I
- . d After-survivors : !No box tlcke - - - - - - -I
I but answer After-fresh ! !Hritten in Isample 8 3l 3 lli 1 4 - - - 17 12







After-survivors 17 69 ! 28 I 9 13 6 11+2
All (100%) After-fresh















DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SUrVEY ACCORDING TO
WHETHER THE /·lEDICAL ctu'<E THEY GET FPot1 THE DOCTOR 1L4s CHANGED
NOli THAT THE HEALTH CENTRE IS OPEN BY WIERE HiEy PREFEr-RED TO
SEE THEIR G8UERAL rR~CTITIO}ffiR
.. PLACE PREFERRED :IMPROVED ,
-
HEDICAL SURVEY PreviouslCarte.rton ICARE Don't mind. No anSHer HI •I.. Surgery : healtl1 I
i Centre 1
-
No; % I No. % No. % No. % No. 96 I
lIiII IChanged for Aftez-sul"lvivors 1 62 36 5 10 - 68 30
-
the better After-fresh I
lIiII samplo I - 62 33 6 12 1 69 27 I
-
Changed f0r After-survivors 1 4 2 1 2 - 6 3 !
Moo the worse After-fresh 1
sample 1 1 1 1 2 - 3 ,~
-
.. Stayed the After-survivors 2 J.Ol 59 37 75 I 140 62 I; ,
same After-fresh I
- sample 2 1101 53 31 61 3 137 54
I
i
• IMore than one AFter-survivors - - - - -
-
box ticked Af1:er-fresh I
,









sample 19 10 7 14 2 28 11
- j• l'fo answer After-s'I.1I'vivors - 5 3 5 10 1 11 5
After-fresh I
-
sample 6 3 6 12 4 16 6 i
• "
All (100%) After-survivors 4 172 49 1 226 I
- I
,









































DISTRIBUTION OF PESPOllDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCOEDIIIG TO
WHETHER THE HEDICAL CARE YOU GET FR0I1 THE DOCTOR HAs CHANGED
UOH THAT THE HEALTH CENTRE IS OPEN uY HHETHLR THEY ARE ON THE
TELEPHONE AT HOtL:
,
I ON TELEPHONE AT HOI·lE ,,
111PROVED i i II I
,




Changed for- i~fter-survivors I 31 32 37 29 - 68 30
the better
133 Il~fter-fresh. 35 27 28 1 59 27sample
Changed for After-survivors 3 3 3 2 -
I
6 3
the worse After-fl'"¥3Sh iI
sample 2 1 1 1 - 3 1
Stayed the Afi:er-survivors 55 57 84 65 1 140 52
same After-fresh I
sample 66 51 159 58 2 137 54
Hore than After-survivors - - - -
one box After-freshticked
sample - - - - I
No box ticked After-survivors - 1 1 - 1 -
but ans~l1er ,
written in After-fresh
, Isampk 19 15 9 3 - 28 11
No answer After-survivors 7 7 4 3 - 11 5
After-fresh 8 6 ~ 6 1 16 6
sample
,
All (100%) After-survivors 96 129 1 226
After-fresh I Isample 130 E3 " 253
- TABLE P6'1
DISTRIBlTl'ION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO
... WHETHER THE HEDI CAL CA.ltE YOU GET FROH THE DOCTOR HAS CHANGED






... IMPROVED ! NOR'1AL METHOD OF TRAVEL TO SURGERY i
MEDICAL I : i . (Hotor- I! Walk Bus Car BiCYclelMo:re I All
- CAFE SURVEY I
, I Tax~ I, I ICYCle , than I... ! , Ii 1 me-
!
i thod




Changed After-survivors 25 31 ! 5 '? 27 - I ., i 'I 27 3 682 30 !i .• 8for the i , ! I
69127 )
... better After-fresh I
135sample 2'1 26 I 3 29 I 2 - 3 27 1
-
i I
... Changed After-survivors 2 2 - I 3 3 I - - 1 7 1- 6 3 !for the I I I iAfter-fresh I- worse I Isample 2 2 - , 11 - - - - 3 1 !• I
...
Stayed After-survivors '17 59 6 69 66 1 2 9 60 I 5 1'10162 ,I
... the same IAfter-fresh
137351,...
,
sa'l1ple 51 55 3 64 52 1 6 55 9 I
-
More than After-surviVOrtl -- - - - - - -
... one box I IAftar-freshticked
sample I - -- I - - - - -
-
... No box After-survivors - - 1 1 - - I - - 1ticked but I I- answer After-fresh I
... written in sample 1011 1 2 15 12 1 9 28 ll!- -
- No answer i\fter-survivoI'S 6 8 3 3 , 7 111 5- - - • -
... After-fresh
sample 6 6 - 7 6 1 1 9 - 161 6
-
... All (100% ) After-survivors 80
I
11 104 1. 3 15 8 226 'I
After-fresh I 2535i sample 93 8 122 2 2 11 i 10... ,
-
The superscript x by an entry in the 'All' column means that x persoIls






DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDElITS TO TLE AFTER SURVEY ACCORIoING TO WHETHER THE
MED ICALC:"FETHEY OBTiG:iiEii fua~fTlflr DOCTCir ifAD"djAl~ (',Eo- "lioilT1i:d THEHEALTIf CENTRE
--- -----15- oi?E.i;ii BY- NUMBER aY ifIslr"S-'To SURGEflYlf( i'j'.EV10U-S"CI\PPRCj(J YEiliC ---- -----
----- ----------TrosEE-n-ocToR- oifT(i'rl\j~,-'s-6HE0l1EELSE)" - • ----



























.. t. __._._... _~.
15! 3 3 i 1
36: 4 3' 1
38
28
j---'--. -._-- --- ---- T------ --~;U~~B1::ROF--;;;Mi· ~ISITS B-;-D~C-TZ;- ..
i I
II1EDICAL! ~~~~'rl~4"""'~'~:9"""'-'P:;~-19'-'-"!2'o~"'--'iN~-""-'-'TALL---"
i CARE !SURVEY ! !times ~imes ,timGs ~i1l'8S !<ltlswer I
~~~~~_. .~._=-_~.__~ __ ~.~, w -~~ ••_~._-~~ ••t~C?_._.,---~%_.r~c: .'._' %•. f-"~c:... %~fi? _.' . ~~_!No~..... __ :ojlI.o__ ~_."~
I Changed for !After-sUI'vivors Iu 29 [ 32 32 !II 23! 7 27! 5 ! 1 ! 681 30
! the better !After-fresh saLi;)l~ 2 7 j 35 29: 26 39: 3 10 J 3 j 1 69 27I~---,_.- -.' .. --- -. .+--",-,'. ----.-~ ..-~ ._~ ,... L. ... ~.. ~ - ....• -- "-~~, -~. - ,.. ~,~ , . ! .l .. ~ I.'
: Changed for J After-sU!'vivors i ! 1 l' 4 6 i 1 4; !.: - ! 6It~~_ <H~rs~ __ .J ~=:e_r-_~~:,_ ~~H-:_li _ ! lIt 2 3! - ,! 3
! Stayed the Iflfter-sUI'vivors )20 53i-~3'-"'64j32---~7!17 65: 7 ---r-i----+i40
i same iAfter-fresh san:>l~13 46 1 67 55 i31 47121 72' 3 i '13l
~-.~-~~.." _-'~.+-_ _~.. - ~-'. '.~.- ~-_._,~_. ·f·~'·-'- ,., ..---t ------'.. -.' -I • 0 ,. --,~ -- -+. .
1 More th~n one~ Aftefl-survivors! ! - t i -i box tid:'3d i After-fresh samrl~ - i -- i -
~~ -.~,'-~- -~~' '~'-'.'.,' _,~--+--~c .._~ .. - '.-- -~ - -- i . ,.,~.. _, --- '-_.. 0- 'r ,_ _. i .... ,._.
i No box ticked! After-sul'vivel'S i 1 31 - , -
! bu: ansl<~r iAfter-fresh sample[ 3 U: 14 12! 6 9 i 4 14: 1
! wr~tten lU~..." .• _ ...., .. ~,_•• _,_•• _•• , ,._~,~ •.•·o'~ __ ~.~ ~ _ •• !~_ ..
i No answer !After-sUl'Vivors ! DL.. _. __ .. ;~~te~~_f_~s~ _sanplerl0
i All (10096) ! After-survivors























One person stated that she was housebcund
2
















DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO \'I1IETHER THE
MEDICALCARE-THEY"OiITAIilEif-rnoti" 'rllEi:iocTOlflWf-CHiUiGED- ilNOW"YiiA'f -tHElIEALnfctN'rRE
IS OPEN" BY NUMBER- Onimll;;' VISITS FROMDOc1'oi(RECEfVElf~INpm;cEDINlfYEAR-TApPRO)(')






_ •• _ .~- ... ,._~ .. _.. ......~.~ .~ _ ._ .•• ~~ •.,_~__~ ~ _ •. _~ '._ .~ ..~ ,", ~_ <--~ •. ~ _~ .... ~__"' 4 _ ••_. " _
! i NU/IllER OF HOME VISITS BY DOCTOR
.. ! ;";j~;~""-"" "'i~-':'~'-"''''''''r~'~''~'''''''''-''''-'ll~-':~~-'''''-~'~;-'--'";~-'''''''i-A~~''''''''''''''''' ..
I MEDICAL ,.. ~ .- . CARE ! SURVEY 1 ~imes .. ;times ftimes imes lanswer:
! ; i No %~lo '0 ~lo 9, alo % 10 % 11:0 %i 110 %
.. I-·~h-~g~~- ';o~l~~e;':-su~'i~:;;--;'3; - -2-;;;---;7-~-~'- ---; ;. .... - - .. [;·--.. --r~· ..-- -l"6·;--·3~
- I the better i After-fresh sample: 36 24 ~4 31 6 ; 1 - 12 ! 69 27
!~ -~_._~-- ~--l.-- ...- _k -... ...._ _ ~_ .... ~__ -' ~__ ~ ~ _~ ~ ~ ,~_~__._~+ ~._-.~~-._-~._-~.__..._-~ --'-
.. 1 Changed for : After-survivors I
1
4 3 i 2 2 i - i I - i - j 6
_ i t e worse iAfter-fresh sample. 1 1 : 2 3 . ! - i - i - . 3
~--<--"'---·~~~-··i~ -"'---'--~_.~ .,-,-- ... _-.. --~~. --~- -1'-"'--' ._,- .~. -+---- -J._~_.~ ~ .__ .~ _._- .. - -~- t··-----·· --~.-.---.-- -+--_.._._-
.. i Stayed the : After-survivors !88 67 ~8 58! 4 ! .. : - i.i, 2- t!.40 62
; same i After-fresh sample; 77 52 144 56 i 8 i 4 ! 2 : ~37 54
- f"--"'-·_·~~----·-·+----··~·-----'----""-,, _ ~. -_ --~ -i...----- _ - .~._--- ··r -" .._"..-·~--t--·-·- -t-_·-~-· ..~.-.- -"-
.. ; More than one; After-survivors; ! .• ; - i - . - .. -i box ticked !After-fresh sample: - 1- ;::
- "..'.'-~---"" -~~'-~-- L~ ._.__. ~'.' ""_ ~ "_.~L_,~_ .~--.t---- ~--l--- .. -- 4.1 ----"~-.i-i·--~.~--.---+,!:---_. - .. -. '--'1--i .. -; : i :
: No box ticked, After-survivors 1 1 1 1 : .. ; - . - 1 1
.. i but answer ;After-fresh sample 122 15: 5 6 : - i - : - i 1 28
l.,_~~~~~~~~~_~. j ...w.~_~_ ......~.;-.------~l.-. ~ __~_l ..__'-.. 1
---t' ,_ , __.. --+ .. - .-....-
.. ! No answer iAfter-survivors ; 8 6 ! 2 2 i - i -
. ;After-fresh sample; 13 9 i 3 4 i -.
: !~~L' (1~·%)'· -t~:f;~~-;u~i;o-;;"-+'~ ~~-; +- ''''8;' . L .~-_. ;




































DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO HHETllER THE
MEDICAtCARt~--6IitAtN£DlifOjt'i"iIEijoCTORIThD CHAlIGED''NoV''rlU1r-TIilllfr:A1TlICENTRE
------1S0!'EN" 'BY THE ifuHilER Or-""TiMES -IlfTiiE- "PRECED'INGYE;\R' T!iPPR())CPtHEY-~'" - ." .
HADFELT' 'i'HItNEEJ')Tb st-E THCDbcTOlf BUY·FELT'l.JNABLE' 1'(';'8'o'to" suFdEi(Y
.-.. _._..->._---- . --'._., .....- <•.•..._._----_ ••• _ .... ----,.~-_. '--'" •.•.•..••. _._. --,------_._._•..-
- . ~._ ...-- ", .---'.-- -.. . : -·-'---lwlfBE'R- OFTTM'fs-rtLTTHE"Il'tti'iYoGOT6 'SURGERY
_ ! HEDICAL ISURVEY .. aone'-.... ·p:~'4··_··-T5'~9'- .." ..Tf?=--i9.... ·Ti?+ ..---j'iiO·_..'--""TALL
; CARE i i bmes !tJ.mes i tunes ,t:unes i answel" !
: I~h~~'~-'i~l"-'I Aft~;~S~l"~~vors -1:;---3;J}~:·- 1: rl£~_.. _:~I~r: ..sa.f'~'-"- ~ij P;- - ~o1 ~.
[the better IAfter-fresh sample) 47 25 :15 29! 4 ! -- I - : 2 ! 69
• ; ~ _.L_. -~ -~-~"·_-_·-t-_· __ ·_·~·_ .. _-_¥ - -.--. - ,- -.- ~--. _._-,~--~ _.+ ~-,-_.,--~. _... ~~,-- + .. ..i~·+ '. -,1- -'-i .
1 Changed f·,,!, J,fter-surv:Lvors , 3 2! 3 8! i ' - i -- 6
- : the worse •• j~!tar-freSh sampl'l 1 1, 2 41 i - 1..-. "~L~~ 3
- l's~~;a-:; ~~~ iAft~~-':;';~'i~o;s'·'~07 ~lT~'7·- ~'9r; r~2'-- .. I 2 -k40
i same !After-fresh sample!I03 551 29 53l 1 i - 2 . 2 !l.37
,.••_ ...~_.".• ~ -+-----.----- .... - , •• --+-, ---- .. -+--. --.....--;...... ,~k·, ····--..• ..,·-l·..-- .... ·-+·-~
- IMore than one! After-surviV01~ i ! - ! - I - i
! box ticked :After-fre sh sampl"j -- I -- j -- , ... ! --
:"~-~~ .~ "_", '.'.~,- '.. '-. t.. ...-- ,-~-.-- _. - _...- .. _, .... -," + i· - f~"- .. --- -,.. ~~.•'._'- .. ,_.~ ~ ~. -f- ,..--~-,-_._~ --..'.- .---~, ~ .-", -".
.. j No box ticked!After-survivors: • 1 3: i j - i 1
i but answer :After-fresh sample; 21 11 i 7 13 i ... I - I - i 28 11
-. ~.: .~~~~~~__in ~r.~.J.·" ~_~~_. _,._._ .... _ .. i _ ~ -,:.: ~~_+__JL~ ~ _._.. _,~ ............_
. ! .!~-_._,.-.- I
: No answer ,After-sw:'vivors . 9 5! 2 5! ' -- '-- , 11lA~~~-_i~e~h_s.amplell~.•8.! 1 .....:.i 1 J.,J .16
- f"AL~-(l;O%)--· :After-survivors . 176 ~95 53 13 I.
_ . iAfter-fresh sample; 186 ~
•

























DIS'fRlBUTION OF RLSPONDENTS TO nU:.. AFTER SURVEY f.CCORDIW: '1'0 In;t,'l'nER 'fHE
-j-IEilICAL 'aRE- TlfuI QoT;,YliCD--FRoit 'fm;'DOcTo,n-fA1Y CJtAi.i;15"Nci"w TI-lATfiiE-~­
HEAL'rH~CENTRcnr·Op:f;Ni· BY Tlft:'NutiBER'OFTfj.jEs'rJf -THE PF.ECEDIliG'-YEiJn;,'PPROX.)
"'---THEY HAjr FELT 'THt-jir.:Ein'oitA·'FiNfE-VnfrYEu'r liOT'CAUED tHtDClCToj·t' '.'-"












_.+ ...__ .. ~-- "j - ."~ - .'"
i 2
! 41 -







I -i!- •..... _.._-~_ ..- -;-----. ~-
i -!! -
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TABLE P69
DISTRI:aunON OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTEP SURVEY ACCORDL'IG TO WHETHER
THE HEDICAL CARE THEY OBTAINED mot! THEIR DOCTOR HAD CHANGED "NOli TH1\T
THL HEALTH CEHTRE IS OPEN" BY REGISTRAR GENERAL'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS




I SURVEY :"C=:~d ·;;;···..······~h:=;~~..:···;~:· .. ·:·....1:::::.. ~~.: ..~:~::!i~-"-": ~~tb:~~;~k;4·······I~:· ..·
! ! the better the ~orse I same : ticked : written in , anSWel'
~~~Oy~~:-~~.~-_...... ..-t[~::~~:~~:;~_ ~.. u:- _..-%.; ..llo% ....j.il:...~..:li~ ~.~ ..NG>~····ruc-~.: .(1:%) ..
1lIlB.Zers. ..1, 2,13.l!J,ft.e.t'::f~;;;b§.9..!!!P.l.e -+ ':I...................i,. . 1.. -7 _....... , :: _ ' = _ + .1....1.l.2
I : : ~ 1 . I
I:'ofessional IAfter-survivors 4 ; ; 4: I 4 12
orkers: 3 ~4 I "., 2,9 i 3.
..................... jl\.i1;~I':::t~sh S<'.ll'!P.J"" .. L ..~ Z..L_f l._ _ 1:L ~.__.!L 3.il _4 ::: · ··..·;.. .. · .. 7 . +- .13,.24
:;~~~;~~:~~~n~ J.~..:;=;;;~v~;'P~~, ~ }~.L 1 4 i i~ ~~,. ~ 2 ....B.L. 1. . '!! ~i
tmior non-manual ~fter-survivors. ! 1 ' ,3 : : ~ I - i 4
~~~~~..:=~~~~~:~;~l:~::~~:::~::*·~······i ~: ;~ ····+··· ..~······ ..·····.. 5 ·r·..····~:····· ..·····_..~·~..· ··r·..··~·· ··..···..-I······.. ··..··· ···· · _··..r : 4 ! 7:······
~;sonai ..·s·;;rv-Ice..worke ';' :ter.=fro..sh...samp J e ..+.2..7. _;}§ += h j ~~ ?_q +:: · ·t JL.... ...lL j :?....... . 3 In 74 .
,emi-skilled. manual After-eurvivors i 11 29: 1 3 : 25 66 I .;, I 1 3 I... i 38
rorkers, agr~cultura1 After-fresh sample j 8 22'... i 24 65 i ... I - . 5 13!i 37
rorkers; 7.10 1" ,!;; I
.._ ••••.••••.••••.•••.•_._ ~_._ •••. :J•••••••••.•...•••••.•••••••.••_._•.••••••... _ ••_._•.__•••_._.__ __.••••.•._.+-._ - --.- .__._ -i- •••• __._••..•_._•••+._ __ _._ __-1.._._._ _ - _.4.-._.-_ _.._.__ _._ ., __ -....... + .
Insh11ed manual After-survivors i 4 i - : 5 i i-I - i 9:::~~!~j··;~~~;;:=· ·r:·:::~~:~~:::~~· ..t.. ··: ·· ·..·.. t- : · · +_· :-·..·..·..·..·..· f' ·: · ·..· ·+ ~· ..· · · t· ..·~ ··........·1 1~
~~\:t~~~ ·an·d·..:- ·..···f1f~.f!.~.::.h.!!.§.!L§.9.!l!R1S< + !:L.· - .. .2.5. ~··...-l····-··..··..§.. ·L. e.· ·.._ ~&..···f· -:: + ~ +.!? _+ :- i _.._.J& ,_
nadeq~te1y described IAfter-survivors i 10 24 i 1 2 : 29 69 I .j ... i 2 5! 42:;;:~::~=~=$E~:t!=-_~=t;=::=:tL=.:t:===L==·=tt---'--r-· .'t-
o iAfter·.urvivors i 68 30' 6 3 i 140 62 i - i ~ i 11 5' 226
lAtter· fresh s"mnle j 69 27; 3 1 ~ 137 54 i . 28 11 i 16 6 253
..__..__ . .__. _ __._.._::::x.:_ _ _ _ _ .:. _ _ _.__ _ ,._............. . : _ .
1 Or·lI persons socio-econornic group was not known
TPl'LE P 70
rtSTF!B1JrrCN OF °ESPONDENTr Ta T!'E tFI".2P SURVEY lCOJPDING TO WHETHEP 1HE !'EDICAL CARE TIGY OITiJNEI:
f!'}m ThE toCIcP. )!fin G'l.NGEP~OW 'I'IYT TIlE HE.'\LTP CENTPE IS OPEN' BY 1\FP1' MY WOULD 00 IY'ffiiY art
THEIP HiNt PPJ:lLY n K1T /;1' 30' CIDer ot~ A TUESfn N'1'EI'NOON AND, ftLTI1CU(}! WE BLEEDING SOON STDPPED
nlEY TilOUGH'I' IT "'J1'1D \)l:Ff S~.EING ,,1 sr1f[(lNE ' . ,
0the:- Tel
I PIHcc;'s el-JIl
II 3 12 3 1
4 1 5
6 Z l? 1
18t 22 7
202, 25 12 1
tErIC'L
C'JE o,·T. ITS. l"itney Padcli£fe Churc~ill Prize Other
E'Hrf' .• 1·'.C. InJim.: HOST). NortoI'c.Me Hosp.
..-----------+----------t-....·jo......--"',.-+-""""---'--t--"..' --"...._+'.......L.o----"l..T""'-'~--"'-'1I-""-'-- ...?·-+-Jll,l;--'"-t-"1Q..-
Chwf"ed for f£'ter"suTI'ivors 60 I 1
L__tl_"e_~_··:_t_t{_'r_. -+_A_f_t_cr_-_f_r_e_s_I_S.a:_M'_..•1._.€-tI_,_59_,__-+ ~---_+-----+-----I - __-+ -+_1_.
t-~_h_·~_n_~O_e~_5_:_o_r. -+:_~_';_:_;;_=_~_~_~_:>,_~\_·,~_~_~_._l_e-+! _7 -+ +- -+ ~+ r---T_ J=
o:'tayc<' ee ;.. Cter-sUlvivcrs In: I 1 1 i 1
snmt: I'Iter _'f_.r_e_~,_1'_5_1ll._l'Tl_•._l_e_II·_1_1() +-_ I 2 i 2
"._-------+-- .. .
, "ore tJ-an one ~..£ter·-5l}rvivcTS 1-
: t.ex ticked i\Iter-fresh ~?J1'")1('.,
;..-------.--ic----- i
i 1'0) ('x tid'e(l i'.ftE:T~survivOTS I 17 1 _ ',' , 1
! het 2l\S"ler )''ritter in ;'J'ter -frc51 sen'Ple 2
;.------t--------t----t-----+---+---+---+---t-------L-:'-
: ':0 angt,'er tfter-survi,vors 8 I 1L. f.:Cter·-fresl: S:J~=-tler-1_.3 -+ -+ + -i_ 11
I, i,Ll, (1"".~,·) '+t' 1 3 '~ \.. V\.-: 1-.J_ er-survlvors . ... !
! i"ft5r-frcsL sa!lll"le I 2 4






DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO WHE~~ER THE MEDICAL
CARE THEY OBTAINED FR0!1 THE DOCTOR HAD CHANGED'UOW THAT THE HEALTH CENTRE IS OPEN"









t13 31 I 68
i








NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS
























Changed for After-survivors 3 2 I 1 3 - - I 2 5 6 3the worse After-fresh...




61 ! j 26 I I... Stayed the After-survivors 76 61 I 22 15 79 1 62 ' 140 62I same ! I iAfter-fresh , •
-I I •sample 81 56 I 23 50 13 52 1 ! 19 54 137- 54, i I... ,
I
I !
- I I IMore than one After-survivors
- - - - I - I-I I ,... box ticked • IAfter-fresh II , 1-
-
sample . - I - I - I -
•
,
... I INo box ticked After-survivors I1 1 - I - ! - - 1- but answer Iwritten in After-fresh 15 10 , 10 22 2 8 - i 1 3 28 II
-
sample I Il I ,i ;
, • ! i, I iNo answer After-survivors 7 I 1 •9 1 3
- I - 1 2 fll 5I IAfter-fresh 1 I, ! I I II ! Isample 10 7 2 4 1 4 1 2 6 : 16 6i , • ii i I I
After-survivors I I
,
1I 125 36 19 4 I ~2 226,















OPINIONS OF WO~ffiN WITH ONE OR MOP£ CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS IN THE
HOUSEHOLD AS TO WHETHER THE CARE THEY OBTAINED FROM THEIR DOCTOR
HAD CHANGED "NOI~ THAT THE HEALTH CEHTRE HAD OPENED" - RESULTS FOR
RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY (SURVIVORS P.ND FRESH SAf1PLE)
• -._- __ •.• ._. 0. -_._--" ••_~---_•.• -:---. --------- --------.-,-----~. - ·-··~-'7






Changed for the better
Changed for the worse





ij PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN I'iITH ONE OR MORE ,
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TABLE P72
DISTRIBUTIOi OF RESPONDENTS TO THl: AFTER SURVEY ACCORDIliG TO '.'HETHER THE MEDICAL CARE THEY
OBTAD:ED FR(M THE DOCTOR HAD CHANGED "NO;; TlIAT THE HLALTH CENTPE IS OPEN" ilY t.'HETHER IF THEY
H1IHTEI: TO SI E A DOCTOR THEY ~;OULD PREFI;R TO IIAIT TO SEl: THEIR OWi, DOCTOR ALTHOUGH HE HOULlJ






































































Neit:her After-survivors 1 2 3







68 30 6 3 140 62 1 11 5 226
69 27 3 1 137 5'+ 2& 11 16 6 253
.. -- .. _-.. -.. -.............
...... __ ._......•.
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i
TAELE F73
DI3TRIBUT10:~ OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTEr. SURVLl' ACCOPJJIiiG TO liHETHEP THE MEDICAL CARE
THEY OBTAD'fED n or: THE DOCTOR HAD CHAlIGED 'NO\! TaAT THE HEALTH CENIT£ IS OPEn BY


































:but answer ~ No
'written in : answer ,
.lio· .. ·%No ...% .\
1
. ;..,







:: i ~ 4 13. 2
























:Changed for j Stayed ,one bo;{
1the worse i same ! ticked
































I Up to to hOUI.1 After-survivors
I IAfter-fresh sronple
i· ~~~~n 4 t~~e~-s=~iV~: 1 13
i hour and ~ I
'.,!:! . '. hour . ..... .1 aftsr·-fre sh sa!'l;>le .. !. 8
Between ~ IAfter-survivors
hour and 1 i
hour IAfter-fresh sample . 1





·······················_-···_··········_·····i···--··· -_ __ _-_ __ .:._-_ -~ _ _.-_ _.
i 1 iIAfter-surviv~r3 4 !
,
:j After--fresh sa'llplet··· _ -<-
IAfter-survivors
j
I I I I I I1I1IIII I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE P74
OISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS TO THE AFTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO mlETllER TIlE~DICAL CARL THEY
iB'l'AD,ED FR011 THEIR DOCTOR HAD CHANGED 'Nail THAT THl. ImALTH CENTP£ IS OPEj~" BY WHETHER THEY
























'~ore than I No box ticked
oue box f but answer ! No
ticked written in i answer




























































69 27 3 1 54 28 11 16 6 253
I •I • I • 11111.1.1. I I I J I I I J I I I I
TABLE. P 75
DIS1 aIlUTlON Of RESP01~DENTS TO THE AfTER SURVEY ACCORDING TO ,IHETHER THE HEDICAL CrtPL THEY
OBTiiHED 1R0/1 THEIR DOCTOR HAD CHANGED "NOH THAT TPJ;; HEALTH CElITRE IS OPEN BY I/HLTHER THEY







!Changed for ;Chanced lor
i the better i the worse
! No % i No %





Here than No box ticked
one box i but ansl'cr
ticked written in















































Aft3r-fl'6sh S&1 pIe i





1: lift3:r-sur'vivo!"c : ' : 1 : _ 1
i Aft 3I'-fresh S<luple; - . ,- i - i - i - : _
..........._- __ ···..·····T·..--·····--..·..---···-·..·-·-··H..--~ -_ -----f.-..- ..---.----+- - ..-.- -..- +- ··..·····_·············i·····..·· ·····_·· ·..···..·..t···- ··- ·····.. ···· ····T···..···..····
Neither ticked: Aft"r-survivorE . ; 1 i
but adYanta{7e : After-fresh san pIe 1 1 3'
answr written '
.....:......
.. .. ,i + .

































~~~.~ " ; _ i _IO' •• _ ~ _ _._ L ..
liel.ther tl.ckec: Aftar-s\lI'Vl.VOrE ,- ;-
Lut disadvan- . Aftar-fl'Gsh sarple: 1 .
tage answ",r
wrtt:tE'::p !n. .......•..... _.................... iNeither ticked: A£taro-survivorf··· -;-- "1" , , , 5
but neutral : A£ter-L'esh Sat pIe; 8
answer written·
~._i.n_ _ ~ _ _ ..1. _._ _ _ .1 _ .No answer ~ After-survivor'E [4 : - 8 ~ .
! . After-fresh sar, pIe I 2 10· 12 53.
f··..···..·- _·.._ ·_··..·..~··..·-.._-_········_·..·.._ ··._._ _ ;._.---._ _ ~ _ _ .1. 1. .
: ALL j After-suI"oivorf . 68 30: 6 3 140 62
. i A£ter-fresh sa pIe 69 27· 3 1 137 54
• •••••_ ••• •••••••H __..• ••_ ..•••• _ ••• ri •••••••••••• ••••__ _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, .
.. _ " __ H"••..
